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introduction

* * *

Thoughts about the origin and ultimate goal of life are a fundamental part 
of what it means to be a human being. A culture that does not reflect on 
existential matters is difficult to imagine. To search for a meaning behind 
things is a profoundly human characteristic. Questions about the origin 
and purpose of life are the starting point for cosmology, myths, rituals, 
and religious doctrines, and also for modern Western science. The sug
gested answers to the questions, however, have varied greatly through the 
ages, as have the methods to try to find them. A life shaped by collective 
rituals can give a meaning beyond intellectual answers -we see vivid ex
amples of that even today. The searching in itself can give meaning, as can 
faith in a special answer. One such answer can be a belief in a particular 
divinity, an ideology, a scientific method, or perhaps even a doubt that 
there is any meaning at all. Even the act of questioning requires taking a 
stance on the basis of a belief in the relevance of one’s own intellect, al
though people may not always be aware of this. Whether one believes that 
it is possible to say anything objective about the world outside oneself or 
not, this stance too is a product of an existential standpoint.

When I first began studies of cosmological beliefs and rituals in ancient 
Scandinavian society, around 1990, this research trend was sparsely repre
sented among Swedish archaeologists, in practice almost non-existent. In
stead there was often an outspoken scepticism, not to say a scornful tone, 
about research into ancient religion and cosmology. The spirit of the time 
was decidedly secular, and many intellectuals felt that religion was largely 
a thing of the past — an opinion that would later prove to be fundamentally 
wrong. Secular interpretations were therefore considered a priori more 
probable and relevant than sacred ones. This scepticism was not confined
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to archaeology, although it often took on an extreme expression there, 
shaped by the source material of the subject - material culture. Yet the 
same kind of suspicion could be found generally in the humanities, and it 
can be illustrated with Mary Douglas’s defence of rite and ritual as con
cepts, at a time when “ritualists” were still seriously questioned in anthro
pology and comparative religion (Douglas 1978 (1970), pp. 21 ff.; cf. 
Stausberg 2002, pp. 20 f.).

For a long time the proof required in archaeology for a site to be given 
a ritual interpretation was much greater than what was expected of a sec
ular interpretation. At this time one could hear archaeologists declare that 
a “cultic” interpretation could only be considered when no profane inter
pretation (i.e., a more reasonable and rational one) was possible. As project 
leader of various excavations in contract archaeology, I reacted against 
this. Alongside my work as an archaeologist at the National Heritage 
Board’s Archaeological Excavations Department (UV), I therefore began 
postgraduate research at Uppsala University, with the aim of contributing 
new interpretations, chiefly of graves and mortuary rituals, especially the 
custom of cremation in Scandinavia. The work resulted in a licentiate the
sis in 1992 and later a doctoral dissertation in 1997. Of course, I was not 
alone in the process of change in Swedish archaeology towards a more 
open attitude to interpretations of ritual and religion, a development that 
would lead to a virtual explosion of works by Swedish archaeologists con
taining such interpretations at the start of the twenty-first century. I no
ticed, however, that my work also inspired others to seek new interpreta
tions. In particular, my licentiate thesis from 1992 appeared at a time 
when it was almost alone of its kind in Scandinavian archaeology and it 
therefore attained a wide spread. Earlier attempts at the archaeology of re
ligion (e.g. Furingsten 1985; Bennet 1987), had often touched only super
ficially on ritual interpretations. My doctoral dissertation from 1997 com
prises a more thorough penetration of several questions, with special em
phasis on the meaning of cremation. Since completing my doctoral 
dissertation I have continued my research in other areas - alongside ad
ministrative work and teaching - but in recent years I have resumed my 
interest in ancient Scandinavian religion and cosmology. I have found that 
comparative study is essential for proposing relevant interpretations. In
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my view, it is possible to use analogies in two main ways: as direct com
parisons and as a catalyst for considering some things in a totally new way 
and thus giving inspiration for new interpretations.

In the present work I continue the method used in my dissertation, but 
with a partly different point of departure. The dissertation was based on 
a Swedish case study, the burial and cult site at Ringeby in Östergötland, 
but interpreted from a broad phenomenological perspective. As an inter
pretative framework I used research on early Germanic and more general 
Indo-European beliefs, as presented by various scholars of religion (e.g. de 
Vries 1956-57, 1961; Dumézil 1941, 1962; Olrik & Ellekilde 1926-52; 
Strömbäck 1935; Heiler 1961; Ström, F. 1942, 1985; Turville-Petre 1964; 
Ström, A. 1975; Lincoln 1986). It was already clear to me in that context 
that the similarities that can be observed between different Indo-Europe
an traditions were scarcely due solely to general phenomenological corre
spondences. That would have been as strange as if all the shared features 
that can be identified in Indo-European languages were exclusively due to 
coincidences and general similarities. It is perfectly clear that certain lan
guages are more closely related than others, and it is the same with cos
mology, mythology, and ritual practice. In the work on my dissertation, 
however, it felt like taking too large a step to discuss the possibility of an 
underlying kinship with other Indo-European traditions. I decided that I 
would return to the problem later, in a new way.

When it comes to the empirical material for the present study, it most
ly concerns the Scandinavian archaeological evidence, chiefly from Swe
den, of which I have more than two decades of experience. My profession
al work as a field archaeologist has comprised many remains of a ritual na
ture, which have been presented in various contexts (e.g. Kaliff 1992, 
1994, 1997, 1999, 2001). In recent years a number of excavations of inter
est for the topic have taken place at various sites in southern and central 
Sweden, contributing valuable empirical material and opening the way for 
new comparative interpretations. These have almost all been connected 
with contract archaeology, as a part of rescue excavations. It is in contexts 
like these that the majority of archaeological research is done in Sweden 
today, where resources allocated to pure research excavations are highly 
limited. It is also of particular value that result of excavations in contract
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archaeology are given an interpretative role in synthesizing works. Source 
material and inspiration for the present work come from a large number 
of such excavations, commissioned by county administrative boards and 
financed chiefly by the National Road Administration and the National 
Rail Administration in Sweden, as well as by various local authorities and 
construction companies. The publication of a synthesis like this is there
fore possible thanks to results and analyses from a number of excavations, 
the latest being the Plains Project (Slättbygdsprojektet), a huge enterprise 
in contract archaeology by UV, occasioned by the construction of a rail
way in the flat western part of the province of Östergötland. The study 
does not concentrate on any specific site, instead seeking to highlight gen
eral features in the ritual practice that characterizes the prehistoric places 
that archaeologists often call “cemeteries” or “grave-fields” or (more sel
dom) “ritual places”. The focus is on cosmological ideas in Scandinavian 
society in the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, and how these are expressed 
in a ritual practice. In the light of other comparable cultural contexts, cos
mology is crucial for the form of different ritual expressions, such as sac
rificial acts and mortuary practice and for the way in which they should 
be understood.

When it comes to interpretations of Vedic and other Indo-European 
traditions, I have chiefly relied on authoritative secondary sources, in the 
form of works in comparative religion. The latter have been recommended 
to me by colleagues in that discipline, who have generally advised archae
ologists against attempting new interpretations of primary sources on the 
history of religion. For my purposes, the interpretations of the historical 
source texts by scholars of comparative religion have been the best starting 
point. Important inspiration for comparative interpretations has come 
from Frits Staal, one of the foremost experts on the Vedic fire sacrifice, and 
his work Agni: The Vedic Ritual of the Fire Altar (2001, first edition 1983). 
Staal’s work is based on a unique body of empirical material and is there
by an almost inexhaustible source of inspiration for analogies. His work is 
interesting not just for the information about the Vedic sacrificial ritual it
self but also for a general discussion of ritual theory. Another scholar who 
has been of particular importance for the interpretations is Bruce Lincoln, 
whose Myth, Cosmos, and Society: Indo-European Themes of Creation



and Destruction (1986) deals with precisely such links between cosmolo
gy, sacrificial ritual, and perceptions of death that I use here in my inter
pretation of the archaeological evidence.

For the question of the relevance of comparative studies of different 
Indo-European contexts, certain recent works in archaeology have also 
provided support. After having been a non-topic for a long time, it is now 
once again considered relevant to search for associations between differ
ent Indo-European contexts. The picture of contacts within Eurasia dur
ing the second and third millennium BC, and their significance for cultur
al innovations, has been restored to the agenda (e.g. Kristiansen 1999, 
2004, 2005; Kristiansen & Larsson 2005). The discussion of these con
tacts, however, has in large measure focused on the interpretation of pres
tigious finds, and of the symbolism of rock carvings. I believe that anoth
er important key to this can be found in less spectacular remains, provid
ed that they are interpreted within a corresponding overall model - which 
has rarely been the case. It is a matter of various forms of fire rituals and 
the deposition of material, phenomena that we have reason to assume 
were a very important part of the prehistoric ritual tradition in Scandina
via. Fire as a ritual medium has clear parallels in other Indo-European cul
tures.

My intention is to concentrate the discussion on interpretations of sac
rifice and funeral rituals, and various connections between these, with 
special emphasis on the meaning of fire. The Vedic ritual tradition is the 
main basis for comparisons, but I also look at other Indo-European tradi
tions, not least the closely related ones from ancient Iran. The main aim is 
to try to extract the parts of the cosmology and the associated ritual tra
ditions that go back to an underlying, more original Indo-European tradi
tion, what is usually called a Proto-Indo-European stage. Attempts at re
constructions of this context have been made by linguists, archaeologists, 
and scholars of religion (for a survey see Mallory 1989). The significance 
of sacrificial rituals is well documented in the Vedic tradition. The ritual 
meaning of burial customs is likewise well attested there, in particular 
their link to cremation. Fire rituals are also closely associated with the old 
Iranian ritual tradition, and with Zoroastrianism as it still survives today. 
Correspondingly, the archaeological evidence strongly suggests that fire



rituals also played a significant part in ancient Scandinavian society, prob
ably in combination with rituals associated with other types of elements. 
This significance can also be traced, to some extent, in the written evi
dence, as well as in later folklore traditions.

I begin with two chapters discussing, first, religion as a force in the cre
ation of culture and, second, the importance of comparative perspectives 
and analogies in archaeological interpretations in general. I then survey 
the state of the sources for studies of ancient Scandinavian religion and the 
Indo-European conceptual world, which I subsequently use for compara
tive purposes. Of particular significance here is the relationship between 
cosmology and ritual practice. The different chapters that follow deal with 
different aspects of ancient Scandinavian ritual, starting from an overall 
cosmology. The phenomena studied in detail are the cremation ritual, the 
use of sacrificial fire in general, altars and deposition places, and the sig
nificance of the elements for the choice of place and deposition ritual. I 
round off by discussing a link between a possible Scandinavian variant of 
Indo-European cosmology and some phenomena that we encounter in ide
as from the Late Iron Age and in later folk belief.

Certain comparative inspiration has come from study trips to India 
and Nepal, with visits to the sacred Hindu cities of Allahabad and Vara
nasi (Benares) in India, and not least from the temple of Pashupatinath at 
Kathmandu in Nepal. There is constant ritual activity on the banks of the 
rivers, with a continuous flow of pilgrims. Many people come to Varanasi 
to die, since it is considered extremely fortunate to end one’s life in this 
place, to be cremated here and have one’s ashes committed to the holy wa
ters of the Ganges. A man I met there, on the riverbank, wanted to show 
me one of the places where the dead are cremated. When I declined, ex
plaining that I would prefer to go there by myself, he misunderstood me 
and thought that I was not interested in Hindu cremation customs. This 
was not the case, as I had already visited more than fifty such cremations. 
He wanted to explain to me that this was not something terrible that only 
had to do with death and destruction. On the contrary, he said, it was 
highly instructive to watch; indeed, it was not primarily about death but a 
ritual that displayed a great deal of the outlook on life in Hinduism: 
“Burning for learning, you know!”



This comment stuck with me and I have thought a lot about it. As ar
chaeologists we have become very conscious that we constantly risk pro
jecting our own pre-understanding on our interpretations of prehistory, or 
even that we are always forced to work that way to some extent. This is 
precisely the reason why it is so important that we constantly remind our
selves of the variation that can exist in views of even the most fundamen
tal phases of human existence, such as birth, death, and burial. The way 
we handle the dead always reflects our outlook on life, an aspect that has 
been increasingly relegated to the background in secularized Western so
ciety. The seemingly uncomplicated statement that was served to me on 
the banks of the Ganges actually says quite a lot about that.

Linköping, January 2007

Anders Kaliff
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Religion as a force 
in the creation of culture 
- a revived research field

* * *

Religion has always been central to the creation of human culture, for bet
ter or worse. A great deal of social activity and physical planning has been 
steered, and still is, by more or less conscious religious and cosmological 
ideas. In the majority of known societies, religion has played a crucial role 
for the structure of society, for class divisions, and for the individual’s way 
of life. This can also be observed in events at the moment of writing, as 
different religious movements are once again demonstrating their signifi
cance, in a way that most Western experts would have regarded as impos
sible just a few decades ago.

The division into spheres of activity and categories that is often made 
in archaeological interpretations, sacred-profane or ritual-functional, is 
based on what seems self-evident in our own contemporary world-view. 
When it comes to the interpretation of remains of a religious kind in pre
history, it is therefore important to begin by highlighting the fact that the 
current secularization process in Western society is in many ways unique. 
There is no real counterpart to this process earlier in world history. The 
perception of reality in virtually all societies in all ages has had a religious 
foundation. Atheism in our modern sense, that is, the total denial of the 
existence of a higher power, would not have been considered a meaning
ful outlook in the majority of older societies. Not even in Europe a few 
centuries ago would the atheism of our time have been comprehensible. In
terpreting God in a way that deviated from the established religion would 
have been meaningful but problematic and controversial. The total denial 
of a higher power, however, would have been viewed as a denial of reali
ty. Not even those who were accused of atheism in the Middle Ages and
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the Reformation period understood it to mean anything like atheism in to
day’s definition of the word (cf. Armstrong 1997, pp. 328 ff.).

Scholars of religion in the late nineteenth century and the early twenti
eth century often tried to reduce the origin of religion to different forms of 
fetishism, totemism, and ideas about animism and magic. It was imagined 
that religion had emerged from “primitive” notions, from which they then 
evolved gradually towards more advanced religious ideas. Ethnographic- 
anthropological research in the second half of the nineteenth century, un
der the influence of the new theory of evolution, thus had a great impact 
on research on religion. Scholars proceeded from the theory that cultures, 
like biological life, followed a regular evolutionary development and pas
sed through specific phases, from lower to higher (e.g. Tylor 1871; Dürk
heim 1915; Frazer 1913, 1926; cf. Evans-Pritchard 1965, pp. 100 ff.; Cain 
1987, pp. 69 f.). According to the evolutionary outlook, the ultimate goal 
of both cultural and religious development was basically the Western Eu
ropean civilization of which the scholars themselves were a part. The view 
of the role and development of religion has since been modified and be
come much more complex. For the majority of scholars of religion it be
came increasingly clear that religious ideas also interacted to different de
grees with other parts of society. Although the outlook on religion as be
ing integrated with other aspects of society has become widespread 
through time, there is variation in the perception of the role that should be 
ascribed to religious experience. On a fundamental level, of course, it is a 
matter of whether religious experience is regarded as primary and real in 
an objective sense. Rudolf Otto, for example, claimed that it is impossible 
to derive religion as a cultural phenomenon from other experiences or cat
egories than religious ones (Otto 1967, pp. 114 ff.). This view can serve as 
a support for scholars who believe that the real meaning of religious ideas 
can only be fully understood by those who nourish them. On the other 
hand, it is equally possible to regard religion as a fundamental part of be
ing human, without adopting any stance whatever on what religious expe
riences really consist of. In my view, it is important to see religion as a pri
mary human form of expression, without ignoring the fact that its concrete 
form in a specific society interacts with factors such as natural conditions, 
social structure, and other circumstances of life.



The great significance of the independent character of religion in the 
human unconscious was stressed, for example, by Carl Gustav Jung, in his 
theory of collective archetypes (cf. Jung 1985, 1987). Some researchers 
working in the spirit of Jung have sought to picture the collective uncon
scious as a part of the genetic heritage, while others believe that man’s 
spiritual development should not be regarded solely as a subordinate part 
of biological evolution. The mind is instead thought to have its own evolu
tionary history, which is in itself a stage in the development of a conscious 
religion. According to this view, people’s rationality, emotions, ability to 
display sympathy and to reason about morality and ethics go hand in hand 
with the development of religious thought (Verkamp 1991, pp. 543 ff. and 
557). This view also has parallels among scholars of ritual working in the 
Hindu/Vedic tradition. For a Western researcher, with a fundamentally 
critical attitude, a Indian ritualist can seem to be far too indoctrinated in 
his own system to be able to analyse the meaning of ritual. However, with 
an alternative point of departure, one could say that it is instead the West
ern outlook - not taking the meaning of ritual seriously - that makes it im
possible for us to understand its meaning (cf. also Staal 2000 (1983)).

Like other scientific theories, ideas about the foundation of religion 
and its place in the development of human culture have thus varied great
ly. Joakim Wach and Mircea Eliade, like Rudolf Otto, are examples of 
scholars of religion who have expressed the view that religion should not 
be separated from other functions in society. According to Eliade, reli
gious ideas are deep-rooted in human culture, having arisen the very first 
time people perceived their place in the universe. Religion, according to 
this outlook, is grounded in the need for an explanation of existence (Eli
ade 1958, p. 463, and 1978, p. 13; cf. Otto 1967, pp. 115 ff.; Wach 1988, 
p. 23). A technical and materialistic description of life increasingly domi
nated the Western world-view in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
Scientific and medical authorities replaced Christian representatives of re
ligion as setters of norms. The role of priests was taken over by doctors, 
engineers, and economists - builders of society who were allowed to de
scribe “reality” for us. Particularly in the Sweden that emerged after the 
Second World War, with rapid economic and technical development, ma
terialism and belief in the future replaced the established Lutheran church
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as the normative system. During my own childhood in the 1960s and 1970s 
the Swedes developed into perhaps the most secularized people in the 
world, at least on the surface, a development that I myself always suspect
ed would lead sooner or later to a counter-reaction, as almost always hap
pens with extreme changes in society. All round the world, including Swe
den and Scandinavia, we can see today that faith in the blessings of mate
rial welfare has not been sufficient to alleviate existential anxiety. People 
are once again searching for existential answers both in organized religion 
and in less organized forms of spirituality. Where this process will take us 
cannot yet be discerned, but like all development it is probable that there 
are both good and bad sides: good if it leads to an increased sense of posi
tive meaning in people, and bad if it leads to fundamentalism and hatred.

As mentioned above, it was therefore rare until quite recently that 
works by Swedish archaeologists dealt with religion and beliefs. I am re
ferring to the period roughly from the end of the Second World War until 
the start of the 1990s. In earlier Swedish archaeology, on the other hand, 
there was a keen interest in studies of religion and eschatology. The gener
ation of archaeologists who were active during the first half of the 1900s 
often worked in a way resembling that of comparative religion, and the 
two disciplines often have similar interests (e.g. Lindquist 1921, 1936; 
Almgren 1927, 1934; Norden 1921, 1925). The reawakened attention 
seen in recent years, and clearly noticeable since the second half of the 
1990s, has had the result that interpretations of ritual, symbolism, and re
ligion have been integrated to a greater or lesser extent in virtually every 
new archaeological work, which in turn, unfortunately, has led to a water
ing down of the content. This of course will probably pave the way for a 
counter-reaction in the other direction some time in the future. The fact 
that cognitive issues have once again become so popular in archaeology 
means that many such studies result in more or less distinct repetitions of 
earlier interpretations. There are presumably two main reasons for this: 
that interest in the problem among many scholars is relatively superficial, 
and that the subject quite simply is trendy right now; there is also the fact 
that a steady flow of new publications in the field means that not even 
those who are especially interested have time to read them. Already at the 
end of the 1980s one could detect a change of attitude in North European



archaeology, with a shift towards religion and beliefs which is reflected in 
symposia and also publications (e.g. Steinsland, ed. 1986; Larsson & Wy- 
somirska, eds. 1989; Garwood, Jennings, Skeates &C Toms, eds. 1991; 
Carmichael, Hubert, Reeves & Schanche, eds. 1994). It is also reflected in 
a gradually increasing number of dissertations and articles published by 
Swedish archaeologists; the earliest ones from the 1980s usually contained 
only cautious approaches to interpretations of religions and beliefs, but 
these gradually became bolder (e.g. Jankavs 1981, 1987; Furingsten 1985; 
Bennet 1987; Jennbert 1988, 1993; Gräslund, B. 1983, 1989, 1994; 
Artelius 1996, 2000). My own works on religion and beliefs are part of 
this process (e.g. Kaliff 1992, 1994, 1995, 1997, 2001).

The new interest in ritual and the conceptual world is not conhned to 
Scandinavian archaeology, but I choose here to concentrate on develop
ments there. A held where interpretations of ritual and beliefs has come 
into focus again is the study of Bronze Age rock carvings and the pictori
al world we End there. Scholars have shown a desire for contextualiza- 
tion, discussing the meaning of the graves and the rock carvings in rela
tion to other types of ritual remains (Kaul 1998; Widholm 1998, 2006; 
Goldhahn 1999; Hauptman-Wahlgren 2002; Fredell 2003; Bengtsson 
2004). The main lines in Scandinavian research on rock carvings in re
cent years have been summed up in a survey by Joakim Goldhahn (2006). 
Several publications have dealt with other types of ritual structures, often 
connected to mortuary ritual. Examples are: ritual enclosures and cult 
buildings (Olausson, M. 1995 and Victor 2002 respectively), building of
ferings in Scandinavian tradition in both prehistoric and historic time 
(Carlie 2004), votive Ends in the earth and in wetlands during the Neo
lithic (Karsten 1994), fire sacrifices in the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron 
Age (Thorn 1994, 1996; Kaliff 2005). When it comes to mortuary ar
chaeology, ritual studies have attracted a renewed interest. A recent ex
ample of this is the collection Dealing with the Dead (edited by Artelius 
& Svanberg 2005), with contributions from a number of scholars, which 
was launched in connection with the EAA conference in Cork in 2005. 
The vast majority of the publications, however, are in Swedish, just as 
works from the other Scandinavian countries are in Scandinavian lan
guages.
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The study of religion, cosmology, and ritual has thus become a large 
and popular field within archaeology in recent years. Another clear exam
ple of this is the interdisciplinary project “Roads to Midgard - Norse Pa
ganism in Long-term Perspectives” and the publications that have emerged 
from it (e.g. Andrén, Jennbert & Raudvere, eds. 2002, 2004, 2006). What 
Colin Renfrew and Ezra B. W. Zubrow said in the preface to The Ancient 
Mind: Elements of Cognitive Archaeology (1994), that an interest in cog
nitive issues in archaeology would revolutionize the archaeology of the 
1990s and the early 2000s in the same way as processual archaeology did 
in the 1960s and 1970s, has now in large measure proved true. Postproc- 
essual (or postmodern) archaeology, in their opinion, was only a part of 
this development (cf. also Renfrew 1994a, pp. 3 ff.; Zubrow 1994, p. 
190). If postprocessual (contextual) archaeology could be regarded as a 
form of antithesis to processualism, this “cognitive processualism” can be 
regarded as a tendency to synthesis, or syncretism, with different orienta
tions being combined and blended (cf. Trigger 1993, pp. 415 ff.).

Ritual as a concept is once again in focus in several humanistic sub
jects, not least archaeology. In the first half of the twentieth century and 
well into the second half, many scholars were averse to viewing ritual as a 
fundamental part of human culture, but in recent decades there has been a 
vigorous reaction against this from both anthropologists and scholars of 
religion (Stausberg 2002). Victor Turner, for example, clearly shows that 
ritual is an important factor for understanding the structure of a society. 
In The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (first published in 
1969) he has described his own awakening when it comes to the signifi
cance of ritual, during fieldwork where he was initially negative and criti
cal (Turner 1995, p. 5). When it comes to the renewed positive attitude to 
the significance of ritual one can, as the historian of religion Michael Staus
berg has claimed, simultaneously observe a hesitance. It is possible once 
again today to hold up ritual as a bearing element in society, yet a phenom- 
enologist of religion still finds it difficult to gain a hearing when the impor
tance of religion is asserted in a corresponding way. The latter can then be 
dismissed as “religionist” (Stausberg 2002, pp. 19 f.). Recent tragic events 
in the world, connected to fundamentalist religious movements, have prob
ably modified this attitude, however, since they demonstrate the explosive
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power contained in religion, despite the fact that most analysts until re
cently thought that this was a thing of the past in a secularized world. 
Stausberg’s analysis can provide a useful perspective on our attitude to the 
concepts of ritual and religion in archaeology as well. What is convincing 
during a certain period, and is then seldom questioned, can be regarded as 
totally unreasonable in the next period, only to become strong again in a 
new guise later on.

It is therefore important that an archaeologist, in studying cosmology 
and religion, is constantly aware of the difference between our present-day 
secularized and scientific view of the world and the cosmology that was 
embraced by people in the bygone society that we want to study. In Scan
dinavian Bronze Age society one can expect a basic cosmological outlook 
in which ideas that in our time are separated into sacred and profane were 
instead interwoven. Societies where the difference between sacred and pro
fane do not correspond to the contemporary Western one, but are more 
fluid, I have previously called “genuinely religious societies” (Kaliff 1997; 
1999). By this I meant a society whose cosmological outlook it is meaning
less to try to understand on the basis of our own culture with its separation 
into religious and secular spheres. No activity is wholly disconnected from 
religion, and at the same time there is no activity that can be considered as 
solely religious in our modern sense. Even if we cannot fully understand 
ways of thinking and reasoning in a culture like this, we must nevertheless 
find means to describe phenomena in a way that is comprehensible to us. 
Such a description must of necessity contain simplifications and thus run 
the risk of misunderstanding. Yet it is still the only possible way to arrive 
at a description in terminology that we can grasp. The very concept of re
ligion would presumably he hard to understand for people who live in a 
genuinely religious society. Colin Renfrew has said that the word religion 
can sometimes be misleading for a society where religious ideas pervade 
everyday life: “The problem of the ‘embeddedness’ of cult activity within 
the other activities of daily life is thus a very real one” (Renfrew 1994b, p. 
47). In a genuinely religious society religion is the very explanatory model 
for reality. Each rite is perceived to have a function and therefore no dis
tinction in principle is made between what we in our culture would define 
as a ritual or a functional act. ITowever, it is still relatively common among



archaeologists that rituals and religious acts are regarded as secondary 
cultural phenomena, as a mere reflection of other circumstances. Since our 
Western society is permeated by a rationalism that is in stark contrast to 
the world-view of many “traditional” societies, we tend to imagine that 
people in the past did not “waste time” on things that we perceive as irra
tional. Rituals, however, are often more advanced and sophisticated than 
archaeologists generally assert, and in many societies they are still an im
portant and integral part of life.
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The significance of 
terminology for interpretation

* * *

It is difficult to make a proper interpretation of other people’s thoughts 
and feelings, even in an environment which one knows well and to which 
one belongs. Attempting an interpretation that concerns prehistoric peo
ple may therefore seem virtually impossible. Interpretations of other peo
ple’s conceptions always mean a subjectively based attempt to interpret an 
equally subjective experience in someone else. This is particularly evident 
when interpreting cosmological and religious ideas as embodied in the 
physical traces of rituals. Studies of such phenomena in archaeology are 
part of the orientation that has sometimes been called cognitive archaeol
ogy. Kent V. Flannery and Joyce Marcus (1996), in a partly critical article 
about the potential of archaeology, have tried to sort out some concepts 
that are occasionally used by archaeologists in an incorrect or overlapping 
way: cosmology, religion, ideology, and iconography. Together these cov
er a large part of the field comprised by cognitive archaeology. Cosmolo
gy can be defined as an overall theory of the world and the universe; time, 
place, and context. It constitutes the general world-view, how people in a 
society believe that life is structured, how everything came into being and 
is connected, how the world is maintained. Cosmology can therefore be 
said to influence both religion and ideology. Religion is a narrower con
cept which usually includes beliefs about one or more divinities, which are 
worshipped as creators or rulers of existence. A religion also includes 
rules, rituals, and various traditions proceeding from these beliefs. Ideol
ogy is basically a socio-political concept and should therefore not be con
fused with religion, even if there is a close connection in some cases. Many 
regulations, for example, in the hierarchies of a society, can be steered by 
ideology. Iconography is the fourth concept, comprising the interpretation
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of images. In archaeology, iconography is often understood to mean how 
prehistoric people represented cosmological, religious, and ideological con
ceptions in artistic expressions (Flannery &c Marcus 1996, pp. 352 ff.).

The concept of cognitive archaeology actually includes all types of ar
chaeological analyses to do with people’s beliefs and perceptions. With a 
broad definition one could thus claim that virtually all archaeological 
studies can be regarded as cognitive. This, however, would make the con
cept meaningless, so it is usually restricted to phenomena that have to do 
directly with human mentality. One can nevertheless question whether a 
label like cognitive archaeology is a good thing. Although it covers the en
tire span of human thought and spiritual needs, it is simultaneously diffi
cult to handle. Moreover, there is often confusion when it comes to certain 
cognitive phenomena, as different designations are used in an overlapping 
way and sometimes completely wrongly by archaeologists. I therefore pre
fer here to use the more specific terms “ritual” and “religion”, along with 
“cosmology” (when I also include underlying ideas which are not con
sciously part of a religious structure), for the phenomena which I primari
ly wish to discuss and problematize.

<Fig. 1. The complex relationship between sacred and profane spheres can be clarified 

with examples from different societies. The photograph, taken in 2002, shows a temple of 

Kali in the southern Kathmandu valley, Nepal, at the time of the ritual slaughter that takes 

place there twice a week. People from the surrounding area go on pilgrimage to the tem

ple, bringing animals to slaughter. The animal is handed over to the sacrificial priest who 

ritually kills it as an offering to the goddess Kali. The goddess then receives certain parts 

of the victim's body, along with other offerings in the form of fruit and flowers, after 

which the major part of the animal's body is returned to the person who brought the sac

rifice. This person thus receives a gift from the goddess in return for the offering he or 

she has made to her. The returned products of the slaughter now have yet another mean

ing, since they are a divine gift. An important point here is that the flesh from the victim 

is then the family’s daily food during the week. The relationship between religious sacri

fices and profane, functional slaughter is thus different from that conceived by a modern 

Western person. Photo: Anders Kaliff.
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There are relatively few absolute facts in the study of religion and cos
mology, since the ideas studied exist in the individual’s subjective experi
ence - but also in a kind of collective subjectivity, where the experience of 
a group cannot necessarily be understood by the members of another. The 
occurrence of structural similarities and general phenomena is therefore 
important for an analysis. The idea of basic features recurring in many re
ligions and the occurrence of a uniformity behind many religious phenom
ena is one to which I subscribe, as it is put forward by phenomenologists 
of religion (e.g. Eliade 1958; Heiler 1961; van der Leeuw 1963). In recent 
years this view has also become relevant again in archaeology, where the 
presence of universal similarities in human thought, which exist independ
ently of time and place, has been discussed by, for instance, Julian Thomas 
(2004, p. 155). Archaeologists have recently been increasingly willing to 
discuss the problems of different interpretative perspectives, particularly 
when it comes to the subjectivity of the interpretations and the projection 
of the interpreter’s own pre-understanding on the object. This has also 
raised questions about definitions and concepts when it comes to various 
“features”, the term that is the archaeologist’s broadest definition of the 
objects of study. Despite this, there are still often routine interpretations 
and an unreflecting use of nomenclature and conceptual apparatus. I 
would claim that terminology and interpretation often end up being the 
same thing in the archaeological process, or at least that the terminology 
steers the interpretation to a large extent (cf. Kaliff 2005a). This is espe
cially noticeable when the interpretations comprise objects with a power
ful emotional charge, or when the terminology includes words with such 
a charge. I believe that this is often the case in the interpretation of con
texts connected to ritual and religion. What is well known in our own 
emotional frame of reference, for example, religious rituals at death and 
burial, is noticed relatively easily, compared with ritual customs which no 
longer have any real counterpart in our time. The latter, for example, can 
be about fire sacrifices and the deposition of material, or the very tradition 
of making sacrifices. Interpretations of burial rituals in prehistoric socie
ty, however, are heavily influenced by our own outlook on what a grave is, 
regardless of whether or not we consciously believe that we are steered by 
our own pre-understanding. This is inescapable, and it is more obvious
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Fig. 2. Triangular stone setting dated to the Pre-Roman iron 

Age, containing burnt and unburnt bones and teeth from 

horse and sheep/goat. There is nothing to suggest that the fea

ture was a grave. It was instead part of a context that was in

terpreted as a site for ritual butchery. From an excavation at 

Hulje, Högby Parish, Östergötland, 1995. Photo: Anders Kaliff.

when it concerns phenomena which in addition have the power to move us 
in one way or another.

Compared with the extensive discussions that have taken place about in
terpretative perspectives in archaeology, however, the focus has rarely been 
on terminology and conceptual apparatus. The problems here become par
ticularly clear when operative terms and interpretations are kept apart. Of
ten the same term is used both as an operative term and as an interpretation
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of a phenomenon. Grave is one such term: a seemingly unproblematic 
word for features in a field situation which is in fact an advanced interpre
tation. Moreover, the concept of grave has an emotional content which 
varies between different interpreters and sends thoughts in different direc
tions. The choice of the operative terms we choose as archaeologists is 
thus closely connected to the problem of interpretation and terminology. 
How are our interpretations influenced when the operative terms we use 
are words which have a distinct emotional charge in our time and culture? 
When we use the word grave, are we unconsciously tempted to perceive 
the way prehistoric people viewed burial rituals (which is in itself a prob
lematic term) as being like our own? With terminology and conceptual ap
paratus there follows a battery of both conscious and unconscious associ
ations, especially when it comes to words that are intrinsically emotive. 
Any categorization is a simplification. If systematic and comparative stud
ies are to be possible, we cannot escape this way of working, but we can 
try to be aware of the process.

It is of course theoretically possible that prehistoric people had a basic 
cosmology similar to the one we have in the West today (which admitted
ly varies), but I find that highly unlikely. The division of activities into dif
ferent categories (often pairs of opposites) that we make today, for exam
ple sacred-profane and ritual-functional, is based on our own contempo
rary world-view. It is not necessarily wrong to use the terminology of our 
own times, in view of the fact that the ambition is to arrive at an under
standing of the interpretations in our own time, not for the benefit of the 
people in the past. Attempts to make something unknown comprehensible 
require, for better or worse, a degree of change and simplification, and a 
translation into the reality of our own age and culture is necessary if a 
study is to be comprehensible and meaningful, or even possible. At the 
same time, it is important not to be misled into taking the translation as a 
genuine text, as can easily happen. Reflection on this problem is just as es
sential when it comes to the terminology itself. In subsequent chapters I 
will focus on sacrificial and mortuary rituals, and the cosmological beliefs 
on which these were based. The rituals, however, are also linked to other 
fields both in the belief system and in society as a whole. Rituals can, by 
definition, be both secular and religious by nature or (more commonly)
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they can be a mixture of both fields, even though the word ritual has im
plicitly come to refer mostly to religious instances (Stausberg 2002, pp. 26 
ff.)-1 shall exemplify with a few frequently occurring operative terms con
cerning archaeological remains which can serve as a basis for statements 
about sacrificial and mortuary rituals, to illustrate how they can affect the 
interpretation.

A commonly used term, and one which is more problematic than we 
are often aware of, is grave goods or grave gifts, to use the Swedish term 
(gravgåvor). This is an umbrella term for objects deliberately placed in the 
grave with the deceased. Exceptions are usually made for the container in 
which the bones, cremated or uncremated, are placed, and sometimes also 
for objects which were probably attached to the deceased’s clothes and 
thus might not have been deliberately placed in the grave. Animal bones 
found in graves are sometimes designated as grave goods, as are traces of 
(other) food remains. Here, however, we come close to an interesting di
viding line. Sometimes such finds are no longer described as grave goods 
but as possible sacrifices: food offerings, libations, burnt offerings (of 
burnt animal bones). Suddenly the definition has thus changed character 
radically. We have instead an advanced interpretation - an offering or sac
rifice (both called offer in Swedish). One may ask why these remains are 
not also primarily interpreted as grave goods. The question is relevant, but 
unfortunately it brings us quickly to an even more problematic definition 
- the grave goods themselves. What are grave goods or grave gifts?

We use the term as a label for a distinct category, not just as an opera
tive term, but without giving it a proper meaning. It is employed all the 
time as an archaeological term. As I see it, it means solely “an object placed 
with the deceased in the grave” (possibly as a gift). The word can function 
relatively well as an operative term since it does not have a clear meaning 
(apart from its archaeological sense) in our time and culture. Yet it never
theless steers our interpretation, since the words of which it is composed, 
grave and gift, each have a clear meaning. Problems arise when the opera
tive term “grave gift” is also used as an interpretation. Even in interpreta
tive texts we can read about grave gifts - a gift placed in the grave. This 
would be perfectly all right if it was used only as an operative term. Yet this 
is not always the case; “grave gift” also functions as an interpretation, in a
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way comparable to grave, often without any further analysis of the mean
ing of the word. The word thus affects our view of the objects in the 
graves, even if there is a clarification of the function the “grave gifts” may 
have had. Opinions put forward about these objects are, for example, that 
they were intended to accompany the deceased to the realm of the dead or 
to a new existence where he or she could use them, that they show the sta
tus of the family (the living), that they were allowed to accompany the de
ceased because they were personal possessions or they were offerings (to 
the deceased, to the ancestors, or to some god). But if they are offerings, 
is it then correct to designate them simultaneously as grave gifts? Offering 
is in itself a fairly well defined concept in the study of religion, which pre
supposes that there is a giver and a (divine) receiver. There is nothing that 
intrinsically rules out that that grave goods could be offerings. They could 
have been given to the deceased, provided that he or she had achieved di
vine status at this stage. They can also be perceived as the deceased’s own 
offering to some god. The question whether the “grave gifts” are offerings 
is clearly an interpretation. But how are we to characterize the question of 
whether something is a grave gift in the normal sense of the word gift? It 
is obvious that it is not just an operative term. There seems to be a sliding 
transition here between an operative term which arouses associations with 
a particular type of interpretation, and a more clearly specified one.

Feature (in Swedish the term is anläggning, meaning something con
structed) is yet another operative term often used by archaeologists. In 
this case, however, it is quite clear that the word is not an interpretation. 
As such the term usually has far too vague a meaning. The word “feature” 
indicates that we are dealing with a physical trace that has not yet been 
given an interpretation. Sometimes, however, we talk about features, or 
more often types of features, even after they have been given a more spe
cific interpretation. Grave as an operative term is also a type of feature, as 
are post-bole, well, hearth, etc., whereas grave gift is not. More complex 
structures, for example, house remains, tend not to be designated as fea
tures, however. Instead it is the constituent elements, post-holes, hearths, 
etc., that are features. In Swedish konstruktion occurs instead for a more 
complex assemblage of features without a specific interpretation. This ap
plies mostly to settlement sites and to features in cemeteries which are not
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immediately designated as graves. This reveals a strange attitude, or rath
er the lack of a consistent attitude! There are a number of “types of fea
tures” that occur in “cemeteries” which are unquestioningly called graves 
already in the field documentation. These consist, for example, of stone 
settings and of pits containing large or small quantities of bones. The term 
grave can thereby denote both a stone setting itself and the deposit of 
bones in it. In both cases, moreover, the word grave can be at once an op
erative term, used during documentation in the field, and an interpreta
tion. This is extremely confusing and brings us to the question: When do 
we actually interpret the “graves” and based on what pre-understanding?

As I have already pointed out, there is a purely linguistic difficulty 
here. What are we supposed to call these places and features if they are not 
graves? It is an intrinsic part of my argument that even the term cemetery 
(or grave field) can be misleading. If one suggests that the features behind 
this designation are not necessarily graves, then the name also becomes 
unsuitable for a place containing such features. On the other hand, to go 
on calling them graves would be both unwise and erroneous if we suspect 
that this term is misleading. If we continue to use the word grave as the 
primary term for the features, we then instead have to carry on with the 
burden of a multitude of special cases: findless graves, graves containing 
few bones, cenotaphs, etc. The interpretation as grave thus becomes nor
mality, but what makes us presuppose this? What makes us think it likely 
that, for example, a square stone structure containing no human bones is 
a grave? Is it a calculation of probabilities that leads us to that conclusion, 
comparisons with other interpreted features, or just the fact that we use 
the word grave as an operative term even for empty stone structures? My 
conclusion is that the latter is the main reason.

There is yet another problem to consider here. It is that the term grave 
probably means at least two things for us as archaeologists. One of these 
meanings is profoundly emotional, namely, the significance of graves in 
our time, because our nearest and dearest (and ourselves one day) are 
placed in graves. At the same time, I think that most archaeologists, on 
one level, are aware that what we give the archaeological designation of 
graves can be essentially different from modern-day graves, so I believe 
that they are unconsciously steered by their own feelings. For this reason,
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not least, the term grave is problematic. When the word grave is used it 
probably conjures up an image that largely agrees with the meaning that 
the majority of people in our own culture share - the grave as a resting 
place for the dead body. I suspect that unreflecting use of the word grave 
in itself is a major reason why we find it difficult to see the traces of the 
complex rituals that I believe took place at “cemeteries”. We tend to view 
the features as graves (which we think we can understand), and as traces 
of mortuary rituals or recurrent rituals surrounding the dead (which are 
harder for us to grasp).

In earlier attempts to problematize the concept of grave I have suggest
ed that an interpretation of certain stone settings as altars or offering plac
es could be as probable as the interpretation as graves (Kaliff 1997, pp. 68 
ff.; 1998). I made a distinction there between grave as an interpretation 
and grave as an operative term. My aim, however, was not primarily to as
sert an alternative interpretation, but instead to question an unambiguous 
interpretation as graves - without any ambition to provide a new categor
ical interpretation. What I instead wanted to point out was the important 
fact that the interpretation as grave in certain cases has neither more nor 
less support in the empirical evidence than the interpretation as altar has. 
The reason I specifically chose altar as an alternative interpretation was 
not by chance, since it had many advantages. Relevant historical and eth
nographical parallels exist for the link between grave and altar, with the 
grave as a meeting place between worlds and as a place for transformation 
and the transfer of power. This is clear, not least, in the Indo-European 
parallels (cf. Edsman 1987a; Eliade 1958; Staal 2001). This aspect of stone 
settings, and the possibility of a more complex and contextual interpreta
tion of the variety of features in “cemeteries” is another important point 
of departure for my study here.
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Analogies and phenomenology

* * *

Even though I regard comparable Indo-European traditions as something 
more than mere interpretative analogies, since I believe that they are relat
ed (see next chapter), I will nevertheless begin here by commenting on the 
use of analogies in general. This is partly because I think that comparative 
Indo-European studies can also be valuable as analogies, regardless of 
whether there is any kinship between the traditions, and since the use of 
analogies, in my opinion, is built into every archaeological interpretation 
- consciously or unconsciously. For example, Vedic culture can function 
as a good historical-ethnographic analogy for interpretations of Scandina
vian conditions, even if it has no genetic relationship with ancient Scandi
navian culture. My fundamental stance, however, is that the Indo-Europe
an religions also reflect a common background, with the different tradi
tions being dialects in the same way as the Indo-European languages. I 
shall return below to the specific comparison between ancient Scandinavi
an tradition and other Indo-European contexts.

A comparative - phenomenological - outlook exerted a very strong in
fluence on the study of religion in the twentieth century. Phenomenology 
as a concept has been used in philosophy since the eighteenth century, as
sociated with philosophers such as Kant and Hegel. The task of philo
sophical phenomenology can be described, very briefly, as exploring and 
making conscious immediately experienced phenomena and trying to 
structure them. Fundamental goals in the phenomenology of religion are, 
correspondingly, to collect groups of religious phenomena in order to see 
their basic features and try to typologize them, and to study the deeper 
meaning of religious phenomena. The phenomenology of religion, howev
er, is a term that has been used by scholars with rather different stances
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(Allen 1987, pp. 272 ff.). All types of comparative studies can in some 
sense be regarded as phenomenology, which has led scholars with this ori
entation to be accused of being too sweeping and ahistorical. Some histo
rians of religion have therefore been careful to stress that phenomenology 
is a comparative study of specific phenomena with the aim of achieving a 
classification of them; this trend is represented by the Swedish scholars 
Geo Widengren (1969) and Åke Hultkrantz (1973). A purely historical ap
proach allows an analysis of the development of separate religions, while 
phenomenology can give a systematic synthesis. However, phenomenolo
gy has also been perceived as a special branch of the science of religion, 
and certain representatives consider it a special discipline, Gerardus van 
der Leeuw (1963), for example, said that a phenomenological scholar must 
have a simultaneously subjective and an objective approach to what he 
studies. Scholars who adopted this view to a greater or lesser extent in
clude the aforementioned Joakim Wach and Mircea Eliade. Wach, like van 
der Leeuw, was a devout Protestant and wanted to combine a religious 
standpoint with an at once descriptive and intuitive method (Cain 1987, 
pp. 75 f.). The method has been debated, however, and even Eliade has 
been criticized for being deliberately uncritical in his ahistorical and sub
jective generalizations (Allen 1987, pp. 273, 279).

According to Friedrich Heiler, phenomenology is a way to reach the 
core of religion and not just study its outer shell. In a similar way to Wach 
and van der Leeuw, Heiler believed that one must have a capacity for em
pathy in order to interpret religion. Mere objective registration is not suf
ficient to arrive at results, since one’s own experience and empathy are 
very important for the way one understands and interprets (Heiler 1961, 
pp. 18 ff.). I find this attitude attractive and highly relevant also for an ar
chaeologist’s interpretation of traces of rituals, and the religious and cos
mological beliefs behind them. Empathy for what was enacted in these rit
uals, and for their meaning, requires something more than just an analy
sis of the physical remains. It is important in this context to try to imagine 
oneself in the conceptual world of the people we study. If one does not 
make a serious attempt at this, I do not think there is any real chance of 
understanding the studied phenomena. This does not mean embracing the 
same ideas as those of the people whose acts one studies, but one must
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realize that they may have perceived things in a way that is completely dif
ferent from what is common in our own culture. A key to such an under
standing can be obtained through analogies.

The problem of how we archaeologists name and interpret an artefact 
or a phenomenon is thus deeply rooted in the question of where we take 
our points of reference. Is an unconditional interpretation possible at all? 
On a basic level the answer is undoubtedly no. As individuals we are al
ways affected by our environment, from our first moment on earth. Even 
our most personal thoughts and feelings arise in relation to something, al
though this does not make them cease to be our own. It is difficult, not to 
say impossible, to give a general answer as to which kind of analogy it is 
best to use. It varies from case to case. It is easier to answer the question 
what a really bad analogy is. I would say that it is the absence of a con
scious analogy. On the surface this statement may seem contradictory: If 
one does not use analogies, surely there is no problem with them? In my 
opinion, however, we always uses analogies, even if we do so unconscious
ly. If we do not consciously choose analogies, then we use our own as
sumptions and our own time as an analogy, without reflection. What else 
could we do? The problem is that this particular analogy is usually bad for 
archaeologists. We critically examine consciously chosen analogies, espe
cially when they are taken from modern-day (or older) “exotic” contexts 
(ethnographic analogies), but pay less attention to what the alternative 
might be. The belief that unconditional interpretations are possible rests 
on an illusion, namely, that our own powers of deduction function like a 
closed system, free of impressions from the surrounding world. For better 
or worse, we can never liberate ourselves from our own unconscious anal
ogies, but we supplement them with consciously chosen analogies. Care
fully selected ethnographic analogies are therefore an invaluable instru
ment for interpreting archaeological contexts (cf. Parker-Pearson 2002, p. 
44). How one chooses these is a complex question. Different significant 
criteria can be discerned, for example, social structure, technical level, 
natural environment, livelihood, geographical and/or chronological close
ness, and religious ideas.

Here we have part of the problem behind why certain words used as 
operative terms steer our interpretations at an unconscious level. It is quite
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simply impossible to use a word like “grave” or “grave gift” in field docu
mentation without being influenced by the meaning of the words in our 
own cultural context. Awareness of this does not eliminate the problem, 
but it gives perspective on the selected analogies that we often choose to 
regard as more difficult to handle. Consciously selected analogies, I would 
claim, are much more thoroughly analysed and lucid, which of course is 
not the same as saying that they are automatically relevant. Our reference 
system, with its conscious and unconscious analogies, constantly affects 
the way in which we regard different meaningful elements, not least how 
we as Western archaeologists regard ritual remains. This applies in even 
larger measure to how we view religious phenomena.

Analogies are very significant in the study of ancient religion. In direct 
comparisons, of course, it is important that the societies compared are on 
a similar cultural, technical, and economic level, and have a similar social 
structure. It can therefore be difficult to find ideal analogies for Scandina
vian society as it was during the Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age. Eth
nographic analogies can nevertheless provide new ways to handle specific 
questions, for example, illustrating the socio-religious basis of forms of 
burial and the cult of the dead (e.g. Tiesler 1991, pp. 345 ff.; Scarre 1994, 
pp. 75 ff.). An analogy can be relevant as a starting point and inspiration 
for interpretations, even if it is not ideal in every respect. It can still serve as 
an illustration of the link between beliefs and rituals, from a general com
parative perspective. As analogies to the conceptual world of the Bronze 
Age and Early Iron Age it is possible to use data on beliefs in the Late Iron 
Age and latter-day folk belief. In the same way as in phenomenological 
studies between geographically distant cultures, one can see here common 
features, although over time instead of over geographical distances. De
spite the great changes that have taken place over time, the evidence of 
folklore can also give insight into significant and tenacious notions. Inter
esting and useful ethnological comparative evidence for the subject consid
ered here is Louise Hagberg’s work När döden gästar (“When death calls”, 
1935). This study presents customs and beliefs about death and burial, re
corded at a time when many old ideas were still alive. Many folk beliefs, es
pecially in connection with death and burial, are probably traces of cultic 
acts performed in similar ways over long periods.
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The Indo-European context 
- problems and possibilities

* * *

As an analogy for interpretations of ancient Scandinavian ritual, the an
cient Vedic ritual tradition, along with the old Iranian and other early 
Indo-European ritual systems, has until recently attracted little attention 
in Scandinavian archaeology. One reason for this undeserved - in my 
opinion - neglect is probably a lack of knowledge of the subject among ar
chaeologists studying Scandinavia, combined with the incorrect view that 
such a comparison would be an unnecessary exoticization. In addition, 
for several decades after the Second World War there was profound scep
ticism about comparative Indo-European studies, not least because of the 
abuse of the term Aryan (Sanskrit Ary a) and any research that could be 
associated with this. In particular, the archaeology pursued in Germany 
under the Third Reich, when the term was used to denote an envisaged 
ancient people who were regarded as the ancestors of the Germanic peo
ples, served for a long time to cast suspicion on any research that men
tioned Aryans and Indo-Europeans, even research with completely differ
ent foundation and aims. In Scandinavian archaeology this stifled re
search to such an extent that knowledge of the links that actually exist fell 
into almost total oblivion. Archaeological research on the Indo-Europe
ans was thus regarded as identical with the abuse of the concept. The 
Indo-European comparisons, however, never went out of fashion in re
search on comparative linguistics or religion as they did in archaeology. 
One reason for this is probably the obvious and partly undeniable connec
tions that can be observed, particularly in the Indo-European languages. 
As mentioned above, however, one can discern in recent years’ research a 
swing even in archaeology, where interest in the Indo-Europeans is begin
ning to revive.
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A view that has guided my way of working has been presented by the 
American historian of religion Bruce Lincoln (1986). He puts the basic 
Indo-European cosmology at the centre of his interpretation of rituals and 
compares not only Vedic, Iranian, Greek, and Roman, but also early Slavic 
and Scandinavian traditions. Lincoln discusses both offerings and percep
tions of death, with links between cosmology and ritual, and this is valu
able as a general starting point for interpretations of archaeological mate
rial from Scandinavia. How the existence of similarities between Indo-Eu
ropean cultural traditions should be explained is a research field in itself, 
however. It is not my primary intention to examine this question in depth, 
although I must touch on it below. Even if the issue is interesting, the 
mechanisms behind the Indo-European connections are of minor signifi
cance for the present study. Observing the similarities and kinship be
tween cosmology and ritual practice is more important here than the 
mechanisms through which they originated.

In the last few years the attitude to comparative Indo-European re
search has thus changed somewhat, even in Scandinavian archaeology, 
but many archaeologists are still sceptical. This is most remarkable in con
texts where scholars find that contacts between ethnic groups and geo
graphical areas follow scenarios that are virtually identical to those de
scribed in theories about the Indo-Europeans, yet they do not mention 
this. Now, however, a new outlook can be discerned, as scholars show 
that they wish to distance themselves from the earlier abuse of research 
without rejecting the occurrence of an overall Indo-European cultural tra
dition. The archaeological perception of the spread of Indo-European cul
ture and languages which has been in focus most in recent years has been 
shaped in the discussion of contacts between elite groups and centre-pe
riphery relations in the Early Bronze Age. The problem of the establish
ment of chiefdoms, and how these were influenced by long-distance con
tacts and exchange of both material culture and ideas has been discussed 
by leading scholars in Scandinavian Bronze Age research (e.g. Kristiansen 
1998, 2001, 2004; Larsson 1997). According to the suggested scenario, 
the time when the south Scandinavian Bronze Age was formed should be 
sought in the Late Neolithic (according to Scandinavian period divisions 
c. 2300-1800 BC). This was a period of vigorous cultural exchange over
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a large part of northern and central Europe and eastwards to the steppes 
beyond the Urals. When it comes to the question of the spread of Indo-Eu
ropean languages and other cultural features, this has recently been consid
ered from a Swedish archaeological perspective by Kristian Kristiansen 
and Thomas B. Larsson in the book The Rise of Bronze Age Society (2005). 
This discusses a complex background to the emergence of the south Scan
dinavian Bronze Age culture and its belief system, specifically in an Indo- 
European perspective.

A renewed interest in Indo-European connections is displayed in other 
works by Kristiansen (e.g. 1999, 2004) dealing with the Indo-European (or 
rather Proto-Indo-European) background to the North European Bronze 
Age culture. He cites not only ancient texts, such as the Rigveda and Hit- 
tite and Greek sources but also archaeological interpretations of artefacts 
and rock carvings. Kristiansen’s works, providing a useful starting point 
for renewed comparative Indo-European studies in Scandinavian archaeol
ogy, clarify the picture of a Proto-Indo-European context as one probable 
basis for the emergence of the south Scandinavian Bronze Age culture. The 
foundation is the extensive contacts, in the form of trade journeys but also 
war and other types of “communication” that can be detected in the exten
sive culture complex that is the Eurasian Bronze Age, covering a total peri
od of about 2,500 years, from c. 3000 BC (in the Near East) to c. 500 BC 
(defined as the end of the Bronze Age in Scandinavia). The increased mo
bility at this time is believed to be connected with the deforestation that is 
evident in the history of vegetation, and the establishment of large contin
uous areas of pasture land, and with new techniques of warfare and trans
port, including the development of two-wheeled horse-drawn chariots. An 
early part of this development can be associated with the origin of the Bat
tle Axe culture, which then continued in different “waves of contact”. The 
interpretation does not necessarily presuppose any large movements of peo
ple, but rather of influential groups affecting the development. Especially 
the early part of the south Scandinavian Bronze Age shows evidence of a 
rapid establishment of new cultural systems.

Although it is a traditional image, the idea that there was a partly ag
gressive expansion in certain areas where Indo-European cultural ele
ments were spread is still relevant. The transformation from a life as no
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madic herdsmen on the steppes of Russia and Central Asia to a successful, 
expanding warrior people has been believed to be closely connected to 
bronze technology and the introduction of the two-wheeled war chariot. 
The latter probably came through contacts with people in Mesopotamia 
and had a heavy impact on the Indo-European steppe peoples through the 
domestication of wild horses and their use as draught animals. The raw 
materials for bronze were also in plentiful supply in the vicinity, particu
larly in the Altai mountains, located at the centre of one of the areas com
monly suggested as the origin of the Indo-Europeans (Boyce 1987, pp. 11 
ff.; cf. Mallory 1989). This development fits well with a model for the 
spread of the cultural systems that belonged with the spread of the Indo- 
European language. The process of “Indo-Europeanization” was proba
bly a complex development that took place over a relatively long period; it 
is only in archaeological retrospect that it looks like a rapid process. At all 
events, cultural development in south Scandinavia in the Bronze Age sug
gests that contacts with distant areas were direct and frequent. I myself 
find it likely that it was as a part of this process that Indo-European lan
guages and an Indo-European cosmology were established in Europe. 
Some stages in this development may have been sudden.

The idea of an Indo-European - “Aryan” - immigration to north-west 
India, usually dated to c. 2000 BC or slightly later, has also been ques
tioned, although this theory has been more tenacious because of the over
whelming evidence in the form of language, beliefs, and even social struc
ture. Although it has been inopportune at times to discuss this immigra
tion as an archaeological analogy, it has more often been passed over in 
silence rather than met with outright disbelief. It can scarcely be ruled out 
that relatively large migrations and conquests took place at this time in 
Europe too. Such events were not uncommon in later, better-documented 
periods. The fact that there is no indisputable evidence for them is not 
proof that they did not occur, in this case as in all the others where this 
kind of “inverse” evidence is used. The traditional picture of how Vedic 
culture and religion emerged is that it was born in the encounter between 
immigrating Indo-European tribes and earlier indigenous cultures in 
north-west India (today’s Pakistan or eastern Afghanistan), c. 2000-1500 
BC. Before about 2000 BC there were semi-nomadic tribes who spoke
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Indo-European languages on the steppes in a geographical area some
where between Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Different theories of an 
Indo-European “homeland” have been propounded, based on both lin
guistic arguments and archaeological find groups. The original area is be
lieved to have been somewhere on the Russian steppes or in the Caucasus, 
possibly Anatolia. Most of the theories claiming that Indo-European lan
guage and culture were spread from an original home through migration 
assume that the dissemination went in different directions: eastwards to 
India, southwards to Iran, and westwards to Europe. Some of the areas 
that would be affected, including parts of the Near East and India, were 
previously inhabited by sedentary people with an advanced civilization, 
with whom the Indo-Europeans were partly integrated. Indo-European 
languages became established in the conquered areas and ended up domi
nating in Europe, Iran, and India. The theory of an Indo-European migra
tion has also been heavily criticized at times, and even among scholars 
who support the idea of a migration of Indo-European tribes, perceptions 
differ as to the dating of these and the underlying mechanisms (for a sum
mary see Mallory 1989)

When Indo-European peoples penetrated north-west India, the earlier 
high cultures in the area, Harappä and Mohenjo-daro, were in decline, 
probably for other, more complex, reasons. Elere the Indo-Europeans en
countered the remains of a high culture that was more advanced than their 
own. It is not unnatural that they brought their language to the new area 
where they settled, but the extent of the impact may be surprising. It has 
been hypothesized that it may have been because the Indo-European im
migrants had a highly developed linguistic culture, with advanced poetry 
and narrative technique connected to myth and ritual. In addition to the 
military strength of the Vedic people, this would have given them a prom
inent ritual and religious position vis-ä-vis other peoples. There are indi
cations that it was at least partly a military conquest, for instance in the 
Vedas, the oldest of which were written down around 1200 BC (Staal 
2001, pp. 92 ff.). Few people today would doubt that war was a common 
occurrence in Bronze Age Europe. Warfare is also a central theme in the 
best-known epic with roots in the European Bronze Age that has survived 
to our times, Homer’s Iliad. There is also clear evidence that the skilfully
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manufactured bronze swords of the period were effective weapons that 
were used in battle (cf. Kristiansen 2002). Kristian Kristiansen has recent
ly stressed that the written sources from comparable Indo-European con
texts, such as the Greek and Hittite texts, like those from Vedic India, 
mean that the Scandinavian Bronze Age could also be regarded as a “pro- 
tohistoric” period, a statement that would have provoked vigorous oppo
sition a few years ago. Even though the sources are geographically far re
moved from Scandinavian contexts, their shared Proto-Indo-European 
background is a sufficient factor to render them applicable to institutions, 
divinities, and rituals in Bronze Age Scandinavia (Kristiansen 2004, pp. 
99 ff.).

Although I see no real grounds for doubting the theory of a close con
nection between Indo-European religions, I will briefly consider the cri
tique of this. The theory of the affinity of the Indo-European religions had 
one of its most famous spokesmen in the French scholar Georges Duméz- 
il. The foundation of Dumézil’s theories was that the Indo-Europeans had 
developed a special social and cosmological ideology (ideologie tripartite), 
reflected, for example, in the Vedic caste system. A similar social structure 
and functional division could also be detected in the Norse evidence, he 
claimed, particularly in the Eddie poem Rigspula (Dumézil 1958, 1962). 
Dumézil’s research has been heavily criticized in recent years, a critique 
mainly based on his ideological and political stance, with his leanings to
wards fascism (Lincoln 1998, 1999; cf. Arvidsson 2000). The critique is 
not of such a character that we can dismiss Dumézil’s interpretations. 
That would require the premises of the interpretations to be completely 
wrong, which is hardly the case (cf. Kaliff &C Sundqvist 2004, pp. 19 f.). 
Part of the critique against Dumézil is that the idea of a common Indo-Eu
ropean heritage is an intellectual construction, spiced with nationalist and 
racist overtones, that emerged in the nineteenth century and the early 
twentieth century. This idea has recently been put forward by the Swedish 
historian of religion Stefan Arvidsson (2000). I find the argumentation be
hind this view convincing only as regards the ideological interpretation, as 
Arvidsson himself also stresses (2000, pp. 254 ff.). When it comes to the 
fundamental question of Indo-European connections, little concrete evi
dence has been added. The critique of Dumézil’s interpretations voiced by
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Bruce Lincoln (1998), partly proceeds from the same starting point but 
also stresses certain weaknesses in Dumézil’s argument, which is more sig
nificant. Lincoln believes that Dumézil in his works partly projects his 
own ideology on to the concepts that he interprets, coloured to some ex
tent by the fascist ideas of his time. Through his great influence as a schol
ar, Dumézil’s views have thereby tinged contemporary and subsequent re
search, Lincoln claims. Yet this ideological transfer does not disprove the 
obvious Indo-European connections, although they may have been exag
gerated. Lincoln himself, in his most frequently cited work (1986), pro
ceeds from parallels between myths and cosmology in different Indo-Eu
ropean contexts. The connections between cosmology and ritual that I 
emphasize here are based on Lincoln’s work rather than Dumézil’s.

Scepticism among Western scholars about an immigration theory as re
gards, for example, the development of Vedic culture in northern India, can 
be based to some extent on a misguided guilty conscience about the mis
takes of colonialism and the attempts in the past to use science to confirm 
what one wanted to see. When the early European exegete of the religions 
of South-East Asia, Max Müller (1823-1903), developed the idea of a 
Vedic invasion, he thereby confirmed a picture of light-skinned “Aryan” 
conquerors who “civilized” an earlier dark-skinned, primitive population 
(Jacobsen 2003, p. 78). Today’s theories, however well-meaning and how
ever different their perspective may be, unfortunately contain the same 
kind of fundamental mistake, based on a kind of political correctness. 
What we in the West want to see today is often the counter to the image of 
colonialism. We would be wise to avoid making scholarly mistakes in the 
opposite direction. The abuse of an interpretation in a particular period 
does not automatically mean that the interpretation itself must be wrong. 
Nor does it meant that what is politically correct today must be right when 
it concerns the past. A fact that not all Western critics of the immigration 
theory are aware of is that many Hindu nationalist researchers in India 
have an ambition to see as many links as possible between the older Harappä 
culture (c. 2500-1700 BC) and Vedic culture. This has led to statements 
that might at first sight seem to demolish the old idea of a Vedic immigra
tion, but on closer inspection are seen to be empty ideology - statements 
with as little substance as the old theories of an Aryan immigration.
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A revealing example has been considered by the political scientist Sten 
Widmalm (2003). In the book The Deciphered Indus Script by N. S. Ra- 
jaram and Natwar Jha, the authors claimed that they had succeeded in de
ciphering the majority of texts from the Indus culture. In addition, they 
said that they had interpreted texts from c. 3500 BC and that these had 
clear references to the basic texts of Vedic religion in the Rigveda, thus 
about 2,000 years before the hymns are believed to have been composed. 
As “proof” they also declared that a seal from the Harappä culture depict
ed a horse, an animal that is normally thought to have occurred in Vedic 
culture but not in the earlier Harappä culture. Moreover, Rajaram and Jha 
claim to have succeeded in deciphering the language of the Harappä cul
ture and found that it was Vedic Sanskrit. The astounding conclusion is 
that Vedic culture is actually between five and six thousand years old and 
that Vedic Sanskrit is not, as previously asserted, an import from Central 
Asia but an indigenous product. The desired conclusion was obvious: to
day’s Hindus are not descendants of a foreign people. According to this re
written history, the Hindus are the original population of India, and all 
other religions and peoples, especially Muslims and Christians, should be 
regarded as intruders. Michael Witzel, Professor of Sanskrit at Harvard 
University, and Steve Farmer of Stanford University, in an article in the In
dian journal Frontline, have totally demolished Rajaram and Jha’s attempt 
to change the view of the roots of Vedic culture. They showed that the in
terpretations of the texts were based on unfounded assumptions and that 
the seal that was supposed to depict a horse was a manipulated picture of 
a broken seal showing a unicorn bull, a common motif in the Harappä cul
ture. In the end nothing remained of the alleged link between the Harappä 
and Rigveda cultures. The Deciphered Indus Script turns out to be a part 
of the chauvinistic Hindu campaign to rewrite the prehistory of India to fit 
an ideal image (Widmalm 2003 and works cited there). The perspective 
presented by Rajaram and Jha, which certain “postcolonial” Western 
scholars may perhaps have regarded as a reasonable counter to earlier re
search, is thus based not on new empirical evidence but solely on ideology. 
Even though it is perfectly reasonable that Western scholars today show 
humility vis-ä-vis the work of Indian historians and archaeologists, there 
is no reason as I see it to accept unproven and irrational arguments merely
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for “postcolonial” reasons. What one misses then is that the nationalist 
argumentation in India is in principle similar to the national historical re
search that was carried on in Europe from the second half of the nine
teenth century until the Second World War, which we today vehemently 
denounce.

Also linked to the question of the kinship or otherwise of the Indo-Eu
ropean religions is, as we have seen, the question of kinship between eth
nic groups speaking Indo-European languages. A famous archaeologist 
who has criticized both DuméziPs and the archaeologist Marija Gimbutas’ 
(e.g. 1970, 1984) interpretations of Indo-European migrations is Colin 
Renfrew (1987). He believes that the Indo-European languages accompa
nied the process of Neolithization and that fundamental similarities in 
ideology and social structure, for example Dumézil’s ideologie tripartite, 
are instead due to parallel development. The model propounded by Au
gust Schleicher in the nineteenth century for the derivation of the different 
Indo-European languages from a common proto-language has likewise 
been criticized by linguists because it presupposes an isolated line of devel
opment and does not sufficiently consider the influence of external factors 
or the complex interplay with other languages (Drobin 1991). For the kind 
of similarities and relationships that I will be discussing below, however, 
the type of mechanism behind these links is less important than their ac
tual occurrence. When it comes to Renfrew’s theory of a connection be
tween the Neolithization and the Indo-Europeanization of Europe, Kris
tiansen has recently (2004) published a relevant critique of this scenario in 
a way that I find convincing (cf. Kristiansen & Larsson 2005). Language, 
like ideas and traditions, can of course be spread in completely different 
ways than through genetic relationship between people. At the same time, 
both kinship ties and migration remain powerful mechanisms, even if they 
have not been popular as interpretative models in the archaeological dis
course in recent years, along with, for example, interpretations based on 
military conquest. The discussion of this problem could be much more ex
tensive, but since it is largely outside the main focus of this work, I will let 
the above comments suffice to clarify my view of the matter.

An anecdote of interest in this context comes from the fieldwork that I 
did in Nepal in 2002, together with the Norwegian archaeologist Terje
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Oestigaard. We were travelling in the Kathmandu valley and came to one 
of the small towns there. The aim of the visit was to study a famous tem
ple, so we engaged a boy from the town as a guide. The boy had learned 
good English and was interested in talking to us about cultural and ethnic 
matters. We then got on to questions of language. It turned out that the 
boy’s grandparents, who were still alive, spoke only the old Tibeto-Bur- 
mese language that dominated the area up to modern times. His father, 
however, had also learned Nepali, the Indo-European language spoken by 
the country’s elite, which was steadily gaining ground. The boy himself 
could speak only Nepali (and English). Here we were thus eyewitnesses to 
a linguistic “Indo-Europeanization” that took place in the course of just 
three modern generations. The tragic consequence was that the boy and 
his grandparents could scarcely communicate with each other. The reason 
for this situation was, of course, that the benefits of speaking the language 
of the country’s rulers and cultural elite is such a great potential factor for 
personal success that the boy’s father had chosen to learn it and to pass on 
the new language, instead of his mother tongue, on to his children. Basi
cally the same situation may have arisen in earlier periods in many areas 
with an elite speaking an Indo-European language. There has indeed been 
a recent immigration of an Indo-European elite, from northern India, 
which shows that at least this Indo-Europeanization process involves both 
physical migration of people and language transfer between people who 
are not biologically related.

I thus find it a plausible theory that Indo-European language and reli
gion were spread as part of an extensive process of exchange between dif
ferent areas, probably also comprising the physical migration of people. 
The migration of influential groups is a powerful driving force when it 
comes to various types of ideological and cultural transfer. It is only in our 
own time, with the potential to exercise influence from a distance, via dif
ferent types of media and rapid communications, that there have been 
changes in the role of physical presence in affecting and achieving 
change.
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The vedic analogy 
- an introduction

* * *

Both the Vedic and the old Iranian tradition are rewarding for compari
sons with prehistoric Scandinavia. This is not just because of their con
temporaneity and probable affinity with the Scandinavian Bronze Age rit
ual tradition, but because the Vedic rituals are one of the best-document
ed early ritual systems in the world. The documentation covers a tradition 
lasting more than 3,000 years, which was recorded in writing starting in 
the second millennium BC and still lives on today. With the Vedic ritual 
we have a genuine tradition, which arose at the same time as the Scandi
navian Bronze Age but is still alive. The same applies to the ancient Irani
an tradition, as it survived in Zoroastrianism, the religion founded by 
Zarathustra (Zoroaster). This tradition has not resulted in a world reli
gion comparable to what Hinduism would become, but Zarathustrat 
teachings (which are based on the earlier Indo-Iranian religion) have been 
the state religion in three mighty Persian empires, from the seventh centu
ry BC until the eighth century AD. During this time it influenced several 
of the world religions: Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and also the northern 
form of Buddhism. A probable dating of Zarathustrat life is as early as the 
fifteenth to the thirteenth century BC, and even if the date is disputed, Zo
roastrianism is still the oldest religion whose founder is known. With the 
spread of Islam from the seventh century onwards, Zoroastrianism was 
gradually reduced to a small community with a decreasing number of peo
ple practising the religion (Boyce 1987, pp. 10 ff.; cf. Stausberg 2005).

A fundamental reason why the Indo-Iranian traditions are interesting 
for the interpretation of ritual and cosmology in prehistoric Scandinavia is 
the general cosmological and mythological similarities, which in turn can 
be linked to a common Proto-Indo-European background. The Vedic and
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the Iranian religion, together with both the Germanic and Celtic and the 
ancient Greek and Roman religion, are all variants that developed against 
this background. The similarities with other Indo-European traditions, for 
instance as regards cosmology, the perception of death, and the properties 
of certain divinities that can be discerned in the ancient Scandinavian 
sources are in some cases striking (cf. de Vries 1956-1957; Eliade 1958; 
Dumézil 1962; Ström 1975; Lincoln 1986, and see above). The pre-Chris
tian religious tradition in southern Scandinavia will be referred to here un
der the overall designation ancient Scandinavian religion, which may be 
considered to be a relatively precise term in the history of religion (Hult- 
gård 1991, p. 162). It may of course be questioned whether southern Scan
dinavia actually displayed continuity in cosmology and religion through
out the very long period studied here, the Bronze Age and Iron Age. I nev
ertheless think that the archaeological record argues more for continuity 
than for any breaks in tradition, although the focus in archaeology has of
ten been on possible signs of the latter. The fact that indications of breach
es in continuity attract attention is in my view evidence that the opposite, 
continuity, was the more normal state. The fact that variations in material 
culture arise over time is not surprising. It is only to be expected. Nor do 
variations in, say, mortuary practice need to reflect great differences in be
liefs. How we interpret changes in burials and how this can reflect under
lying ideas also depends in large measure on whether we emphasize simi
larities or differences. Although many changes took place during the Late 
Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age, the general similarities predominate so 
much that relative uniformity and continuity over time are probable. Nat
urally, this in turn increases the relevance for comparisons with other ear
ly Indo-European contexts, as with later Scandinavian traditions which 
have survived as folk customs. This should not be misunderstood as sug
gesting that I believe that ancient Scandinavian society was an isolate, only 
that the main features of the cultural tradition show a long continuity.

Since today’s Hindu rituals, through their Vedic background, in many 
ways reflect a ritual tradition that began at the same time as the Scandina
vian Bronze Age, I shall here give a brief account of some basic features 
and show how Vedic religion developed into Hinduism. My aim is to dem
onstrate which parts of the still living tradition may be most relevant for
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comparisons with an ancient Scandinavian context, and also to show how 
a tenacious religious tradition can nevertheless change while important el
ements of the ritual are preserved. What is normally called the Vedic peri
od in India, c. 1500-500 BC (the dating varies), should not be immediate
ly interpreted in images of today’s Hinduism, which would give a mislead
ing picture. Of course Hinduism is a descendant of Vedic religion, but one 
with many added features, both from the earlier Indian high cultures and 
later influences and through change over time (cf. Flood 1998, pp. 23-50; 
Staal 2001, p. 60). One can easily get an erroneous picture of Vedic ritual 
as an analogy to Scandinavian Bronze Age religion if one does not bear 
this clearly in mind. An aspect that can illustrate this is that anthropomor
phic images of the Hindu gods did not occur at all at the start of the com
mon era. Poetic and symbolic descriptions of the gods are, however, well 
represented in the early Vedic tradition; Agni as fire and the sun, Indra as 
the thunderbolt (Eck 2004, p. 23). A large share of the “exotic’ icono- 
graphic representations of gods which are so intimately associated in the 
West with Hinduism thus did not exist in Vedic times.

The multifaceted religion that is called Hinduism today dominates 
among the 1,100 million inhabitants of India (about 80% of the popula
tion), although far from all are actively religious. Since independence in 
1947, India is officially a secular state, according to its constitution. Its 
northern neighbour, Nepal, is however a Hindu kingdom, with Hinduism 
as the state religion. Hindus can also be found in Sri Lanka, where the 
Tamil part of the population mostly follows this religion. In Indonesia the 
island of Bali is today a Hindu enclave, a relic of a once powerful Hindu 
kingdom in the Indonesian islands. Apart from these areas in south and 
south-east Asia there are also a large number of Hindus spread over the 
world, since a long time ago in southern and eastern Africa, but today of 
course in Europe and the United States as well. The vast majority of the 
world’s Hindus, however, live in India, which is also where most of the 
holy places are located. In terms of the number of followers in the world 
today, Hinduism comes after Christianity and Islam. Unlike these two re
ligions, Hinduism has no founder. Nor is there any absolute dating for 
when the religion arose or crystallized. One is therefore justified in saying 
that the roots of Hinduism probably go back as far as culture can be
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traced on the Indian subcontinent, but that what is today called Hinduism 
is a product of constant development. There are great variations within 
the religion today (Jacobsen 2003, pp. 19-31). Although the Vedic reli
gion was a predecessor of the Hinduism that developed in India during 
historical times and has been shaped into the different traditions that still 
exist today, Vedism in itself cannot be simply identified with Hinduism. 
This does not contradict the fact that many fundamental Vedic rituals 
have been handed down more or less unchanged in Hindu ritual tradition 
until today. Vedic texts and rituals are thriving and being practised in the 
present-day tradition. When I make comparisons in the present work it 
may therefore seem as if I am partly mixing Vedic religion and Hinduism. 
The traditions merge, however, and those who practise Vedic traditions 
today would regard themselves as Hindus.

It is scarcely controversial to say that Hinduism has part of its origin as 
far back as the oldest high culture in India, the Indus culture (today often 
called the Indus-Sarasvati culture, c. 3000-1700 BC). The Indus culture 
can be documented archaeologically within a large geographical area 
stretching from the border of present-day Iran in the west to Simla in the 
Himalayas to the north-east and to Lothal on the coast in Gujarat in the 
south. It marks the rise of a society on a whole new scale, a high culture 
fully comparable with the river cultures in Mesopotamia and Egypt. Even 
before this, however, India had agriculture, and the rise of an urban cul
ture was probably preceded by an intricate system of rituals associated 
with farming and the life cycle. From the Indus culture we have features 
that can be interpreted as direct predecessors of ritual elements and ideas 
in Hinduism. Apart from the Indus culture, the tradition that can primari
ly be connected to what developed into Hinduism is Vedism. No one doubts 
that the Vedic tradition is a significant background to today’s Hinduism. 
The discussion is instead about how and when the Vedic tradition arose 
and whether it represents a development on Indian soil or was brought to 
India through immigration or other external influences (see above). There 
are two main theses dominating the debate today. One claims that the 
Vedic tradition is mostly a continuation of the Indus culture, while the oth
er argues that the Vedic tradition came from outside, as part of Indo-Euro
pean migrations (Jacobsen 2003, pp. 73-77). As described in the previous
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chapter, there are nationalist undertones to this discussion in India today. 
The only real argument that Vedic culture originated in the Indus culture, 
however, is that the archaeological record does not show any clear signs of 
a change in culture. The Grey Painted Ware associated with Vedic culture, 
for example, seems to have an earlier local background. It is not unlikely, 
however, that the semi-nomadic speakers of Indo-European who, accord
ing to the immigration theory, arrived in the area had a relatively weak 
material culture. They may thus have “drowned” in the material traces of 
the earlier high culture, whose heirs naturally went on living in the area.

At all events, the bearers of the Vedic traditions created a collection of 
holy pronouncements, known as Veda (knowledge). This collection was 
gradually expanded and more texts were included. Many of the earliest 
were the hymns to the gods that are preserved in the Rigveda and Säma- 
veda. Other old Vedic texts are the Yayurveda, chiefly consisting of short 
prose sentences, and the Atharvaveda, with texts of a magical-practical 
function. The Rigveda consists of 1,028 hymns, prayers recited during vo
tive acts. The majority are in honour of the Vedic gods, such as Indra, 
Agni, and Soma. The texts were composed in Vedic Sanskrit, the Indo-Eu
ropean language that was spoken at this time. Since spoken language is in 
constant change, however, the ritual language gradually became increas
ingly different from the spoken language. Sanskrit developed through time 
into Hindi, Punjabi, Bengali, and the other languages of northern India. 
Sanskrit has survived as an antiquated religious language, known only to 
learned persons and ritual specialists. Great effort was expended on mem
orizing and preserving the texts for future generations. Correct recitation 
of the texts has always been regarded as necessary if the rituals are to have 
the desired effect (Jacobsen 2003, pp. 79 ff.). The development of the an
cient Iranian religion into Zoroastrianism corresponds in some respects to 
the change in the Vedic tradition. Unlike the Vedic religion and its succes
sor in Hinduism, Zoroastrianism ceased to be the dominant religious force 
in Iran with the Islamic conquest at the end of the first millennium AD. 
Zoroastrianism as a living tradition is preserved today by a rather limited 
group of followers in today’s India, chiefly in Mumbai (Bombay), and to a 
lesser extent also in present-day Iran (and in a diaspora in different coun
tries all over the world) (Boyce 1987; Stausberg 2005).
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The present work applies a long chronological perspective, chiefly com
prising the south Scandinavian Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, c. 1800 BC 
- 400 AD. I have chosen this period mainly because several types of fea
tures occur throughout this time, in some cases right up to the end of the 
pre-Christian era, and also because of the ability of the traditions with 
which this is compared (not least the Vedic ritual) to survive over a long 
time. In the Vedic tradition this tenacity is not a result of the rituals hav
ing been recorded in manuals; on the contrary, the knowledge was passed 
on orally. Writing a manual for the ritual was considered impure and inap
propriate. There is a traditional, built-in aversion to writing in the Vedic 
tradition, which goes a long way back. According to this tradition, the 
Rigveda should not be recited from a written version, and it is perceived as 
an impure act to recite Vedic text after having read anything written. It is 
compared with the impurity that arises after having eaten meat, seen 
blood, or looked on a dead body. The aversion to written text can partly 
be explained by the fact that the texts as oral tradition could be reserved 
for ritual specialists, as exclusive knowledge. Learning from a written text 
was not considered the right way, and thus unclean. For the “right” learn
ing, the knowledge had to be conveyed by a teacher, who could also give 
supplementary explanations. Another possible explanation for the reluc
tance to commit the sacred texts to writing is that the Vedic immigrants 
who created the first Vedic texts did not have a written language. In the so
ciety where the oldest Vedic texts were composed, writing was completely 
unknown (Staal 2001, pp. 29-40) Today there is no agreement among 
practising Hindus (or scholars) as to what many of the hymns in the Rigve
da mean. The exact rendering of the sound has been of greater ritual sig
nificance than the actual meaning of the words. Merely hearing Sanskrit - 
especially the Rigveda - has a sacred meaning for many Hindus. Even rit
ual specialists in Hinduism have recited the words with the right 
pronunciation without reflecting on their meaning. The recitation thus be
comes a ritual in itself. When I have studied cremation priests in action, at 
Pasupatinath in Kathmandu, I have been able to observe how they recited 
these ancient texts quickly and fluently. When asked about the meaning, 
they have confirmed that the recitation is the important thing. That is the 
reason why a good funeral requires the presence of a ritual specialist, both
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for the recitation and to perform the other rituals correctly. Likewise, I 
myself have recited Vedic verses in Sanskrit when taking part in a Vedic 
ritual in Allhabad in India, by imitating the brahmin who led the ritual. 
The fact that I did not understand the words was no problem; the impor
tant thing was that the sound should be as correct as possible.

It is characteristic that Hinduism for many Hindus is just a set of acts, 
a ritual custom, something one does. Being a Hindu therefore means in 
large measure possessing a knowledge of what to do and how. This knowl
edge is inherited. Although Hinduism is not essentially an ethnic religion, 
this means that most Hindus are born into the tradition. Hinduism is a 
way of life, a customary practice, and is in large measure a collection of 
knowledge. Dharma is one of the most important concepts in Hinduism, 
which includes the belief that people maintain the universe through their 
acts - an important foundation stone of the cosmology. It is fundamental 
for the social structure in matters large and small, and for the individual’s 
life (Jacobsen 2003, pp. 12 f., 24 ff.). The fact that the Vedic rituals, al
though they have primarily been passed on orally, were also written down 
in ancient times (from about 1000 BC) means that one can study the abil
ity of oral traditions to survive. A religious tradition that is integrated with 
both a world-view and a way of life has a great capacity to be preserved 
over time and place. With this outlook, every act, whether profane or sa
cred, becomes a part of the religious world-view, confirming and sustain
ing it. It would be realistic to assume that an essentially similar scenario 
also existed in ancient Scandinavia, as regards the preservation of tradi
tions, with ritual practice based on an oral tradition and with religion and 
ritual as integral elements of culture. The ancient Scandinavian use of the 
term “custom” (Old Norse sidr) for what we often define as religion may 
suggest a similar situation, with religious expression being integrated with 
lifeways. Religion and cosmology, like the ritual tradition that built on 
these, were then a part of both the collective and the individual identity, 
without which the society would have been incomprehensible. This, com
bined with an oral narrative and ritual tradition, means that a chronolog
ical perspective from the Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age is not unrea
sonable to assume for the preservation of many rituals. It is therefore sig
nificant that the Norse evidence, written down in the Early Iron Age and
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the Early Middle Ages, seems to reflect a tradition in which oral transmis
sion and recitation were very important.
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The source material 
and the ancient Scandinavian 

conceptual world

* * *

There are no written sources that can give us direct guidance about the re
ligion we encounter in the archaeological material from the Scandinavian 
Bronze Age in the pictorial language of the rock carvings, the symbols on 
bronzes, or the language of graves. The rock carvings are as close to writ
ten sources as we can come at this time without them actually being such. 
Although research on rock carvings lies beyond the scope of this work, 
there is good reason to look briefly at it here. In later chapters I shall touch 
on just certain aspects of the carvings, especially as regards the most com
mon form, cup marks, and their association with ideas about the dead and 
rituals connected to them.

The interpretations proposed for the south Scandinavian rock carvings 
show a broad range and constitute a fascinating research field of great sig
nificance for the interpretation of cosmology and beliefs, a research field 
that is currently growing vigorously (see the survey of research in Gold- 
hahn 2006a). It was noticed early on that the rock carvings could depict 
ritual scenes and cosmological myths, and that in many cases they are 
similar in form and symbolism to petroglyphs in the Mediterranean world 
and the Near East. The epoch-making research of Oscar Almgren (1927, 
1934) attached great importance to analogies between these regions and 
south Scandinavia. His interpretation of the rock carvings as (at least) in 
large part consisting of religious and mythological motifs or symbols pre
vailed for a long time and is still relevant, although it does not rule out 
other interpretations. At present, however, the rock carvings in themselves 
do not give us a clear overall idea of what the Bronze Age cosmology was 
like. Certain basic features have nevertheless been interpreted in sequenc
es that seem meaningful, for example, the passage of the sun over the sky
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and an associated Indo-European myth about divine twins, those who are 
called the Asvins in the Rigveda and the Dioscuri in ancient Greek tradi
tion (e.g. Kristiansen 1999, 2004). The Danish archaeologist Fleming 
Kaul has also tried to reconstruct a tentative cosmology based on ship mo
tifs, especially those found carved on Bronze Age razors (Kaul 1998).

That rock carvings may contain hieroglyphs or alphabetical characters 
is a hypothesis that has recently been revived through the work of Kris
tiansen and Larsson (2005, pp. 167-170), with examples of carved sym
bols that are comparable to certain writing systems from the Near East. 
As yet there is no sure interpretation of the meaning, apart from what can 
be read from individual images and occasional compositions. Mats Maim
er (1993) has also considered the question of the similarities between the 
south Scandinavian rock carvings and written language, based on the as
sumption that rock carvings in general are a kind of preliminary stage of 
language, with meaningful pictures. Maimer sees great similarities with 
both Minoan Linear B and rock carvings in northern Italy, and also with 
certain symbols on which Chinese characters are based. The latter may be 
a coincidence, he thinks, more likely showing shared human modes of ex
pression as regards certain symbols, for example the chariot and the ship. 
There could be a real link with Minoan writing, however, although this 
need not mean a direct import of a ready-made concept. Maimer inter
prets the meaning of the pictures as probably being linked to a social elite 
with long-distance trading connections, in which trade in bronze and 
hides was of great significance (Maimer 1993, cf. 1999).

Despite these examples, there have been relatively few interpretations 
of rock carvings in relation to writing. This may seem strange in view of 
the great similarity that exists between certain signs in rock carvings and 
hieroglyphic signs from areas with which south Scandinavia was in close 
contact during the Bronze Age. This scepticism can at least partly be due 
to the same factor as with research on the Indo-Europeans: past abuses of 
research. In the 1930s the notorious German-Dutch scholar Hermann 
Wirth, for a time leader of Heinrich Himmler’s research institute within 
the SS, Ahnenerbe, tried to show that the south Scandinavian rock carv
ings were traces of an ancient Aryan language. Wirth, who was regarded 
as unreliable even in his own times, believed that they were traces of the
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oldest written language in the world, established more than 10,000 years 
ago by the ancestors of the Germanic peoples. Alongside the expeditions 
of the Ahnenerbe to places like Tibet and the Middle East, aiming to trace 
the origin and migrations of the Aryan people, there were also two expe
ditions, led by Wirth, to examine the rock carvings of Bohuslän in Sweden 
and Østfold in Norway. Remarkably, Wirth, like several other researchers 
working in the Ahnenerbe, was able to continue his work after the war. 
On several occasions he was in dispute with Swedish antiquarian authori
ties over fieldwork at rock-carving sites in Bohuslän (Pringle 2006). With 
Wirth’s research as a deterrent example, it is perhaps not so strange that 
interpretations of rock carvings in relation to language were omitted from 
the agenda, more or less consciously.

The question now seems to be attracting interest once again, ignoring 
the historical abuse. An overall interpretative problem, however, is that im
ages were carved on the same surface at different times, which makes it dif
ficult to perform a sequential analysis. A systematic decipherment of the 
rock carvings, with archaeologists working along with specialists in codes 
and cryptography, ought nevertheless to have the potential to give much 
more meaningful results than we have seen hitherto. Yet even if the images 
could be components of a hieroglyphic language, it is not certain that the 
carvings in their context form interpretable sentences. And if the images 
are part of a written language, this need not rule out other interpretations. 
A mixture of different influences would in fact be likely during the time of 
external contacts that was the Bronze Age. It has also been rightly pointed 
out that the fact that the symbols were spread over large distances does not 
in itself give any answers as to why this happened. The reasons underlying 
the transmission of the symbols have not received as much attention as the 
analogies themselves (Winter 2002, p. 202). The correspondences with 
writing systems in the Near East that can be observed might suggest that 
certain petroglyphic motifs were used by traders or other travellers. It may 
then be that parts of a hieroglyphic language were used as symbols in the 
form of owners’ marks, seals, religious symbols, etc. Elements of what was 
a fully developed written language in the Mediterranean area may have 
been used for partly different purposes in south Scandinavia, where indi
vidual hieroglyphs were combined with other symbols. What can possibly
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be seen here is a kind of communication by signs between people from 
widely separated places. It would be tempting to explore this adoption of 
symbols as part of a transfer of Indo-European cultural elements, but that 
would be beyond the scope of this work.

Alongside the rock carvings (and their potential for interpretation), the 
source material, apart from the archaeological record, is extremely scanty 
for the whole North Germanic area. In his Germania (AD 98) Tacitus 
writes that the Germanic tribe of the Semnones believed in a supreme god 
who ruled the other gods. He does not state the name of this god, but he 
says that the Germanic tribes above all worshipped equivalents of the Ro
man gods Mercury, Hercules, and Mars (Germania 9). The god wor
shipped most was Mercury, possibly Odin, and followed by the two oth
ers, Hercules and Mars, by whom Dumézil thought that Tacitus probably 
meant the gods known in Scandinavia as Thor and Tyr (Dumézil 1962, p. 
34). A famous account in Tacitus describes the worship of Nerthus, a fer
tility goddess whose cult was practised by several Germanic peoples, prob
ably settled in what is today southern Denmark and northernmost Germa
ny. Yet Tacitus was relatively late, and his information is not particularly 
detailed about religion and ritual, not even for continental Europe. In Ger
mania he says that the Germans did not have temples according to the Ro
man definition, and that their religious rituals were performed in the open 
air. Whether this means that there were no cult buildings, or merely that 
these buildings did not meet the Roman standards for a temple is a matter 
of debate. The archaeological evidence from Scandinavia suggests that 
cult buildings of different kinds existed as far back as the Neolithic, with 
several examples from the Bronze Age and Iron Age (Anglert, Arthursson 
& Svanberg eds. 2006). There has also been discussion as to how reliable 
Tacitus is in his description of the Germanic peoples, how much he learned 
from primary sources and how much from hearsay and earlier written 
data. It is likely, however, that he was familiar with many of the things he 
describes, since he had served as a Roman official in the provinces and 
thus had been in direct contact with at least some of the peoples he de
scribes.

When it comes to the relevance of written sources for the situation in 
Scandinavia during the Bronze Age, the reservation applies in even greater
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measure to the Old Norse evidence committed to writing in the Late Vi
king Age and Early Middle Ages. The latter is, however, the only (relative
ly) early written material that actually comes from the area in question. In 
my view, however, the fact that cosmology and beliefs are often tenacious 
structures, with a powerful capacity to survive for a long time, means that 
it can be considered probable that central ideas in the Scandinavian Bronze 
Age also lived on (albeit in a changed form) during the Iron Age (and to 
some extent later). Whether breaks in the religious tradition occurred in 
Scandinavia in the intervening time is a problem that has been discussed 
intensively. A possible break when it comes to votive customs and the lo
cation of ritual sites has been pointed out by the archaeologist Charlotte 
Fabech (e.g. 1991, 1994), an interpretation that has been highly influential 
for a number of years. Yet Lotte Hedeager (1999) and others have ques
tioned whether this break was distinct and unambiguous. I embrace the 
view that there is no good evidence for a general break in tradition, al
though this of course does not mean that no changes occurred. It is very 
probable that external influence resulted in acculturation processes which 
altered cultic practices and conceptions (cf. Kaliff 6c Sundqvist 2004). But 
the fact that such changes occurred need not mean that there was any fun
damental break in cosmology and ritual tradition, which may in fact have 
been a conservative and tenacious cement holding ancient Scandinavian 
society together.

The majority of the written evidence giving glimpses of pre-Christian 
Scandinavian beliefs is preserved in Icelandic manuscripts, and to a cer
tain extent in records of Christian missions among various Germanic 
tribes. Alongside this type of sources there are ecclesiastical documents 
and early Germanic law codes which have been used as pieces in the jig
saw puzzle to interpret prehistoric religion. There is a difference in the de
gree of detail between Tacitus’s description of certain Germanic cultic 
practices and beliefs (e.g. Germania 2, 3, 9, 10) and the complex mythol
ogy that we find in the later Icelandic texts. Also, a millennium elapsed be
tween them. A chronological leap to the Late Iron Age shows a belief sys
tem that is a northern variant of a Germanic religion with basic features 
revealing a common Indo-European origin. The Icelandic written sources, 
despite their late dating, are also of great significance for the interpretation
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of older Scandinavian circumstances. The majority of the written material, 
however, consists of indirect sources: the Icelandic family sagas, the legen
dary sagas of ancient times, and the law codes, which are partly coloured 
by Christian ideas or entirely created in a Christian environment. The most 
important direct sources that can tell us anything about ancient Scandina
vian cult are the poems of the Edda and the skaldic poems, many of which 
come from pre-Christian times. These too are only preserved in medieval 
manuscripts, which makes it difficult to ascertain the date when they were 
first composed. A characteristic feature of the Eddie poems is that they are 
based on older oral tradition and that, unlike the skaldic poems, they were 
not composed by a named person (cf. Hultgård 1991, 1996, pp. 25 ff.).

In the Old Norse literature, both the Eddie poems and the sagas, we 
meet two groups of gods: Æsir and Vanir (e.g. Völuspä 23-24; Ynglinga 
Saga 12-13). Above all the fertility cult seems to have been closely associ
ated with the Vanir, but they were also associated with water, growth in 
nature, and the dead in the earth. Gods regarded as belonging to the Vanir 
include Njord, Ull, Skadi, and Freyr and Freyja. Apart from her role as fer
tility goddess, Freyja was connected with the dead. Several of the Vanir 
had a dual role as gods of both fertility and death. The Vanir seem to be 
chiefly tied to the earth and the underworld, while the Æsir seem to have 
been more sky gods. Ull, however, can also be regarded as a sky god, prob
ably a divinity with a central importance that may have decreased towards 
the end of the pre-Christian period. In Ull it might be possible to see the 
traces of sun worship; perhaps, for example, he is the god illustrated by 
means of the Trundholm chariot (cf. Strid 2005). There is, however, an
other god with a possible connection to a sun cult of Indo-European ori
gin, namely Tyr. The name Tyr (*Tiwaz) has the same origin as words for 
god in other languages - deus, deivos, davus - and is thus an original 
Indo-European designation for “god”. Tyr has therefore been perceived by 
some scholars as the original Germanic sky god. The word deivus/dåvus, 
which is thus etymologically related to Tyr, means “the shining one” and 
may refer to the disc of the sun. Regarding the sun as a god was also close
ly connected to the idea of fire as divine, which is a central concept in 
Indo-Iranian tradition, where fire and the sun were believed to be of the 
same nature (Boyce 1987). Odin was the god who represented mystery
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and magic (e.g. Völuspä 28; Håvamål 138-40). The form of Odin’s name 
is also archaic. Odin (Wotan, *Wodanaz) is probably the same name as 
Vata in Sanskrit and is thus another originally Indo-European word (de 
Vries 1956, pp. 9 f.; Eliade 1958, pp. 80 ff.; Biezais 1972, pp. 161 ff.). It 
has been suggested that the pair Odin and Thor can be seen as reflecting 
an original Indo-European division into a supreme god with magical char
acteristics and a supreme war god; the gods respectively governing the 
spiritual and the physical forces of life. Thor, like the Vedic Indra, can 
chiefly be regarded as a god of storms and war. In this aspect, however, he 
has a rival in Odin, who can possibly also be compared with the Vedic 
Varuna (Eliade 1958, pp. 80 f.; Dumézil 1962, pp. 17 and 67 ff.).

According to Snorri’s account in Ynglinga Saga (ch. 4), the chief gods 
among the Vanir were only adopted into the pantheon of the Æsir after a 
war and the subsequent peace, which has given rise to a discussion as to 
whether this myth might contain some hazy memory of a cubic battle be
tween influences coming from outside and the indigenous religion. The 
Vanir would then reflect an older agriculture and fertility religion while 
the Æsir arrived later as a religion of warriors and rulers. The old skaldic 
poem Ynglingatal (c. 890 AD) on which Snorri bases his version, howev
er, does not contain the story of an immigration. This is probably a learned 
addition by Snorri. Different scholars have reached different conclusions 
on the matter of the Æsir and Vanir: a change of religion, changes in cult, 
or a religion displaying continuity, in which seemingly incompatible fea
tures recur in a number of Indo-European religions. The age and origin of 
the god Odin in particular have seen various attempts at alternative inter
pretations, with some scholars believing that this god was introduced to 
Scandinavia relatively late (e.g. Salin 1903; Wessen 1924; cf. Hedeager 
1997). Most of the evidence, however, suggests that Odin too has his ori
gin in a Scandinavian pantheon of original Indo-European character, but 
that he may have changed through time as a result of religious accultura
tion, especially during the turbulent phase of exchange that was the Ro
man period (see Kaliff & Sundqvist 2004, especially pp. 14-23).

In addition to the question of the gods and beliefs of the religion we 
have the issue of cubic practices and cubic sites. Sacrifice seems to have 
been an essential part of the pre-Christian cult which could be performed
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at different collective levels: in the family, locally in a district, or at the cen
tre of a larger region. As for the details of votive customs, we have only 
hints in early sources such as the Eddie poems. The more exhaustive ac
counts of sacrificial feasts (blot) that occur in the saga literature, on the oth
er hand, may be a mixture of facts and fiction. It nevertheless seems as if 
ancient Scandinavian offerings mainly consisted of sacred meals with food 
and drink, in which meat from the sacrificed animals was used (Hultgård 
1996, pp. 36 ff.). The archaeological record clearly shows that offerings of 
other types were made as well. Objects of inorganic material, metal and 
stone, deposited in the ground, are preserved relatively well, which means 
that they may be over-represented as votive finds in relation to what was re
ally deposited. Assemblages of organic material, including unburnt bones, 
in the ground may not leave any palpable archaeological traces at all after 
a long time. It is therefore difficult to draw any reliable conclusions, based 
solely on the archaeological finds, as to which form of votive deposits was 
most common. Finds of the most durable material need not have been the 
most frequent in the past, although this may seem so today because of their 
better potential for preservation. However, even the archaeological record 
confirms that animal sacrifices and/or sacred meals were common. Besides 
votive rituals, the rituals concerning the deceased are very important for an 
understanding of cosmological and religious ideas in ancient Scandinavian 
society. Here too, when it comes to written evidence, we are restricted to 
sources that were not recorded until the Early Middle Ages, and these can 
be vague and contradictory, but the archaeological evidence is all the rich
er. Although it may seem difficult to interpret and equally contradictory, it 
partly depends on the analogies that can be used for interpretation. These 
can well be taken from later folk belief. I am aware that the use of later folk 
traditions for archaeological interpretations can be criticized. My basic 
stance is that many such beliefs are examples of structures with a long con
tinuity, although this does not mean that they were not influenced and 
modified over time. The more crucial the traditions, the more conservative
ly I believe that they may be expected to have been preserved.

For an understanding of the link between cosmology and burial ritual, 
eschatological ideas are of fundamental significance. The term eschatology 
can be summed up as “the doctrine of final destiny”, that is, what happens
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to people after death. The term can refer both to the individual and to hu
manity collectively. Eschatology is thus also concerned with different 
realms of the dead, for example, notions of hell and heaven, and also of 
course various types of transmigration and rebirth. The closely related con
cept of apocalyptics comprises the end of the whole world and all exist
ence, which is thus a broader concept than eschatology (Widengren 1969, 
pp. 440 ff.). Two different kinds of realms of the dead are mentioned in the 
Old Norse written sources: Hel and Valhalla. Hel is the name of both the 
kingdom of the dead and its goddess. According to the Edda, Odin ruled 
over Valhalla, the place to which those slain in battle came (Håvamål 41 
and 43). The majority of the dead were believed to go to Hel and not to 
Valhalla. It seems that Hel could also refer to death in general. Ideas about 
some kind of rebirth are often associated today with the religions of south
east Asia, especially Hinduism and Buddhism, but similar ideas occur or 
have occurred in other Indo-European traditions, for example, in Celtic 
and Germanic beliefs (Heiler, 1961, pp. 520 f.; de Vries 1961, p. 248). One 
can see traces of a belief in the return of the dead, or at least some aspect 
of the person, in Germanic ideas. This applies in particular to the custom 
of naming children after recently deceased ancestors. Naming a child after 
a person who has recently died is believed to originate in a belief that some
thing of the deceased lives on in the child (Widengren 1969, p. 455). The 
custom is attested both from Scandinavia and from continental Germanic 
areas. It still lives on in many places today, as it is common for a boy to re
ceive the name of a deceased close relative. Children were commonly called 
after a dead grandparent. If parents failed to do this, it was feared that the 
dead person would come back to haunt the mother or the child. If a small 
child became anxious and would not sleep, it was thought that it was per
haps unhappy with its name, that it had been called after the wrong per
son. In this situation the child’s name could be changed. Complaints about 
this, from priests who considered it superstition, are recorded from Sweden 
as late as the eighteenth century. In Norway the custom has survived into 
conscious tradition even longer (Hagberg 1935, pp. 642 ff.). Since relics of 
this belief have persisted so tenaciously, there is reason to believe that it is 
a old idea of crucial significance, part of an eschatological outlook in which 
life, death, and birth were regarded as a continuous cycle of creation.
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It may seem as if there were several alternative notions about life after 
death in Early Iron Age Scandinavian society. The mixture of different 
mortuary practices in certain periods could also be connected to the ab
sence of a fixed idea about what happens after death, but ethnographic 
comparisons also show clearly that mortuary practice and burial rituals 
can vary even within a relatively consistent tradition of beliefs. The seem
ing variation may, however, reflect a basic eschatological conception that 
different dead people had different destinies. I shall return to this possibil
ity in the interpretation of the different stages of cremation, and of the dif
ferent mythological beings that can be associated with the dead in the Late 
Iron Age and in later folk belief.



Cosmology and ritual practice

* * *

Ymir, according to Old Norse mythology, was the first living creature, a 
figure containing the potential for everything in the cosmos. What sets the 
actual creation in motion is Ymir’s violent death, after which the universe 
is made from the parts of his body and inhabited by humans and other 
creatures. The myth has close equivalents in other Indo-European reli
gious traditions. Variants on this theme occur, but a common feature of 
them is that a primordial being is killed and cut into pieces, after which 
the cosmos and the different aspects of life are fashioned from the parts of 
his body. This primordial being is often described as the first man, or as 
the first king, sometimes as a healer/priest, but also as a god, demon, or gi
ant. The first being can also be an animal, usually a cow or bull, represent
ing domesticated animals, but other alternatives are horse and goat. What 
is created is the universe as a totality or alternatively the part of the world 
inhabited by the people embraced by the myth. The social structure of the 
universe likewise emanates from the creation, for example, vertically strat
ified social classes. The different parts of what is created for daily life are 
also mentioned often, for example, different animal species, vegetables, 
other food, the elements. The Norse variant is retold in the Eddie poem 
Grimnismal (40-41), which describes how the cosmos - the earth, the 
mountains, the sky, mortals, and gods - is created from parts of the body 
of the giant Ymir. In his Gylfaginning (6-8) Snorri Sturluson retells the 
same myth, but this later variant also describes how Ymir is killed by the 
first gods, Odin and his brothers Vili and Ve. The name Ymir means 
“twin” and has the same linguistic roots as Latin gemini with the same 
meaning. There were also primordial beings in ancient India and Iran with 
almost the same name - Yama and Yima respectively. A mythical story
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similar to that about Ymir is Purusasiikta (“The Hymn of Purusa”) from 
the Rigveda (10.90). In this version too, the world is created when the gods 
cut up a cosmic giant, Purusa. It is this narrative that is the archetype for the 
Vedic offering. Purusa is simply another name for Yama, and thus the same 
as Ymir - “twin” (Lincoln 1986, pp. 1 ff.; Näsström 2002, pp. 24 f.).

Purusasiikta contains not only a cosmogonic part which corresponds 
to Grimnismdl, but also a sociogony, that is, an explanation of how the 
social structure came into being, with the different categories in the Vedic 
caste system: priests [brahmin), chieftains or warriors (ksatriya), and tribe 
members or farmers (vaisya) (Rigveda 10:90.12). It is this tripartite char
acter of the social structure that Dumézil would see as a fundamental 
Indo-European structure, the Norse variant of which can be observed 
chiefly in Ri'gspula (Dumézil 1958, 1962). The theory of these social cor
respondences, which is the part of Dumézil's research that has rendered 
him most criticism, will not be in focus in this work. Here it is the cosmo
gonic aspect that is of greatest interest.

The primordial being, Purusa or Yama, acquired a companion in Manu 
(“man”), the first god to invent sacrifice. The first sacrificial victim is Pu- 
rusa/Yama, who then becomes lord of the dead. The fact that Ymir, Yima, 
and Yama all mean “twin” may seem strange since they occur alone in the 
myth. The primeval Indian and Iranian gods, however, have a female 
counterpart who is so closely connected that they can be regarded as her
maphrodite. When it comes to Ymir, one may note in this connection that 
he both engendered and gave birth to children, so this god too is androg
ynous. The myth of the twin also occurs in Tacitus’s account of the Ger
manic tribes, in which he says that their gods were the earth-born Tuisto, 
i.e. “twin”, and his son Mannus, “man”, who in turn begot the three orig
inal tribes. According to the historian of religion Britt-Mari Näsström, 
there is a further similarity between the Indo-European cosmologies in the 
primeval cow, Audhumla in Norse mythology, who appears with the pri
mordial being that is sacrificed. Although the Indian myth has no cow, 
other tales explicitly concern the cow as the source of life, and the cow is 
sacred in India even today (Näsström 2002, p. 26)

The notion of divine (and/or royal) twins as an important mythologi
cal part of Scandinavian Bronze Age cosmology, as we have seen above,
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has been studied recently by the archaeologist Kristian Kristiansen. He 
has sought to connect the frequent occurrence of pairs, both in the image
ry of the rock carvings - figures in pairs, axes in pairs, etc. - and in the oc
currence of ritual objects deposited in pairs - axes, lurs, helmets, etc. - to 
a pair of divine twins who also functioned as a kind of physical ideal for 
Bronze Age chieftains. Kristiansen connects this to a common Indo-Euro
pean belief system, which he says was spread over a large area in the for
mation period of the south Scandinavian Bronze Age, c. 2300-1700 BC, 
a period that probably coincides with a Proto-Indo-European phase. These 
twins recur in the world of Scandinavian images and artefacts and could 
thus be identical with the Asvins in the Rigveda and with the Dioscuri in 
the ancient Greek tradition (e.g. Kristiansen 1999, 2004; cf. Kristiansen 
& Larsson 2005, pp. 258-282). As we see, however, the motif of the twins 
is also built into perhaps the most fundamental cosmological Indo-Euro
pean myths - the creation itself. The fact that the primordial being from 
which the cosmos is created can mean “twin” should therefore not be un
derestimated when interpreting the pictures and objects that reflect the 
conceptual world of the Scandinavian Bronze Age. The occurrence of the 
twin motif, combined with the sacrificial axe, in the same context as the 
ship and other possible symbols of the sun and the life cycle, means that 
these scenes can be connected to the actual creation myth in its earlier 
Scandinavian form.

The homology found in the creation myths - the fact that different ele
ments in the cosmos are identical with the body parts of the sacrificed pri
mordial being - seems to be a fundamental cosmological idea. It means 
that an entity is created from the matter in another; they are alloforms, that 
is, alternative guises of each other. Meat and earth, for example, are be
lieved to be of the same material substance and thus one can change into 
the other. In the same way, the bones, the hard part in the soft meat, are 
equated with the stones in the earth and with the mountains, while hair is 
associated with plants. To put it another way, one can see, for example, 
meat and earth as alternative forms in a continuous process, with one form 
being constantly transmuted into another. Connected to the alloforms and 
the homology is a vertical division of the cosmos, this too linked to the 
body of the original being. In Indian cosmology there is thus a division into
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three levels: heaven, the atmosphere, and the earth. Heaven is then associ
ated with the topmost part of the body, the head, while the earth is con
nected to the feet. According to Purusasükta, the atmosphere is associat
ed with the middle region of the body, consequently the navel. However, 
this applies only to the Indian variant and is not known in identical forms 
in other Indo-European contexts. There, although the head, especially the 
skull, is linked to the sky, the flesh is usually connected to the earth. This 
is clear in Grimnismal and also in the Russian variant of the story. In Old 
Russian the word for body is télo, deriving from the Proto-Indo-European 
root *tel-, which stands for the surface of the body, and of the earth. This 
can be compared with Latin tellus or Old Irish talam, “earth”, and with 
Old Russian t’lo, which means “soil”. Connected to the alloform meat- 
earth there is often another, namely stone-bone. Just as bones are the 
harder substance inside the flesh of the body, stones are the harder coun
terpart in the earth (Lincoln 1986, pp. 5 ff.).

The basic Indo-European outlook on homologies also survives in clas
sical literature, for example, in Ovid’s Metamorphoses (4.655-662), 
which describes the transformation of Atlas. Certain metamorphoses 
there differ, for example that the whole of Atlas’s body is portrayed as a 
mountain, but the general pattern of the myths remains. Lincoln believes 
it to be most likely that Ovid used the myths as a basis for what is simul
taneously his own literary creation. In a similar way, the depiction of ho
mologies in Indo-European myths has found its way into various Judaeo- 
Christian texts, possibly starting in the Hellenistic period, under the influ
ence of Greek and Iranian ideas. Here Adam is often presented as the first 
being. The transfer of the myths to other traditions is in itself proof of 
their tenacity. Many of these homologies, showing more or less agree
ment, recur in sources and traditions spanning three thousand years or 
more. Lincoln identifies nine different homologies that recur in different 
traditions, which he believes are the basic building blocks in a philosophy 
of nature that persisted for a long time over a huge area:

1) Meat/Earth
2) Bone/Stone
3) Hair/Plants
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4) Blood (or other bodily fluids)/Water
5) Eyes/Sun
6) Mind/Moon
7) Brain (or thoughts)/Cloud
8) Head/Heaven
9) Breath/Wind

This identification of different phenomena in the cosmos as alloforms cor
responding to different parts of the human body, according to Lincoln, 
made up a very important part of the creation mythology that was em
braced by virtually all the people who spoke an Indo-European language 
(Lincoln 1986, pp. 11-20).

A fundamental starting point for the rituals that people performed on 
the basis of the homologies in the creation myth is that, in the same way 
as creation proceeds from the original body, this process can also be re
versed. One of the Upanishads, Aitrareya Upanishad (1.4), not only de
scribes how the cosmos is shaped from the parts of Purusa’s body but also 
depicts an anthropogony, the reverse process:

Fire, having become speech, entered into the mouth. Wind, having 
become the breath, entered into the nostrils. The sun, having be
come vision, entered into the eyes. The four quarters, having be
come hearing, entered into the ears. Plants and trees, having become 
bodily hair, entered into the skin. The moon, having become the 
mind, entered into the heart. Death, having become the downward 
(anal) breath, entered into the navel. The waters, having become se
men, entered into the penis, (translated by Lincoln 1986, p. 33)

In the inverted cosmogony the body becomes an alloform for the cosmos as 
a whole. Just as creation is assembled from the constituent elements accord
ing to the origin myth, the process can then be repeated through reversal in 
the form of sacrifices, where people cut up the body of the animal (or hu
man) in order to restore the elements - the alloforms of the different parts 
of the cosmos - to creation. This is fundamental to the meaning of the 
Indo-European sacrifice and, as I shall discuss in more detail in chapters
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below, for funeral rituals. Through sacrifice, for example, in which the 
victim’s body is divided into constituent parts, the creation process can be 
repeated, or humans can help to maintain creation. The cosmological ori
gin myth, with the homology and the different alloforms deriving from it, 
may therefore be the most important source for understanding ritual prac
tices that can be detected in the Scandinavian archaeological record. To be 
able to interpret this, we must have a reasonable model to proceed from, a 
model which I think we are justified in seeking in the comparative Indo- 
European evidence.

The myth of a ritual death and dismembering of a body is a narrative 
that is easily transferred to sacrifice. According to Lincoln, sacrifice is the 
most prominent of all Indo-European rituals, but with great variation in 
the modes of expression. Animal sacrifices have included various domesti
cated animals, but human victims have also occurred. Common votive 
gifts have been milk products, agricultural produce, and intoxicants, such 
as mead, wine, and narcotic juices pressed from plants (what is called 
soma in Sanskrit and hauma in Old Persian). When it comes to animal 
sacrifices, the link to homology is obvious. Accompanying the hymns of 
the Rigveda are ritual manuals to ensure that the rites can be performed 
properly. In the most important of these, Aitareya Br hmana, there is an 
exact description of how the victim is cut up, corresponding directly to the 
homology in the creation myth in the Rigveda (10:90:13-14). The Vedic 
sacrifice is performed as a repetition of creation and has both cosmogonic 
and sociogonic meaning, to which Lincoln cites parallels from other Indo- 
European peoples, including the Germani. Tacitus (Germania 39), for ex
ample, describes this meaning in the sacrificial customs of the Semnones 
(Lincoln 1986, pp. 5 f., 41, 50-59).

An important element that also derives from the original cosmological 
sacrifice is fire, and the god associated with it. Fire is central as a ritual 
tool, as is clearly and amply attested in the Vedic tradition, and for which 
there is also very strong archaeological evidence in ancient Scandinavia. 
The worship of fire as a god (Agni) is central to Vedic religion, although 
there is archaeological testimony that altars for fire sacrifice occurred in 
the earlier Harappä culture (Chakrabarti 2001, pp. 44 f.). There is evi
dence, however, that important features of the sacrificial ritual and the
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design of cultic implements, for example altars, has close counterparts in 
other Indo-European contexts; the same applies to the crucial role of fire. 
In the Vedic and Iranian view, fire is a substance that is active everywhere 
in the cosmos. Fire is the fertile element in the cosmos; in the sky, in the 
storm, and in the soil, as also in man and woman (Edsman 1987b, pp. 343 
f.). Roughly 200 of the 1,028 hymns in the Rigveda are dedicated to Agni 
- the god who personifies fire - which puts him in second place after In
dra. Agni is also significant throughout the rituals. Fire was regarded not 
just as a god in itself, but simultaneously as a divine messenger. Being a 
god himself, Agni is also the one who conveys the sacrificial gifts to the 
other gods. The name Agni is clearly Indo-European in character and can 
be compared with Latin ignis, Russian ogon’, Lithuanian ugnis, etc. Agni 
is born, according to the Vedic account, from the pieces of wood in the fire 
drill used to light ritual fire. He is also found in the sky, in lightning and 
the sun, as well as in water, whether in rain or in lakes and rivers. Agni is 
considered to belong to the domesticated sphere of life, with the home, the 
family, the kindred, and the tribe, and thus there is also a connection to 
the clearance of land for pasture and tillage (Staal 2001, pp. 73, 99; cf. 
Parmeshwaranand 2000, pp. 40-48).

Agni and Soma are gods who appear as a complementary pair in sacri
ficial rituals. Both are central figures in Vedic religion, and Soma is at once 
a god and a plant, especially the fluid/drink extracted from a specific plant. 
It is clear that this was originally a hallucinogenic plant, but there is no 
agreement about which one. For a long time the Vedic ritualists have used 
substitutes for the real plant. According to one theory, it was originally fly 
agaric (Amanita muscaria), a mushroom also used to achieve states of ec
stasy in shamanistic rituals among Siberian peoples, but there are many 
other theories. It is evidently not alcohol, as the Vedic texts show. In the 
Rigveda Soma is regarded as the elixir of life, a drink for immortality, and 
irreplaceable for both mortals and gods (Flood 1994, p. 43; Parmesh
waranand 2000, pp. 611 ff.; Staal 2001, pp. 105 ff. and works cited there). 
There are several strong indications of the occurrence of ritual drinks dur
ing the Bronze Age in Scandinavia. A clear example is the finds of special 
pots in graves and other ritual features, which can be associated with 
drinks. Pots that were probably made solely for ritual uses are common in
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ritual contexts from the Late Bronze Age (e.g. Carlsson 1996), and also 
from the Iron Age. More lavish metal bowls, which probably contained 
ritual drinks, are also found from the Early Bronze Age. Vessels occurring 
in elite graves in the Bronze Age have been interpreted as signs of ritual 
drinking within a higher social stratum (cf. Kristiansen 1998, pp. 170 f.), 
a ritual tradition that would evidently continue for a long time to come.

Vedic rituals are performed at different levels of complexity and in dif
ferent contexts, from more mundane to highly elaborate ceremonies tak
ing a long time to prepare and several days to complete. The rituals have 
developed in two different directions and can be divided into two main 
categories: grhya or household/family rituals (which are rites de passage, 
that is, rituals of the life cycle or sacraments accompanying events such as 
birth, initiation, marriage, and death) and śrauta, that is, solemn public 
rites (rites solennels, rituals of much greater complexity). There are sever
al formal differences between these two categories, with one fundamental 
distinction connected to fire: śrauta requires three fire altars with several 
officiating priests, while grhya needs only one (the household fire) and one 
priest. The function of grhya is often relatively obvious, whereas the mean
ing of śrauta is less clear, with its complex form and framing (Staal 2001, 
pp. 4, 35). The śrauta rituals are oldest and a number of them, varying in 
complexity, are documented in Vedic texts. Agnistoma is an example of a 
simple sacrificial ritual performed in one day, while agnicayana (“piling 
up Agni”) is a complex ritual that requires several days. The divinities in
volved in śrauta are Agni and Soma, in other words, fire and sacred fluid. 
Offerings to the latter consist of milk, butter, loaves, animals, and the 
soma plant itself. These offerings are sacrificed through fire, agni. Vedic 
religion was closely associated with the rhythm of the day and the year, 
and śrauta comprised offerings at different times of transition: between 
day and night, at new moon and full moon, and when the seasons changed. 
The majority of the knowledge from the past that is preserved about śrauta 
is recorded in Śrauta Sütras and comes from the different parts of Vedic 
tradition that were formulated between the eighth and the fourth centu
ries BC (Flood 1994, pp. 41 ff.).

The śrauta rituals are performed in order of complexity. They must be 
done in this order and can thereby be regarded as a kind of initiation. The
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simplest ritual consists of a fire sacrifice to Agni (agnibotra), which is per
formed by a priest in a ritual enclosure in the home of the person who 
wishes to make the offering. Three fires are needed: gärhaptya, the house
hold fire, ähavanlya, the sacrificial fire, and daksiyägni, which is believed 
to give protection from evil. The fires are installed on altars made of clay. 
The altar for the household fire is round and is placed in the western part 
of the enclosure, while the sacrificial altar is square and placed in the east
ern part. The southern altar is semicircular. More fire altars can be added 
in expanded variants of the ritual, but these three always occur (Staal 
2001, pp. 40-41; Tachikawa, Bahulkar & Kolhatkar 2001). The func
tions of the different altars are moreover connected to the elements: 
gärhaptya, symbolizing the earth and its fire,ähavanlya representing the 
sky and its four compass points, and daksinägni symbolizing the atmos
phere as a medium between heaven and earth. Agni was the link between 
the earth and the heavenly fire - the sun. Between gärhaptya and ähavanlya 
there is a structure called vedi, which usually consists of a shallow pit 
where the sacrificial fires were lit (Edsman 1987, p. 223). The Iranian fire 
ritual is in many respects like the Vedic one, particularly when it comes to 
the design of the altars. Fires are installed on three altars according to the 
same pattern as in Vedic ritual. In the Iranian evidence there is possibly 
better support for DuméziPs opinion that the three fires are connected to 
the tripartite division of society: farmers to the round hearth and soldiers 
to the third one that wards off evil influences. In a similar way to the Vedic 
and Iranian tradition, in Rome there was a circular altar for Vesta (aedes 
rotunda), but also templa quadrata. The Greeks had a round household 
altar on which they offered milk and honey, and a bigger square one which 
was used for animal sacrifices. The round shape of the household altar has 
been interpreted as symbolizing a womb. In its Greek form it was often 
tended by a woman and was dedicated to the goddess Hestia (Écm'a, the 
hearth), while the square altar, which was also the smith’s hearth, was as
sociated with the male Hephaistos. In Vedic ritual the round altar repre
sents the gods’ recently created world (Staal 2001, pp. 93, 125 ff.).

The sacred fire and the rituals surrounding it seem to have been high
ly significant in different Indo-European cultural traditions. The differ
ent shapes of altar connected to these rituals, and thus to the underlying
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cosmology, likewise seem to have been very important and tenacious cul
tural implements. Proceeding from this observation, there is of course 
good reason to search for counterparts to the ritual of fire sacrifice and 
also to the altar forms in the ancient Scandinavian tradition. In view of the 
way the cremation ritual gained such a strong hold in south Scandinavia 
during the Bronze Age, we are justified here too in connecting the mean
ing of cremation as a sacrifice with other types of fire sacrifice and fire rit
uals. Below I shall discuss different types of find contexts and types of fea
tures which may support the hypothesis of fire sacrifice as an important 
ritual element in ancient Scandinavian society. Because of the association 
between fire sacrifice and cremation, I think that the find spots usually de
fined as cemeteries are a suitable point of departure.
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Crave monuments 
and sacrificial altars - kindred 

ritual implements

* * *

In the light of today’s renewed interest in ritual, it may seem strange that 
the occurrence of fire sacrifices and places for these has been discussed so 
little in Scandinavian archaeology. The lack of registered empirical evi
dence of, say, altars for fire sacrifice could of course be cited as an expla
nation. But is this correct? Does the evidence really show that they did not 
occur, or have archaeologists simply not considered the evidence from this 
perspective? Are we failing to see the traces of fire sacrifices because we 
choose a priori to sort them, without any real empirical justification, in a 
category where the interpretation goes in a different direction?

The view of the prehistoric structures that we have chosen to call 
“graves”, for example, has in large measure entailed a transfer of our mod
ern Western perception of what a grave is, and I think that this has seri
ously impeded a deeper understanding of how different ritual practices 
may have interacted. At least on an unconscious level, our strict modern 
division of life into profane and sacred parts, and our distinction between 
ritual customs that we still practise and those that we now regard as obso
lete, has had a great influence on our view of the past. Edifices with a pri
marily religious function, however, often serve as a manifestation of secu
lar power, and vice versa. A secular use of a building or a monument need 
not contradict an original form and function for religious purposes. A 
physical building often illustrates traditions and social structures, reli
gious faith and basic cosmological beliefs (cf. Parker Pearson & Richards 
1994, pp. 2 ff.). Graves and other ritual and sacred places are therefore 
shaped according to specific symbolic patterns, with which people want to 
achieve or illustrate something. This takes place both as a conscious deci
sion and through unconscious processes and rituals, the original meaning
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Fig. 3. Plan showing the positions of different altars in the vedic fire sacrifice called agni- 

hotra. After Staal 2001, fig. 1. illustration: Henrik Pihi.

of which is forgotten. It can be a matter of a symbolic picture of life, 
death, and rebirth, or a representation of cosmological ideas. The grave 
also has another function, as a place of communication between the dead 
and the living, or between gods and mortals, which also gives it a close 
link to the place of sacrifice as a phenomenon.

The grave as an archaeological object has been important in archaeol
ogy for studies of virtually all aspects of human life and activity: social 
structure, status, demographic and ethnic aspects. Yet the evidence of 
graves is particularly suitable for studies of religion and cosmology, espe
cially eschatological conceptions, but also for general cosmological ideas. 
Graves are always traces of ritual acts which usually took place on the ba
sis of specific beliefs. The form of the grave and the funeral rituals thus re
flect the collective imagination of what happens to humans after death.
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The form and equipment of the grave can also reflect the status and level 
of the deceased in society, as well as individual wishes as to what the grave 
should look like. It can also be a picture of the deceased’s religious status 
and individual development. Graves and burial rituals can thus be de
signed with a wealth of variety that mirrors both individuals and society 
from a great many different perspectives (cf. Huntington & Metcalf 1979; 
Chapman, Kinnes & Randsborg, eds. 1981).

As we saw in the introductory chapter, confusion easily arises in termi
nology and conceptual apparatus when one discusses graves and religious 
remains from a culture with which one is not fully familiar. The very des
ignation “grave” contains an interpretation of the function. The word has 
a powerful emotional significance in our own society, although today this 
does not necessarily go together with a traditional Christian religious out
look. In the twentieth century the sanitary and materialistic approach to 
handling dead bodies and managing funerals acquired increasing impor
tance in Western society, while the religious meaning was toned down as 
a consequence of secularization. The planning of new cemeteries and the 
storage of the dead before burial have also been steered by functional and 
hygienic factors. The changed view of death also changed the view of life. 
Passing away peacefully after a long life is felt to be something that ought 
to be prevented for as long as possible, even when a person’s physical or 
mental powers have deteriorated so much that one may wonder what is 
most humane: continued life or an opportunity to end it in dignity. In the 
twentieth century we have found it increasingly difficult to accept death as 
a natural part of existence. It has changed in our time to something abnor
mal for which there is no place in our conceptual apparatus; this is a vir
tually unique expression of our own Western culture today, of which we 
are seldom aware. In traditional societies there are always attitudes to the 
important phases of life, of which death is one. The way we leave the indi
vidual to solitary speculation and anxiety about these matters, in my opin
ion, should therefore be regarded as one of the most exotic features of our 
own time and culture.

Our own culture’s view of the dead and of the funeral ritual is always 
there in our interpretations, whether we question it or not. It unconscious
ly guides what an archaeologist considers to be a reasonable interpretation.
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An effective counter to this could be an active attempt to analyse one’s 
own motives. To expand the conceptual and interpretative perspective, it 
is therefore important to be aware of the uncertainty of the interpreta
tions. It is not self-evident, for example, that stone settings and other 
“grave forms”, from the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age primarily func
tioned as anything like what we in our time associate with the concept of 
grave (cf. Kaliff 1997, 1998, 2005). Even if both present-day and prehis
toric “graves” correspond in containing the remains of the deceased, the 
underlying intention may differ considerably. Today we tend to view the 
grave as a resting place for the remains of a dead person, whether cremat
ed or not. It is a still and static place. Yet there is no reason to believe that 
this is a basic rule in other cultures and times. The grave could just as well 
be perceived as the site of a continuous process, something still going on 
(cf. Bloch 1988). The resting place awaiting the last judgement can be con
trasted with the idea of a constant process of exchange, in which the des
tiny of a person after death is unfolded in association with the world of the 
living. What happens at the burial place and the life of the deceased after

<Fig. 4. The rectangular platform used for Hindu cremations reflects the form of the 

Vedic fire-sacrifice altar. This in turn reflects the outlook on cremation as a fire sacrifice, 

the dead person s last sacrifice. The cremation fire is tended by a special brahmin (priest) 

who is both an expert in the ritual and skilled at the purely technical aspects. With a sur

prisingly small amount of firewood, the body is completely incinerated in 3-4 hours. As 

the fire consumes the dead body, burnt bones and ashes are swept into the water with 

the aid of a long staff. As the brahmin pokes the cremation pyre with this, the remains are 

further fragmented. The round altars used for recurrent sacrificial rituals for the dead 

person’s well-being reflect the shape of the more everyday cultic implement - the house 

altar. Round altars are used, for example, for offerings of food and drink at the cremation 

sites. The possibility that round stone settings may be altars thus does not mean that they 

must have been used for fire sacrifices. The photographs show a cremation and an offer

ing on behalf of a deceased person. From the cremation and temple site at Pashupatinath, 
Nepal. Photo: Anders Kaliff.
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death are believed to be in constant interaction. There is a close general 
connection in form between graves and altars, a fact that receives little at
tention in Scandinavian archaeology. An association between graves and 
sacrificial altars is also attested in several ancient cultures. In classical 
Greece and Rome and in the Vedic culture of India, the altar could take 
the shape of a burial mound, in which sacrificial blood was poured through 
a hole or into a pit for the benefit of the deceased. Originally this sacrifice 
was performed on real graves, when it was a part of the ancestor cult. The 
form of the burial mound was later transferred to what became a pure al
tar (Edsman 1987a, p. 223). What Scandinavian archaeologists designate 
as graves are deposits of human bones, buried in the ground or in an arti
ficial structure of earth or stone. The amount of bones can vary, with eve
rything from a fragment to the entire expected number of bones from a 
human being, without any effect on the definition of the structure as a 
grave. On the other hand, many features which would be designated as 
graves if only a tiny fragment of bone were found actually contain no 
bones at all.

The question why stone settings without finds of bones, or with only 
one or a few bone fragments, should be interpreted as grave markers is rel
evant. By grave marker I mean a structure that is primarily erected as a 
monument to mark a place containing the remains of a dead person. What 
is there to say that the relationship was not the reverse: that the bones were 
placed in the stone setting because it was of great significance? An analogy 
from a different context may illustrate the problem: When a deposit of 
bones is found in a medieval altar in an ecclesiastical context, in the form 
of a reliquary, this is in some sense a grave, the last resting place for a dead 
person’s bones, but this function is not the primary one. The find does not 
lead us to draw the conclusion that all altars actually have a primary func
tion as superstructures over graves, despite the fact that reliquaries of this 
kind are the rule rather than the exception, in a way comparable to the 
bone fragments in “graves” from the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. 
The question then is why we interpret them so differently? The interpreta
tion as a grave seems even more bizarre in the case of stone settings totally 
lacking bones, which is far from being an unusual phenomenon, especially 
in the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. Many stone settings have no burial,
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or else they contain just a few bone fragments. This is particularly evident 
in the square stone settings from the Early Iron Age. Interpretations as se
pulchral monuments to people who were buried elsewhere can be heard, or 
interpretations as boundary markers, as inhumation graves where the skel
eton has totally decomposed, or as base structures for mortuary houses 
where the deceased was placed on top of the stone. Several of these inter
pretations can be applied in individual cases, but the interpretation as al
tars would be at least as plausible in many contexts. Square stone settings 
often occur on the edges of areas with other types of stone settings, or 
seemingly isolated.

As a comparison to the discussion of the function of Scandinavian 
stone settings, there is a similar problem surrounding megalithic graves. In 
this case too, it has been observed that certain individuals are only repre
sented by a few bones; this has been discussed, for instance, by Richard 
Bradley (1998). He believes that certain parts of the skeleton may have cir
culated as relics and that they can therefore be found in other places, in
cluding settlement sites. Bodies were commonly divided and different 
bones seem to have been used in different contexts. On this basis, Bradley 
thinks that all these monuments containing bones perhaps should not pri
marily be called “graves”; all we can say is that they have something to do 
with some kind of passage rites for the dead (Bradley 1998, pp. 53 f. and 
76 ff.). This observation is highly relevant for many “graves” from the 
Scandinavian Bronze Age and Early Iron Age as well. At the same time, I 
think we are justified, in some cases, in going one step further in the inter
pretation of these places, since they display signs of having functioned in 
a way that fits the definition as a place of sacrifice. The interpretation of 
certain Scandinavian stone settings can, as we have seen, have analogies 
in other Indo-European contexts. Stone settings occur in similar geomet
rical forms which can be observed in sacrificial altars in Vedic and Irani
an, Greek and Roman traditions. The fact that a large number of stone 
settings definitely also functioned as graves in the normal sense of the 
word need not contradict the altar function. Both graves and altars were 
often built according to the same cosmological ideas, and in both cases the 
design symbolizes the principles underlying existence (Parker-Pearson & 
Richards 1994, pp. 12 f.; cf. Eliade 1958).
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The Swedish archaeologist Dag Widholm has discussed the meaning of 
different forms of stone settings and other ritual stone structures in south 
Scandinavia during the Bronze Age and Iron Age (Widholm 2006). He re
gards the different forms as significant and explores cosmological aspects 
that could be interpreted from the forms. The round shape, which domi
nated in both the Bronze Age and the Iron Age, is linked by Widholm to 
notions of cyclic time. A non-linear perception of time, he believes, may 
have been of great significance for the cosmological ideas of the time and 
hence the ritual customs that were practised. He thinks that important be
liefs about return and rebirth could have been expressed through the sym
bolism of the round graves, whereby a non-linear view of life and time may 
have been expressed in the form of the circle. The function of rectangular 
stone settings, Widholm says, is more difficult to interpret. Many of these, 
as we have seen, lack traces of any burial cache; this is ambiguous, howev
er, as there are variations from place to place and also chronologically. At 
the same time, it is striking that rectangular stone settings in many cases 
seem to have had a different meaning from other “grave forms”. Although 
Widholm is cautious with the interpretation of the precise meaning of rec
tangular stone settings, his conclusion is that they must have represented 
something other than a function solely as graves, and that they had a great
er significance in the society of the time. He believes that the rectangular 
stone settings may have been symbolic houses or could in fact have func
tioned as altars (Widholm, 2006, pp. 47-79, 139 ff.).

Archaeologists have previously noticed how certain prehistoric Scandi
navian graves had a significance as cult sites apart from their function as 
resting places for the deceased. Evert Baudou has discussed barrows from 
the Roman Iron Age in central and northern Sweden as the graves of spe
cial individuals, but with a simultaneous function as places used as part of 
an ancestor cult. Graves of this type have been found close to farms, often 
overlying older settlement remains (Baudou 1989, pp. 16 ff.). That some 
kind of cult associated with the dead was an element of pre-Christian 
Scandinavian religion, at least in the Late Iron Age, has been assumed on 
good grounds, through analysis of written sources (cf. e.g. Sundqvist 
2002). Medieval ecclesiastical edicts also provide indications that this 
type of cult was a general feature of early Germanic belief, as has been
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claimed, for instance, by Jan de Vries (1956, p. 145). From the Scandina
vian countries, especially Norway, there is ample testimony from histori
cal times about worship and sacrifice being performed on barrows beside 
farms. The Norwegian historian of religion Emil Birkeli believed that in 
pre-Christian times the grave was actually the most important cult site 
and that a stone or a wooden post at the grave functioned as an altar (Bir
keli 1938, p. 56). Originally the first person to settle on the site would 
have been regarded as the farm’s protective spirit and therefore became the 
object of a cult. Birkeli argued that the cult of the dead was associated 
with both the graves and the dwelling house (Birkeli 1938, pp. 183 ff., and 
1944, p. 27). Well into the nineteenth century it was the custom in certain 
parts of Scandinavia to make offerings of buttermilk, butter, beer, and 
porridge on the farm’s burial mound. Even animals could be sacrificed. 
Especially at Christmas, people would bury food offerings and pour beer 
on the grave, believing that this would give good luck and bountiful har
vests to the farm. In the isolated districts of Telemark and Setesdalen in 
Norway an especially large number of customs and folk beliefs survived 
until very recent times (Olrik & Ellekilde 1926-51, pp. 196 ff. and 242 
ff.). The residual folk traditions may reflect some of the ideas associated 
with pre-Christian cemeteries. It is clear that at least certain graves were 
the scene of offerings or other rituals which were not only connected with 
the actual deposition of human remains. The link between burial place 
and sacrificial place seems obvious. As we have seen, there is not necessar
ily anything contradictory about this. The rituals concerning the dead can 
be regarded as a precondition for fertility and the new life, and they were 
performed on the basis of the same cosmological outlook. This opens up 
a broader interpretative perspective as regards features found in burial 
places but not primarily interpretable as graves in the normal sense. Offer
ings may have been made on cairns and stone settings, and ritual meals 
may have been cooked in the fireplaces found beside the graves.

If one looks at the whole ritual concerning the cremation of the de
ceased according to the pattern of a sacrifice, it is not at all far-fetched to 
assume that further rituals could have taken place recurrently at the buri
al place and/or the place of cremation. Through cremation the entire body 
is transformed by fire. The deceased is returned to the gods, in other
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words, the body is restored to its different elements, given back to creation 
in a way that corresponds to the original cosmological sacrifice through 
which the world was created from the parts of the victim. In both sacrifi
cial acts and cremation, fire can be viewed as a medium for transforma
tion and communication. Fire is a common symbol of life, of metamor
phosis and communication with the divine, but also of the home - the 
hearth - and hence the dead ancestors (Edsman 1987b, pp. 340 ff.). Meas
ures taken with the remains and burnt offerings and deposits of food, 
drink, and objects, what archaeologists generally term “grave goods”, can 
then be interpreted as votive acts which are part of the same pattern as the 
burning of the body. Sacrifices at graves may then have been a way to 
maintain communication between the living and the dead, or with divini
ties who were believed to be important for both the living and the dead. 
The ritual leads to the transformation of the offering, so that the deceased 
or some god can receive it.

Although I claim here that the interpretation of many “graves” from 
prehistoric Scandinavia can and should be further problematized, this 
does not mean that I totally reject the concept of grave as such. Yet the 
statement that a stone setting is a grave has rarely needed to be proved, 
since this type of feature is often considered by definition to be a grave. On 
the other hand, to claim that it is instead, for example, an altar calls for 
proof, a wholly justified requirement of source criticism - a demand that 
should in fact be made of any interpretation. Before I return to the ques
tion of Scandinavian altars for fire sacrifices and where we should look for 
traces of these, I shall discuss a closely related problem. Although remains 
that are interpreted as traces of fire sacrifices are rarely registered in Scan
dinavian archaeology, this does not apply to traces of cremation. From pe
riods when the cremation ritual was common in southern Scandinavia, 
from the latter half of the second millennium BC up to the end of the pre- 
Christian period, the contexts that we call cremation cemeteries and cre
mation graves are among the most frequently excavated antiquities. This 
is interesting, since graves and cult sites, like cremation and fire sacrifice, 
are such closely related phenomena in comparable Indo-European tradi
tions. Both reflect the same underlying cosmology and the rituals are sim
ilar, sometimes even identical.
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The cremation ritual and 
the ideas behind it

* * *

The meaning of the cremation ritual, as I see it, is crucial for understand
ing the different stages of the ancient Scandinavian custom of cremation, 
and the meaning of the burial cache and the burnt bones. It is undoubted
ly the case that different mortuary practices are closely connected to peo
ple’s ideas about life after death, although it can be very difficult, on the 
basis of the material remains, to make a precise interpretation of the es
chatological beliefs that went together with a particular mortuary prac
tice. There is no clear one-to-one connection, but certain general features 
can be detected. As when it comes to many other archaeological interpre
tations, it is easy to see things unconsciously through our modern lenses. 
This can apply, for example, to the deposition of bones in cemeteries, 
where perhaps we attribute too much importance to this part of the ritu
al, viewing it from our own standpoint, whereas we might do better to fo
cus our interest on the cremation ritual itself.

Ideas about life after death in different religious traditions generally 
follow one of two main patterns: that the deceased is asleep in the grave, 
which is thus his dwelling, or that the soul, or some aspect of the person, 
is released and starts to search for another existence (Widengren 1969, pp. 
448 f.). There is of course room for variations which include features of 
both these main patterns. After the deceased has been returned to the ele
ments, he or she is resting, according to Vedic tradition, but there is an in
evitable reawakening from this rest (Lincoln 1986, p. 124). This shows 
that the belief that the deceased is resting in the grave, at least temporari
ly, need not contradict the idea that a division of the body finally restores 
its different parts to the elements. Burial rituals are performed for differ
ent reasons in different cultures. A combination of several reasons often
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Fig. 5. The round and square forms are also present in ancient Scandinavian symbolism. 

This is strikingly clear in the shapes of certain stone settings from the Early iron Age. It is 

plausible here to see a similar division into different types of cultic implements - both sac

rificial altars and graves - as in the Vedic, Iranian, and other early Indo-European tradi

tions. Even though stone settings demonstrably functioned in many cases as places for 

the deposition of the bones of the dead, this is far from being a general rule. There is 

therefore a great deal to suggest that stone settings of different shapes had a broader 

meaning than as mere grave markers in our sense of the term. Photo plan from the exca

vation of graves from the Early iron Age at Tift in Kärna Parish, Östergötland. Photo: Bengt 

Elfstrand.
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determines the form of the ritual. A common perception of mortuary rit
uals is that they help to release the dead person from his earthly shape and 
facilitate his existence on the other side. Through the burial ritual, and 
also with the aid of physical obstacles in the grave, one can also try to 
make the deceased stay in the grave and not return in his physical guise as 
a ghost. The most frequent methods for dealing with the dead are crema
tion and inhumation, which have occurred all over the world from the ear
liest times. Exposure of the dead is a third common form. All three meth
ods have been practised in Indo-European traditions, which means that 
the method itself need not say anything in itself about the underlying ide
as. In India the custom of cremation has existed since the earliest times, 
but the Rigveda contains hymns in praise of both cremation and inhuma
tion (Staal 2001, p. 73). Exposure occurred in prehistoric Iran, combined 
with the idea that the dead body would be eaten by wild animals. The in
tention behind the Iranian ritual was that the body would thus be de
stroyed, since the material remains were associated with the evil in the 
world. In Greek, Roman, and Germanic traditions both inhumation and 
cremation were practised (Widengren 1969, pp. 408 ff.). Certain funda
mental features in the belief in the liberation of the soul and the necessity 
of destroying the body recur in many religions that practise cremation. 
The division of the body can be done in other ways but with a similar 
meaning in principle: “Man, it seems, was (and still is) convinced that he 
had no chance of renewing his existence, of attaining the ‘new life’, unless 
he first put an end to the old. He did this with an image of fragmenting the 
body’s unity” (Eliade 1964, p. 36).

Burial of skulls separated from the body occurs in the Near East from 
about 10500 BC onwards. Deposits with several skulls in the same place 
also occur, as do burials of crushed skulls and/or other parts of the body 
(cf. Kenyon 1960, p. 53; Bienert 1991, pp. 9-20). Separating the head 
may be seen as a way of marking the death of the body and releasing the 
soul or the life force. In pre-dynastic Egypt bodies could likewise be bur
ied with the head detached or other parts removed. Parallels to this cus
tom can be found both in classical Greek practice and in Hinduism, as 
well as in Celtic and Germanic traditions. One can see here early notions 
that the body must be divided as a part of the processes that are envisaged
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to start after the death of the body (Wright 1988, pp. 52 f.; Eliade 1964, 
p. 36). The deposition of bones from fragmented bodies occurs in central 
and southern Europe from the Mesolithic onwards. Some of these finds 
can be explained in terms of poor preservation conditions, that only 
some, but far from all, of the bones have survived. There are many exam
ples of the deliberate deposition of skeleton parts after the removal of the 
flesh (Chapman 2000, pp. 6 f.). Cannibalism is another way to quickly 
liberate the dead body from the flesh and to dismember it. Just like cre
mation, it can be a way to prevent slow putrefaction, which is sometimes 
regarded as harmful for the continued destiny of the deceased. Where rit
ual cannibalism occurs, the flesh is usually cooked before it is consumed 
(Thomas 1987, pp. 456 f.). When the body has been destroyed and the 
soul has been released, part of the deceased, and his characteristics, have 
simultaneously been incorporated in the survivors. Cutting up bodies, 
like cannibalism, defleshing, reburial, and decomposition in the grave, 
can thus be performed on the basis of similar eschatological beliefs, which 
can also agree with the ideas underlying cremation. The latter achieves a 
more explicit and effective demonstration of the separation of the body, 
which may be a reason why this custom quickly spread over large geo
graphical distances. It is therefore reasonable to view the distribution of 
the cremation ritual as being closely linked to eschatological ideas which 
in turn reflect a cosmology in which the division of the body is of great 
significance, as we have found to be central to the Indo-European vari
ants. I shall return to this issue in the chapter below about the meaning 
of the fragmented bone remains deposited in cemeteries and other set
tings.

I shall first devote some more space to the question of similarities and 
differences between the cremation of the dead and other types of mortu
ary practice. A complex problem that constantly recurs in archaeology is 
why both cremation and inhumation occur in one and the same cultural 
context. Does this mean that people had essentially different beliefs, or 
could the underlying idea be relatively similar despite external differenc
es in ritual? That the latter can sometimes be the case is shown with great 
clarity by ethno-archaeological studies pursued by the Norwegian ar
chaeologist Terje Oestigaard of present-day cremation customs in Nepal
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and India. They show that there can be great variations in mortuary rit
ual, even within a tradition that, in principle, has fairly uniform eschato
logical beliefs. The variations are due to factors such as age, gender, civil 
status, parenthood, religious status, and more practical circumstances 
such as the availability of firewood etc. (Oestigaard 2000, 2004). The 
problem in a purely archaeological interpretation is that we usually have 
nothing to go on apart from the material remains. Oestigaard’s study 
therefore provides support for the importance of analogies in archaeolog
ical interpretation, so that archaeologists can get beyond the anonymity 
of the material remains. Analogies are often regarded as partly specula
tive, and rightly so, but I believe, as stated above, that the absence of good 
analogies makes the interpretation even more speculative.

In the majority of cultures that have practised cremation, a basic aim 
is to liberate one or more aspects of the dead person: soul, spirit, life 
force, etc. A widespread belief is that the different parts of the dead per
son are quickly released from the dead body by the fire (e.g. Schlenter 
1960). This often goes together with a belief that the person cannot pro
ceed in the cycle before being freed from the old body. This need not nec
essarily require cremation; other quick ways to disintegrate the body may 
be equally valid. In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition we see that other forms 
have been practised in the same tradition: cutting up, burial, and even 
mummification. Dismemberment or cremation are considered the most 
favourable. The main reason for this is that the soul is not tempted to 
resume its old body; this is believed to be a risk if the body is not de
stroyed or is left to decompose slowly (Hoffman, 1967, pp. 81 ff.). When 
it comes to the highest lamas, this does not apply; their bodies are pre
served instead. The reason is that these are regarded as fully developed 
souls which have been voluntarily incarnated to help people and are thus 
free to leave the body of their own will (Goodman & Davidson 1992, pp. 
45 ff. and 83 ff.). A similar variation is also found to some extent in the 
Vedic-Hindu tradition. Being cremated on the riverbank, after which the 
burnt remains are committed to the water, is normally considered to be 
the most favourable method. When it comes to holy people (saddhu), 
however, they are believed to have reached such a level of perfection as in
dividuals that they do not need to be returned to the cycle of existence.
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They are thus mostly buried without cremation, or the body is given to 
the waters of some sacred river. Among Mongolian tribes with a Lamaite 
religion, a priest decides which of the five elements the deceased should be 
returned to: fire, air, water, earth, or wood. The decision is based on how 
the lama interprets signs in the sky. If it has been resolved to leave the de
ceased in the open air, it is considered a good sign if beasts and birds of 
prey quickly devour the body, while it is negative if the deceased is left in 
peace and decays slowly (Schiene 1991, pp. 16 ff.). In this kind of “buri
al too, the rapid destruction of the body is very important and in princi
ple reflects the same outlook as the idea behind cremation.

In the Late Neolithic and the Early Bronze Age, cremated human 
bones were placed in inhumation graves in parts of continental Europe. 
Pure cremation graves combined with other methods occurred in the ear
ly phase of the cremation tradition in northern and central Europe. Bernd 
W. Bahn argues that it is possible to see in the urnfield culture of Thur
ingia four broad categories for handling the dead (Bahn 1991): the body 
can be buried intact and uncremated; it can be cremated and the burnt 
bones deposited in the ground; it can be cremated to a certain extent; and 
it can be cut up and then unburnt parts deposited. This varying mortuary 
practice may suggest a gradual switch to cremation, but also that the ac
tual cremation was not the most important thing. It seems that destruc
tion through fire, along with fragmentation and decomposition, can be 
contained within the same tradition. This fragmentation fits in well as a 
ritual based on the cosmological myth of the division of the body parts of 
an original sacrificial victim. Hypothetically, a more original method of 
handling the dead may have been to split up the unburnt body, a practice 
which would be much more difficult to detect in the archaeological re
mains than cremation. If fragments of an uncremated body are to be pre
served for a long time, the conditions have to be particularly good. There 
is also evidence from Scandinavia that fragmentation of dead bodies was 
practised. An example comes from a barrow, probably from the Late 
Bronze Age, which was excavated in the parish of Vreta Kloster in 
Östergötland. The earth here is calcareous, so that even unburnt bones 
are preserved, and in the grave there were finds of bone showing traces of 
the removal of soft parts. The excavation revealed uncremated long bones
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of both animal and human in the graves, deliberately broken to get at the 
marrow. The osteological analysis showed that this must have been done 
when the bones were fresh. The deliberately cracked, uncremated human 
bones were interpreted as probable traces of ritual cannibalism, or alter
natively human sacrifice (Siiven 1958, pp. 57 ff.). Similar finds from the 
Late Neolithic have also been unearthed from a slab cist at Svemb, near 
Ödeshög, where archaeologists found human skull fragments with cut- 
marks on the inside (Lindahl &c Gejvall 1950, pp. 65 f.).

In the second millennium BC there seems to have been a gradual tran
sition to cremation among different groups continuing the Indo-European 
tradition. This could mean that a new belief system was adopted, but it 
could also indicate changes within a prevailing system, in which certain be
liefs had been accentuated. There is considerable evidence that cremation 
was practised at least sporadically in Scandinavia as early as the Mesolith
ic, and to a greater extent during the Neolithic (e.g. Maimer 1962; Larsson 
1984; Arthursson 2006; Lindström 2006). As regards the breakthrough of 
the typical custom of cremation with flat-earth graves and urnfields in 
Scandinavia in the Bronze Age, however, there are signs of influence from 
the urnfield culture on the continent, which may have been part of ongoing 
contacts with other Indo-European peoples, a process that could have last
ed a long time. If the Indo-European links that may have been established 
already in the third millennium BC were persistent enough to allow con
tacts to be maintained, the influences may have been introduced gradually 
over a long period. The slow transition to pure cremation that took place 
in the Scandinavian Bronze Age might indicate that the ideas were first 
adopted by certain groups in society. The change from inhumation to cre
mation as the predominant custom is thus a successive process that began 
in the Late Neolithic but was not completed until period IV of the Bronze 
Age (cf. Gräslund 1983, pp. 49 f.; Jennbert 1988, pp. 94 f.). The increased 
significance of breaking up the body, as a reflection of how people envis
aged the continued fate of the deceased, could be a plausible example of a 
change within a prevailing belief system. Evidence in favour of a gradual 
change is that cremation graves were made in a way that resembles inhu
mation graves, and that some graves show a mixture of cremation and in
humation (Oldeberg 1976, pp. 24 ff.; Schlette 1991, p. 14).
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According to Jan de Vries, the incorporation of cremation in the north 
European tradition suggests that conceptions of the soul had changed and 
become clearer; it was considered easier to liberate the deceased’s life 
force from the body if it was burnt. The careful treatment of the bones 
that often happened after cremation is viewed by de Vries as showing 
continuity from the Stone Age burial tradition, which was then consid
ered to reflect partly different beliefs (de Vries 1956, pp. 99 {.). Cremation 
can also be interpreted as allowing the liberated soul to rise through the 
smoke to a heavenly existence. According to the Arabic traveller Ibn Fad- 
lan’s account, albeit from a much later time when the custom of crema
tion had been established in Scandinavia for almost two thousand years, 
the belief that the deceased was taken away by the fire and the smoke 
seems to have been common among Scandinavians (Ibn Fadlan 92). The 
description can be interpreted as showing that it is the aspect of the dead 
person associated with fire and smoke that is carried away by these ele
ments. It is not certain that Ibn Fadlan, who had a completely different 
eschatology himself, was familiar with the way these Rus (probably Scan
dinavians travelling in the east) actually perceived the meaning of the fu
neral ritual. Moreover, it is not certain that the meaning of the ritual was 
clear even to those to performed it. Just as in the Vedic cremation ritual, 
the rituals can be performed in accordance with an ancient tradition 
without the officiant being fully aware of the exact meaning of the differ
ent stages. In addition, it is very likely that changes in ritual practice and 
in belief systems took place during the long time that the custom of cre
mation had by then been established among Scandinavians.

It has long been claimed that a religion with sun worship as an impor
tant element is the probable reason for a tradition of cremation. Fire could 
then be viewed as a representative or symbol of the sun. The cremation 
ritual could thus be intended as a means for the deceased to become part 
of, or obtain a share of, the sun’s life-giving power (cf. Brøndsted 1966, 
pp. 86 and 105). The sun was regarded as the source and primeval force 
of life, and fire as a symbol of it. The sun’s journey through the under
world, the realm of the dead, at night, and its return every morning, is 
also a reason why it is associated with death and resurrection. This is es
pecially common in northern regions, where the sun’s disappearance
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during the winter months is so noticeable. There is often a link between 
the movements of the sun, life, growth, fertility, and the cult of the dead 
(Görman 1987, pp. 106 f.; Eliade 1958, pp. 128 ff.). This idea of the sun 
as a god and the sun’s passage over the sky as an important cosmological 
narrative has also been interpreted in recent years in the archaeological 
evidence. The archaeologist Fleming Kaul (1998) has interpreted compo
sitions of ship images from the Scandinavian Bronze Age as a reflection 
of this story. These images also occur on bronze artefacts, especially ra
zor blades, there too in combination with other motifs which can be in
terpreted as solar symbols. A similar interpretation has also been suggest
ed for the rock carvings in the Sagaholm grave, a large barrow in Sweden 
from the Bronze Age with an inner circle of sandstone slabs with petro- 
glyphs. The images of animals, chiefly horses, carved on these slabs have 
been interpreted by the archaeologist Joakim Goldhahn as a correspond
ing narrative of the sun’s journey across the sky and through the under
world, and also as a metaphor for man’s life and rebirth (Goldhahn 
1999).

According to Zoroastrianism in prehistoric Iran, existence was dual- 
istic, divided into good/pure and evil/impure. The body was considered 
impure by nature, and this applied especially to a dead body, which was 
not allowed to defile either fire or earth. The body was instead supposed 
to be consumed by vultures and beasts of prey. Funeral rituals in Zoroas
trianism were intended to dispose of the corpse in such a way that the liv
ing were not harmed by its impurity, and to ease the passage of the soul 
from this world to the next (Stausberg 2005, p. 111). The Zoroastrian 
tradition gradually developed into a refined mortuary method which cul
minated in the construction of a special type of building usually referred 
to as “the tower of silence”. On a platform in the tower, the body was eat
en by birds and the remains were left to dry. The bones were thrown into 
the interior of the tower, where slaked lime completed the disintegration 
of the bones to powder, which rainwater carried through a cleansing fil
ter of sand and charcoal. After this process the impurity of the body was 
finally gone and the soul liberated (Thomas 1987, pp. 455 f.; Brandon 
1970, p. 297). The Swedish archaeologists Alf Ericsson and Janis Runcis 
have studied “findless graves” from the Late Bronze Age and the start of
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the Iron Age from an anthropological perspective which is reminiscent of 
the meaning of the Zoroastrian mortuary practice, although they do not 
explicitly mention that analogy. They believe that stone settings contain
ing no bones can be interpreted as representatives of the cremation tradi
tion in a purified form, in which the reason for storing the bones in a 
grave structure has ceased to apply. According to Ericsson and Runcis, 
the funeral ritual of cremating and crushing the bones may also have been 
intended to transfer the life force to society. They argue that both the de
sign of the grave structure and the function of the funeral ritual must be 
regarded as an important part of the idea of how society endures (Erics
son & Runcis 1995, pp. 37 ff.). According to this interpretation, the Scan
dinavian custom of cremation expresses both a cosmogony and a sociog- 
ony, that is, it reflects ideas as to how life was created and shows how the 
social structure can be explained. This is very reminiscent of the ancient 
Iranian mortuary ritual, in which the annihilation of the bones (as a sym
bol of the inherent evil of the material world) is the most important ele
ment.

The idea that fire and the hearth are divine can be found in many cul
tures. Numerous traditions also view fire as a promise of regrowth and 
rebirth. According to the Indo-Iranian cosmology, fire was an active sub
stance everywhere in the cosmos, the fertile element in existence; in the 
sky, the storm, the earth, and in man and woman (Edsman 1987b, pp. 
343 f.; Thomas 1987). Agni, as we saw above, is the god that personifies 
fire in the Vedic pantheon, a god who was very important in Vedic times 
but was overshadowed by other divinities in later Hindu tradition. Agni 
is believed to be present in both the cremation fire and the sacrificial fire, 
and it is he who divides the votive gifts, and the dead body, into their 
original elements. The actual cremation can be regarded as a sacrificial 
ritual. In Vedic times in India, when the custom of sacrifice was increas
ing in scope, the cremation ritual was viewed as a person’s last sacrifice, 
in which his own body was offered to the flames. It was believed that the 
deceased would be reborn from the sacrifice to a new existence, together 
with his ancestors. In Vedic texts this is called a person’s third birth. The 
cremation was therefore regarded as a transition from earthly existence 
to the world beyond (Olivelle 1987, p. 389). The earliest textual evidence
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of the belief in death being associated with the division of a person into 
the different elements, alloforms of the body parts of the original sacrifi
cial victim, is found in an important hymn in the Rigveda (10.16.3). This 
pays tribute to the cremation fire and its effect, with an explicit link to the 
elements and in a context where the priest instructs the deceased:

May your eye go to the sun, your life’s breath to the wind. Go to 
the sky or to the earth, as is your nature; or go to the waters, if that 
is your fate. Take root in the plants with your limbs, (transl. Lin
coln 1986)

This theme recurs throughout the early Indo-European traditions, and 
there is a clearly documented counterpart in ancient Iran, where one text, 
Zad Spram (34:7), gives a detailed and intact picture of the destiny of the 
body after death, according to the same underlying Indo-European es
chatology. It contains a careful identification of the constituent parts of 
the body with the different parts/elements of the cosmos. The passage cit
ed here (also in Lincoln’s (1986) translation) comes from a longer dia
logue in which the Wise Lord, Ohrmazd, answers Zarathustra:

There are five collectors, receptacles of the corporeal substance of 
those who have died. One is the earth, which is the keeper of flesh 
and bone and sinew (or: fat) of men. The second is water, which is 
the keeper of blood. The third is the plants, preservers of bodily 
hair and hair of the head. The fourth is light, recipient of fire. Last 
is the wind, which is the life-breath of my own creatures at the time 
of the Renovation.

Here are three of the traditional homologies that we saw above, reflecting 
the body of the original sacrificial victim: blood/water, breath/wind, and 
hair/plants. Added to these is a fourth homology, fire/light, which ac

cording to Lincoln is specific for the Iranian context, where the fire al- 
ludes to a fire in the human body, which was envisaged as transforming 
f°od into bodily heat. The basic feature, however, is that death and the 
disintegration of the body restore matter from the microcosm to the
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macrocosm, from the body to the surrounding world, in these alloforms. 
The Vedic sources reveal a similar perception of the fate of the body after 
death. In the early Upanishads we find the first reference to the idea of cy
clic rebirth, depending on a person’s deeds in life - a familiar concept in 
later and present-day Hinduism. However, the view of death as a kind of 
sacrifice, in line with the myth of Purusa, is older, occurring in the earli
est Indian texts. Already here we find the idea that death is only a tempo
rary end, from which new life can arise. This is in the same way that a fire 
is absorbed by the wind when it has gone out, and is aroused to a new life 
when the wind sweeps over glowing coals, and likewise the sun after set
ting was believed to be in the wind. According to Lincoln, a kind of alter
native destiny for the deceased is reflected in both the Iranian and the 
Vedic texts. If the deceased, for some reason, cannot support the rebirth 
of the whole cosmos, as the first sacrificial victim did, there is another 
possibility. The deceased can follow the path taken by the original animal 
victim, to become food in the form of life-giving fluids and plants (Lin
coln 1986, pp. 122 ff.).

The Indo-European examples above reflect general ideas that might 
have lain behind the introduction of the cremation ritual in Scandinavia 
too. When it comes to the meaning of various elements in the Scandina
vian tradition, I intend to continue the discussion below, after having dis
cussed a closely related problem, archaeological traces of fire sacrifice 
places. To conclude I shall mention here some folkloristic examples which 
may demonstrate tenacious ideas about the significance of fire in connec
tion with death and burial. As I see it, it is a matter of elements of what 
was once a very important ritual tradition, which has survived in partly 
changed form until modern times. I think it unlikely that they arose or 
were imported recently, since they do not agree with the powerful norms 
of the Christian tradition that prevailed in Sweden, especially in the ear
ly modern period. Their ability to survive despite this indicates that they 
are relics of older ideas that were once so important that not even the 
threat of negative sanctions could entirely eliminate them.

Even in historical times, then, some people continued to believe that 
the disintegration of the dead body is intrinsically desirable. In folk tradi
tion there has been a persistent belief that the bodies of people who led
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wicked lives, or who had not been forgiven when they died, did not de
compose in the grave. There are many stories about this (Hagberg L. 
1935, pp. 618 ff.). There are also several residual customs which can be 
interpreted as deriving from the practice of cremation. In Scandinavian 
folk tradition it was common until recently that the straw from the last 
bed of the deceased was burnt to prevent him or her from returning as a 
ghost. Bedclothes and certain objects which the dead person had touched 
also had to be burnt. According to records from the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, those who followed this custom were punished by 
public shaming in church. The custom of burning “corpse straw” was 
condemned as an unchristian superstition. In Bohuslän it used to be com
mon for people to scatter the ashes from this straw on the grave, which 
was believed to prevent the deceased from haunting the living. The burnt 
straw showed that there was no bed to return to in the home. Placing 
glowing embers under a dying person’s bed was also thought to be the 
surest way to shorten a difficult death struggle (Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 99 
f. and 137 f.), which could be interpreted as a latter-day relic of the idea 
that the fire on the funeral pyre put an end to earthly life. At least it re
flects a notion that fire could hasten a separation in the form of the soul 
leaving the body.

Another belief that lived on for a long time is known as “dead man’s 
light” or fegljus. Being “fey” meant being fated to die soon. A fiery light 
was believed to appear close to the house where a death was about to take 
place. One could even see one’s own “dead man’s light”. This belief was 
judged by the folklife scholar Louise Hagberg to be a probable pre-Chris
tian tradition (Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 26 ff.). Reports that fire was seen to 
glow on burial mounds and prehistoric cemeteries are a similar phenom
enon, as is the belief in the “lantern man” (lyktgubbe), a kind of Will-o’- 
the-Wisp or Jack-o’-Lantern. According to Bohuslän folklore, this could 
shine for an old person when death was drawing near. A similar notion 
was that the soul left the body like a flame at the moment of death (Rosén 
1949, p. 89). Fire and light were obviously connected in folk belief to the 
dead and dying. Fire can thus be interpreted as a means of communica
tion between the world of the dead and that of the living, comparable to 
the ancient Indian or Iranian tradition. The idea that a flame leaves the
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body at the moment of death may also be connected to a belief in the 
earthly body being composed of different elements.
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Traces of Scandinavian 
fire sacrifice

* * *

Fire sacrifice has rarely been highlighted as a prominent ritual expression 
in ancient Scandinavian society. The interpretation of certain large and 
organized systems of hearths as ritual expressions was at first regarded as 
rather daring and speculative when it was put forward in the 1990s, mod
elled on continental find spots and interpretations (Thorn 1994, 1996; cf. 
Kramer 1966). Although interpretations of certain structures as traces of 
rituals involving fire sacrifice had been proposed earlier (e.g. Norden 1925; 
Bellander 1938), hearths, burnt mounds, and other vestiges of fires were 
mostly regarded a priori as being of a secular nature. Although the “ritu
al hearth system” as a category of find is now fully accepted, I think that 
the focus on large and distinct ritual find spots still to some extent blocks 
the interpretation of less conspicuous contexts. It is above all the latter 
that can give some idea of how common fire was as a ritual medium in an
cient Scandinavian society, and the fundamental significance that may 
have been ascribed to this element.

The main key to this understanding of the evidence, in my opinion, is 
to have an open attitude. Previous research has far too often been stuck in 
preconceived opinions of what is a secular context and what is sacred, and 
how common these should be in relation to each other, and in predeter
mined definitions of how various ritual remains should be perceived (if 
they are interpreted as ritual at all). These definitions, as we saw above, 
have also steered the interpretations of the evidence. The extensive traces 
of fire sacrifice that do, in my opinion, occur have thus been automatical
ly interpreted as something essentially different. They have not fitted into 
the prevailing perception among archaeologists of the form taken by an
cient Scandinavian ritual, to the extent that they are conscious of any such
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perception. It is important to bear in mind that a secular interpretation of, 
say, a hearth is neither more nor less self-evident than a sacred interpreta
tion. Whatever interpretation one chooses, it should be based on a context 
or a body of finds that point in one or other direction. Until the empirical 
foundation of the interpretation has been analysed, the interpretations 
should be regarded as having equal value, and there is no reason why there 
should be a higher burden of proof on the sacred interpretation, as is often 
the case. If we look again at the Vedic context for comparisons, we see 
clear examples of how sacred rites have a central position in a society. 
These rites are performed both in obviously ritual contexts, where they 
leave behind distinct traces, and in settings where it would be difficult to 
find purely archaeological evidence that they are sacred rites. It is clear that 
certain places associated with fire sacrifice do not need to differ essentially 
from the everyday context of the dwelling site, while other sacred places are 
more separated and comprise sophisticated physical constructions.

One of the most advanced Vedic sacrificial rituals is agnicayana, which 
was mentioned above. For this ceremony people built a large altar of more 
than a thousand fired clay bricks in the shape of a bird, which symbolizes 
Purusa (or Yama), the cosmological victim (also called Prajäpati, i.e. “the 
lord of living creatures”). Prajäpati (Purusa/Yama) is believed to have many 
different guises. The entire performance of the complex ritual signifies a re
creation of the cosmos, but the exact meaning of the different elements of

<Fig. 6. Interpretation of how a cremation may have been performed during the Bronze 

Age in southern Scandinavia. The reconstruction is based on finds of probable cremation 

sites from Sweden (without claiming to depict any specific site), with inspiration for the 

scene from Vedic rituals. The latter reflects an older Indo-European tradition that may also 
be relevant for ancient Scandinavia. The pyre was made on a rock surface with a rectangu- 

lar stone boundary, corresponding to the rectangular sacrificial altar. The cremation is 

Performed beside water, where the majority of the burnt bones may have been deposit- 

ed. As in the vedic ritual, sacrifices to the dead were performed on the shoreline, at recur

rent memorial ceremonies. Reconstruction drawing: Richard Holmgren, ARCDOC.



the ritual is partly obscure. One fundamental meaning is that Agni is re
born on the sacrificial altar. It takes a whole year to construct the sophisti
cated altar, with its cosmological symbolism. During this time the person 
who initiated the performance of the sacrifice is regarded as being pregnant 
and bearing Agni. The altar is believed to be the womb from which Agni is 
to be born. It is clear that the performance of agnicayana contains a com
plex cosmological symbolism which can also be traced back to the creation 
myth. The altar is built of clay brick in five layers, which correspond well 
to the body parts of the first sacrifice in the myth: marrow, bone, flesh, 
skin, and hair. At the same time, they are envisaged as corresponding to 
five zones in existence: the cosmological levels of earth, atmosphere, and 
heaven, together with two transitional zones. Material is taken from each 
part of creation in the construction of the fire altar: earth and water for the 
brick, grass (hair) to place on the altar, and so on. Before the building of 
the altar the ground is prepared through ritual ploughing and through a 
symbolic burial. Five heads - of human, horse, bull, ram, and goat - are 
buried in the ground. Together with the burial of ritual objects, including 
pots, and the ploughing and sowing of the ground in preparation for the 
altar, this symbolizes how the combination of elements contributes to the 
act of creation. Not only the big altar for the fire sacrifice is built for the 
ceremony but also other altars and ritual buildings beside it. These build
ings are deliberately burned down after the lengthy ritual is completed. 
Agnicayana, a ritual that consumes a great deal of resources and demands 
the attention of a whole village, has also been performed into modern 
times, albeit rarely. One case was documented in detail by the historian of 
religion Fritz Staal in 1975 (Staal 2001, pp. 65 ff., 118; cf. Lincoln 1986, 
pp. 60 f.).

The Vedic analogy shows us the presence of advanced collective rites, 
which require great effort, resources, and time. They also leave physical 
traces that should be possible to detect by archaeological methods: altars, 
hearths, pits for ritual waste, post-holes from the burnt-down ritual struc
tures and buildings. With a purely archaeological interpretation, however, 
without any pre-understanding of how the ritual was performed, these ed
ifices could give a very confusing impression. With a “normal” Scandinavi
an interpretative model they would probably be interpreted as “settlement
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site remains”, since remains of buildings or fireplaces and pits do not say 
anything explicit about sacred or secular origin. A sacred interpretation of 
the traces of agnicayana would therefore call for either a pre-understand
ing of the rite or an open attitude to the interpretation of sacred rites in ar
chaeological material. This, as I see it, is the problem with the interpreta
tion of numerous archaeological remains in Scandinavia. Since we lack a 
pre-understanding, we must be open to a comprehension of the meaning 
and scope of sacred rituals in a society in order to take their presence seri
ously in an archaeological interpretation. Otherwise many remains of a 
sacred nature will continue to be “settlement site remains” (implicitly pro
fane), based on the preconceived idea that an interpretation like this is 
more probable. Many more traces of fire rituals of varying complexity 
could also be detected in Scandinavian archaeological remains, provided 
one gives the finds a chance to be interpreted in these terms. It is impor
tant here to remind ourselves that even large-scale ritual activity can gen
erate surprisingly few remains. The majority of the Vedic fire sacrifices are 
also much less complex rituals than agnicayana, and we may assume that 
the same could apply to ancient Scandinavia as well. Since I realize that 
this could be misinterpreted as suggesting that I believe every trace of 
burning in Scandinavian prehistory to have had a ritual character, I must 
stress that this is by no means the case. What I mean instead is that we 
must be equally open to different interpretations, which I think we usual
ly tend not to be. It is often difficult, based solely on material remains, to 
determine whether a fire was used for sacred, ritual purposes or had a sec
ular function. In particular, the hearth in the home may have been the 
scene of both sacred and profane activities that involved the use of fire as 
a medium, as the Vedic example shows. The question then is where in the 
Scandinavian archaeological record we might be able to see traces of ritu
als of a similar level of complexity to agnicayana, but also of rituals corre
sponding to the less spectacular farm and family rituals. For the former it 
is chiefly certain types of burnt mounds and stone settings, and features 
interpreted as cult houses, that I find interesting. As parallels to rituals of 
lesser complexity, we can extend our interest to concern a large number of 
fireplaces and soot pits of different kinds. Here, however, I will mainly 
discuss the former types of structure, burnt mounds and stone settings.
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A general feature that is reminiscent of the Vedic sacrificial custom is 
seen in the way the ancient Scandinavian ritual sites are in the open air, and 
their seemingly temporary character. There are also structures from both 
the Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age that can be interpreted as buildings 
of a ritual nature. Some of these seem to have been enclosures or demarca
tions without a roof, while others were probably roofed. In many cases, 
however, it is uncertain whether they were permanent buildings for cult or 
were erected only for a specific ritual. The structures that have been inter
preted as ritual buildings from the Bronze Age are mainly of two kinds: 
One of these types is a rectangular stone frame, usually called a “house of 
Broby type” after the site of a find at Broby in Uppland. The archaeologist 
Helena Victor, who has studied this type of structure in a dissertation, be
lieves that the designation cult house is wrong but that they are ritual enclo
sures clearly symbolizing houses. Their function would chiefly be to do 
with mortuary rituals, but also more polyvalent rites. Fire-cracked stone is 
often part of the structure, as are hearths and layers of soot and charcoal 
(Victor 2002, p. 186). Another interesting type of feature is the small post- 
hole structures from the Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age. which 
have also been interpreted as some type of cult house, or in certain cases se
pulchral houses (Kaliff 1995, 1997, pp. 55 ff.; cf. Victor 2002). These have 
only been noticed in research in the last fifteen years, and today over twen
ty such structures are known from Sweden. Their interpretation as houses, 
however, should in most cases be regarded as highly tentative, while the 
link to ritual, sacred contexts is often convincing. One of the earliest docu
mented structures, from Ullevi outside Linköping, was interpreted as a pos
sible altar or alternatively a small building for cult (Karlenby et al. 1991). 
These smaller structures are likewise often right beside pits, bone deposits, 
fire-cracked stone, stone settings, and hearths, and fit well with an interpre
tation as the remains of temporary constructions used for a complex sacri
ficial ritual, perhaps resembling the Vedic counterparts. In the agnicayana 
the rituals are performed in specially erected wooden buildings, which are 
destroyed after the elaborate ceremony is completed. There are likewise de
posits of different materials in pits, and several ritual fires are lit.

If one follows the Vedic pattern, it is likely that occasional hearths were 
sacred, or at least had a partly ritual significance. It is highly plausible that
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sacrifices were performed at the domestic hearth, without leaving any 
purely archaeological evidence. Hearths are also found grouped in sys
tems, for which it is difficult to give a general secular interpretation. The 
archaeologist Raimond Thorn, whose interpretation was mentioned 
above, has suggested that at least certain types of geometrically placed 
hearths should be interpreted as sacred, ritual implements. These can be 
hearths located in a row, on ridges and not infrequently beside water and 
wetlands. Some hearths also contain burnt bone, in some cases from hu
mans. Thorn distinguishes between regulated and unregulated hearth sys
tems, based on their internal structure and symmetry (Thorn 1996, pp. 
136 ff.). He deliberately imposes strict criteria of source criticism for de
termining which hearth systems could be regarded as ritual in character, 
which indirectly shows the difference in source criticism that is required of 
a sacred interpretation compared to a secular one. If one accepts Thorn’s 
interpretations, then certain smaller and less organized systems of fire
places should be of the same character, even if this cannot be demonstrat
ed as explicitly. It is especially probable when these smaller systems occur 
in the same context as other types of structure which also seem to have 
been made for ritual purposes. The more elements that appear together, 
each separately giving an indication of a sacred ritual site, the more likely 
it is that these structures really were sacred. Even if individual structures 
could equally well be interpreted as secular, this is less likely if one looks 
at the whole.

Based on the investigation of a large enclosure at Odensala Rectory in 
Uppland, Mikael Olausson has interpreted enclosed hearth systems as be
ing connected to sacrifices. The structure is dated primarily to the Late 
Bronze Age and was interpreted during the excavation as a ritual place, 
with an enclosure surrounding traces of sacrificial rituals and burials 
(Olausson, M. 1995, p. 208). Similar observations with a large number of 
hearths beside stone settings and bone deposits are found, for example, at 
the cemeteries of Klinga (Stålbom 1994, p. 41) and Ringeby in Östergöt
land, the latter of which, like Odensala, is interpreted as a site with a wid
er range of cultic activities, not just burials (Kaliff 1996, pp. 50 ff.). In the 
last decade comparable observations have been made at many burial sites, 
and at places of a more multifaceted ritual character. A site partly similar
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to Odensala and Ringeby, this time from the west coast of Sweden, has 
been documented at Svarteborg in Bohuslän (Munkenberg 2004, pp. 17 
ff.). Hearths of different types and of varying quantity are certainly a very 
common feature at places where cremation graves were also dug. It is not 
chiefly a matter of the actual cremation places but of hearths used for oth
er purposes. It must be regarded as highly probable that these acts had a 
ritual meaning, in view of the context. However, the actual meaning of the 
rituals of which they were part is much more difficult to interpret than the 
mere observation that they are ritual remains.

There are also extensive remains of complex structures which it has not 
hitherto been possible to fit into any unambiguous explanatory model. I am 
thinking chiefly of burnt mounds and the complexes including hearths, 
pits, and stone settings and/or buildings that are often found beside them. 
Features designated by the non-committal umbrella term burnt mounds 
occur in very different contexts (and also differ greatly in character), not 
infrequently together with the houses and stone frames mentioned above. 
They are also often found on sites designated as cemeteries, but not infre
quently on settlement sites as well, sometimes in central locations. Burnt 
mounds are particularly common in central Sweden, and the majority of 
the dated examples are from the Bronze Age. In total, however, they show 
a much longer chronological spread, from the Neolithic to the Late Iron 
Age. Both the dating interval and the morphological variation in the burnt 
mounds suggest that they may be traces of rather different activities. It is 
therefore not my intention to suggest any new general interpretation for 
this type of antiquity, no more than when I have previously discussed the 
possible function of certain burnt mounds as cremation places (Kaliff 
1994). Some burnt mounds are nevertheless, in my opinion, the best candi
dates for an interpretation as remains of complex altar structures. These 
are mostly built up of burnt stone, that is to say, a material affected by fire, 
they have complex internal structures, and they yield finds for which a co
herent secular explanation cannot be provided. They thus contain both 
material and traces of acts that fit well with an interpretation as sites for 
sacrificial rituals. I would stress, however, that I do not exclude other func
tions for many burnt mounds. The features included in this term are of very 
different types and should not really go under the same designation. That
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this is nevertheless the case is presumably one of the main reasons why even 
very complex burnt mounds are often dismissed without any special inter
pretation or without being problematized. Some examples, however, speak 
an obvious ritual language, which is also represented in other areas where 
they occurred, chiefly in Bronze Age and Early Iron Age contexts. An anal
ysis of 42 burnt mounds from the Stockholm area, for example, shows that 
about 30 per cent of the features dated to the Bronze Age contained human 
bones deposited in such a way that they could be interpreted as a burial 
cache (Rundkvist 1994, p. 27). While it is true that this could hypothetical
ly be explained as secondary deposition of bones, in the form of remains 
from disturbed graves and so on, it is doubtful whether this is the most 
probable explanation. In my opinion it is not. There are much more likely 
interpretations which should be given equal consideration. If one assumes 
that cosmology and religion were important for prehistoric people, which 
is not too bold an assumption, then it is scarcely a “mystification” to allow 
scope for archaeological interpretations connected with this, especially 
when they fit well.

The features that come under the designation burnt mound are thus not 
uniform; there is relatively broad variation. Typically, however, they con
tain a large amount of fire-cracked stone, usually together with soot and 
charcoal. Some burnt mounds seem to be unorganized deposits of burnt 
stone and other residual material, while others are complex structures. The 
latter often contain elements such as inner circles of stones, stone founda
tions under the filling, and deposits of bones and artefacts in different lay
ers. In many cases there are deposits of pottery, objects connected to metal 
production, and especially burnt and unburnt bones of both animals and 
humans. The burnt mounds are primarily from the Late Bronze Age, as we 
have seen, and have often been taken without reflection as indications of 
settlement sites from this period (e.g. Hyenstrand 1979; Jaanusson 1981; 
Jensen 1989; Wigren 1987). One reason for this is presumably the relative
ly anonymous character that features of this kind are assumed to have, and 
the absence of explicit interpretative hypotheses connected to them (cf. 
Buckley 1990). A tenacious and widespread interpretation of burnt mounds 
is that they are rubbish dumps for dwelling sites. They have been interpret
ed, for instance, as piles of discarded cooking stones (Gustawsson 1949)
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but also as sites with traces of bronze craft. These opinions have often 
been put forward without any detailed analysis of the features. Since the 
start of the 1990s, however, there have been several attempts at alternative 
analyses of the meaning of the fire-cracked stones and the burnt mounds 
(Lundquist 1991; Anderson 1992; Kaliff 1994; 1997; Ulien 1996; Runcis 
1999; Thedéen 2004).

Interpretations of burnt mounds as structures for sacrifices did occur 
in earlier Swedish archaeology (Nordén 1925; Bellander 1938). It has also 
been observed before that some of these piles contain deposits of human 
bones. Burials in burnt mounds have sometimes been interpreted as show
ing that it was practical to use the “grave shape” of the pile. Yet why the 
feature had this shape from the beginning, a form that archaeologists as
sociate with “graves”, has not usually been considered. Traditionally there 
has been a desire to interpret the occurrence of human remains as a sec
ondary phenomenon, sometimes by analogy with reburials in older cairns 
and barrows (Rentzog 1967; Hyenstrand 1968; Wigren 1989). This raises 
a question: Why have archaeologists for so long interpreted piles of burnt 
stone containing human bones as rubbish heaps, used secondarily for bur
ials, while cairns of unburnt stone with the same the same content are pri
marily interpreted as graves? The external form of both types of structure 
is often strikingly similar, and often the content too, apart from the large 
quantity of burnt stone. There is no real answer, and this is surely a clear 
example of how preconceived opinions have been allowed to steer the in
terpretation in a secular, functionalistic direction, even when the finds 
have indicated otherwise. The English archaeologist John Chapman has 
stressed that it is not likely that human remains were randomly placed in 
rubbish heaps that did not have any particular meaning. On the contrary, 
these places had a very special significance. Chapman’s examples from the 
Neolithic and Chalcolithic of southern Europe show that even when the 
quantity of bone fragments is very small, they were deposited following 
specific principles. In his view, we must therefore challenge the terminolo
gy for places where human remains are found, which are often labelled as 
waste pits or occupation layers (Chapman 2000, p. 145). The dismissive 
attitude that archaeologists often show to burnt mounds as a type of an
tiquity is strikingly illustrated in the following quotation: “Burnt mounds
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Fig. 7. The pictures show a burnt mound and a square stone setting from Sunneranga, 

Aneby Parish in småland, excavated in 2002. The burnt mound had a layered filling of fire- 

cracked stone, soot, and charcoal and an underlying round platform of stone. The burnt 

mound was placed about 20 metres west of a square stone setting. No traces were found 

to suggest that these features were graves. Photos: Alf Ericsson and Per Nilsson.
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are, individually, among the most boring sites with which a field archaeol
ogist must deal. Apart from new data and a new spot on the distribution 
map, individual sites have little to contribute to our understanding of the 
past” (Barber & Russell-White 1990, p. 59). With such an attitude it is 
scarcely surprising that burnt mounds are often neglected in the publica
tion of excavation results. This is deplorable, since in my opinion they 
should instead be regarded as being among the most enigmatic and ambiv
alent features that occur. As such they have great potential to say some
thing about prehistoric people, their activities and ideas.

The burnt mounds often contain material that, at first sight, may seem 
contradictory. Apart from burnt stone, soot, and charcoal, we find pottery, 
stone tools, and burnt and unburnt bone. According to the interpretation of 
certain burnt mounds in eastern central Sweden, they could be butchering 
sites and places for treating hides and leather (Elfstrand 1995, pp. 24 ff.; 
Fagerlund 1998). This interpretation, which is entirely secular, proceeds 
from the theory that the production of hides and leather for export was an 
important trade in the Bronze Age and Iron Age (e.g. Hagberg U.-E. 1967; 
Maimer 1993). Yet this interpretation of functional activities connected to 
burnt mounds does not rule out a ritual explanation; if anything it reinforc
es it. Butchering must have been an important activity performed at special 
places and based on traditional rules. It is a widespread feature of tradition
al societies that butchering is undertaken according to ritual rules. This 
means that the dividing line between butchering site and sacrificial site is 
not particularly clear, and perhaps it is not meaningful to try to draw any 
such line. If there was a distinction at all, it is difficult to detect by archaeo
logical methods, since the residual material is easily confused. The interpre
tation of these burnt mounds as traces of secular butchering and processing 
of butchery products is, as far as I can judge, based solely on the priority 
long given to secular interpretations. The finds may very well indicate a 
butchering site, but if so it was for ritualized butchery. The function of the 
complex burnt mounds has not been clarified as being part of any known 
secular process for handling butchering material. I find it very unlikely that 
they were instruments associated with purely secular butchery.

An example comes from the large and complicated burnt mounds at 
Sneden in Uppland, the biggest of which was almost 20 metres in diameter.
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Sneden is one of the sites that resulted in an interpretation of burnt mounds 
as possible large-scale butchering places (Fagerlund 1998). One of the fea
tures overlay a well which had been filled with material of the same char
acter as the burnt mound, after which the mound itself was built, or else 
gradually grew up on the site. Wells with similar material have been inter
preted as ritual deposits, both in Scandinavia and on the continent (cf. Ul
len 1995b). Interpreting the even more complex structure at Sneden as a 
purely secular butchering place does not seem reasonable. As I see it, there 
is simply no empirical evidence for it, whereas sacred and ritual elements 
are obvious. It is clear that it is in some sense a butchering site, or a place 
for depositing that kind of material. However, both the deposition of 
butchery material together with fire-cracked stone in the mound, and the 
combination of burnt material and the underlying well are phenomena 
with distinct cosmological connotations. There are links here not only be
tween remains of animal bodies and fire but also connections with the wa
ter and the earth in which the material was deposited. If one thinks in 
terms of elements and considers body parts and natural phenomena as al- 
loforms, the ritual expression at a site like Sneden seems obvious. In the 
documentation it can be detected in the remains of offerings and/or ritual 
slaughter deposited according to a pattern that reflects part of the cosmo
logical myth of creation. Bodies were cut up, parts were burnt and parts 
were deposited together with stone, earth, and water in different combina
tions. Sneden may thus be a good example to show that the interpretation 
of the practical function of a site need not be essentially different from a 
ritual meaning, not even a sacred one. The interpretation as a probable 
butchering place can stand, even with a sacred interpretation. It is the ac
tual attitude to the priority of a sacred or a secular interpretation that is 
crucial for how multifaceted the interpretation is permitted to be. The in
terpretation of Sneden as a large-scale butchery site may be both reasona
ble and convincing. In my opinion, however, the empirical evidence speaks 
strongly in favour of ritualized butchery of a kind that is by definition very 
close to an animal sacrifice, and which can often be identical with this.

There are thus several reasons why burnt mounds as a type of archae
ological feature deserve to be interpreted in terms of cultic instruments. 
As such they fit well with a general picture of fire as an important ritual



medium, and in several cases they also show patterns of deposition that 
are clearly ritual. Before I proceed with the interpretation of the mounds 
as places/instruments for fire sacrifice, there is good reason to look at 
some of the written evidence for pre-Christian cultic implements preserved 
from pre-Christian and early medieval times. In the direct written sourc
es, the Eddie and skaldic poems dealing with ancient Scandinavian cult, 
there are three different terms for cultic sites: Old Norse vé, hör gr, and hof 
(Swedish vi, harg, and hov). Vé seems to be an old Germanic word for a 
holy place or sanctuary; it occurs in the Eddie poems as a name of the 
dwelling of the gods and in skaldic poems as a term for true cult sites. The 
terms hörgr and hof often occur together but originally have different 
meanings. Hof probably refers to both a cult site and a chieftain’s farm in 
Late Iron Age tradition, while hörgr seems to be a rock but can also be a 
structure of stone or wood. It has been suggested that hörgr could be in
terpreted as a sacrificial altar of stone, located in the open air, and that it 
was initially a natural place in the form of a rock or an assemblage of 
stones, but was later developed into an altar structure (Hultgård 1996, pp. 
29 ff.; cf. Vikstrand 2001, 2004). In the Eddie poem Hyndluljód (10) 
there is an account of how Ottar Innsteinsson worshipped the goddess 
Freyja. This took place at a hörgr of stone over which the blood of the sac
rificed animal was poured. Hyndluljód is preserved in a manuscript from 
the fourteenth century and is often dated to the twelfth century. Accord
ing to the historian of religion Anders Hultgård, however, this dating rests 
on an insecure foundation, and the content of the poem at least shows that 
the poet lived in an environment where ancient Scandinavian cult was re
membered. It could thus be a realistic sacrificial scene that is described: 
“One can interpret the statement that the stones became as shining as 
glass (at gleri orbit) in such a way that they became glazed through repeat
ed sacrificial fires. Hyndluljód evidently testifies to specific votive cus
toms. At or on the sacred stone structure, people lit fires either to cook the 
meat from the sacrificial animal for a ritual meal or possibly in order to 
transfer part of the sacrificed matter to the divine sphere as a kind of burnt 
offering” (Hultgård 1996, p. 32).

Both burnt mounds and certain stone settings could fit the description 
of a hörgr. Even some burnt mounds found in purely dwelling contexts



may also have had this function. The burnt mounds on the Apalle settle
ment site in Uppland may be a clear example, although such sites have 
been primarily interpreted as places for collective handling of certain types 
of waste (Ulien 1995a, p. 70). The interpretation, however, should rather 
be viewed as a lingering feature of earlier cautious interpretations con
cerning ritual and religion. These mounds have also been problematized 
more in interpretations as places for depositing bones from certain domes
ticated animals. It has been suggested that the placing of these bones could 
say something about people’s relations to the most important domesticat
ed animals. The interpretation of certain deposits as offerings has also oc
curred in recent interpretations of the Apalle site (Ulien 1996, pp. 171 ff.; 
cf. Ulien 2003). An interpretation that suggests itself is in line with a cos
mogonic animal sacrifice, according to the model that is well attested in 
Vedic and other Indo-European traditions. The occurrence of certain 
types of selected “waste” strengthens the hypothesis of the burnt mounds 
as sacrificial sites. Remains of an offering could thus appear archaeologi- 
cally as waste, although of partly selected and special character. Once 
again, the interpretation one chooses depends in large measure on one’s 
pre-understanding and on the contextual interpretation given to a partic
ular site.

An interpretative problem when it comes to comparing structures from 
the Late Bronze Age with the instances of hörgr mentioned in the late pre- 
Christian tradition is, of course, the long distance in time. On the other 
hand, this need not be as problematic as it may seem at first sight. It is rea
sonable to assume that the pre-Christian cult in Scandinavia was a unify
ing phenomenon of great vitality, with the ability to remain relatively in
tact for a long time. Certain changes naturally take place even in conserv
ative institutions and systems, and the evidence does indeed suggest that 
this happened. Changes over time can mean that the kind of stone struc
ture that was the hörgr did change, but not necessarily that these changes 
were so great that the origin cannot be traced. Both certain stone settings 
of hitherto uninterpreted function and features with burnt stone are found 
continuously up to the end of the pre-Christian period, even though they 
changed in form and to some extent in content. One could even be misled 
into believing that there should be many more easily definable liturgical



objects at a sacrificial altar than those found in the features and contexts 
treated here. Yet this is not necessarily the case. What is known to histori
ans of religion about ancient Scandinavian sacrifices, at least at the close 
of the pre-Christian period, is that they must primarily have involved 
slaughtering animals and having sacrificial meals with food and drink 
(Hultgård 1991, 1996, p. 44). There is no reason to assume that this type 
of offering was not common in earlier times as well. Animal sacrifices and 
offerings of food and drink scarcely leave any clear traces. The same ap
plies, of course, to different forms of burnt offerings. In a burnt offering 
consisting of organic material, all that will be left is soot and ashes, along
side possible remains of bone. Moreover, soot and ashes are not preserved 
on the site if they are not deposited in a protected place relatively soon af
ter the fire sacrifice is performed.

Typical examples of burnt mounds in an obvious ritual context from 
the Late Bronze Age can be found at the burial and cultic site of Ringeby 
in Östergötland, with which I am familiar as a result of the excavation in 
1993-94 (cf. Kaliff 1995, 1997). Four burnt mounds were discovered 
here, located in pairs in two groups, one in the west and one in the south
east part of the site. Beside these two groups of mounds there were also ex
tensive traces of other activities involving fire: widespread layers of soot, 
deposits of burnt human bones, hearth pits, and the fact that the adjacent 
and underlying rock had been split by fire. Various rituals using fire seem 
to have occurred on the site for a relatively long time, from about 1000 BC 
until c. 400 BC. Beside the pair of burnt mounds in the south-western part 
of the site a stone block had been placed, roughly cubic and with sides of 
2 metres. The vertical sides were partly cracked by fire. The block must 
have weighed several tons, and it had been moved there and placed over a 
large hearth pit belonging to an underlying level which included a stone 
foundation and a sooty occupation layer. Beside the block were the re
mains of at least five pots, the sherds of which lay together with fist-sized 
rounded stones above and beside them. The pots had evidently been delib
erately destroyed by being smashed with these stones. The block gave an 
altar-like impression both through its placing, above the hearth and beside 
the two burnt mounds, and through the ritually deposited pottery. The 
smashed pots may have belonged to a stage in the construction of an altar,
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comparable to the symbolic deposits performed in the Vedic agnicayana 
ritual. Alternatively, they can be interpreted as deposits in the ground, 
performed as a complement to fire sacrifice taking place at the block. 
Smashed pots are also found deposited in the burnt mounds themselves, 
both as scattered sherds and as assemblages. Ritually smashed and depos
ited pots could also be interpreted as being connected to the occurrence of 
a ritual drink, corresponding, for example, to ancient Indian and Iranian 
tradition.

Similar complexes of burnt mounds, stone blocks, and ceramic deposits 
have been fond at several other places. An example was excavated in the 
1960s at Igelstaberget in Östertälje Parish, Södermanland. Even then the 
pottery was interpreted as some type of votive deposit (Hyenstrand 1966, 
p. 79). Another example resembling the deposits beside the block at Ringe- 
by was found during an excavation in Österåker Parish, north of Stock
holm, in 1988. An area was found to contain copious potsherds, the func
tion of which was considered difficult to interpret, but it was thought to be 
associated with the graves (Äijä 1991, pp. 169 ff.). There are similarities to 
the finds from Hallunda in Botkyrka Parish, Södermanland (Jaanusson, 
Löfstrand & Vahlne 1978, pp. 201 ff.). The excavation of the above-men
tioned ritual enclosure at Odensala in Uppland likewise revealed deposits 
of deliberately smashed pots which were interpreted as some form of offer
ing of food or drink (Olausson 1995, pp. 216 f.). Another example of a 
complex feature of fire-cracked stone in a clearly ritual setting was found 
at Ullevi outside Linköping in Östergötland, a site mentioned above, where 
the feature also contained traces interpreted as remains of either a cult 
house or an altar (Karlenby et al. 1991, pp. 11 ff.). The name Ullevi, inter
preted as the vé or cultic site of the god Ull, is enough to indicate that there 
was an important sacred place in the area (Strid 2005). Later excavations 
have uncovered an area of hearths which are probably traces of the rituals 
performed in the area; they were found relatively close to the fire-cracked 
stone and the cultic house/altar (Nielsen 2005).

A feature with clear indications of an altar structure, and which also 
shows similarities to the one from Ullevi, was excavated in 1961 at Ekaryd, 
near Söderåkra in Småland. The excavation has only recently attracted at
tention as a result of an interpretative discussion by Dag Widholm (2006,





pp. 88-102). Under a cairn was a remarkable structure consisting of a 
semicircular kerb, within which was a formation of upright rectangular 
stone blocks. Under the central part of the cairn were some burnt bones 
and some potsherds. The occurrence of objects of Iron Age character in a 
part of the cairn made the dating somewhat uncertain. It is probably a sec
ondary use of a monument built in the Bronze Age, whereby the inner 
structure in the form of semicircular and rectangular formations of stand
ing stones was buried under the round shape of the cairn, in which Wid- 
holm saw a symbolic meaning (Widholm 2006, pp. 146 f.). The semicircu
lar stone kerb also has a parallel in the Ringeby example. In the northern 
part of that site there was an area with remains of something that was in
terpreted as a ritual building, of a kind comparable to the one at Ullevi, 
with deposits of burnt human bones in the post-holes. An alternative inter
pretation as an altar cannot be ruled out in this case either, especially since 
deposits of burnt human bones were placed in two of the post-holes. The 
structure was in an area where a large quantity of fire-cracked stone, soot, 
and charcoal had been deposited, forming a layer up to half a metre thick 
which buried the traces of the building and a large round stone setting, 
containing no bones, and two very big hearth pits. In the northern part of 
the area there was a semicircle of large stone blocks enclosing an area in a 
way that seemed to resemble the structure under the cairn at Ekaryd (cf. 
Kaliff 1995, 1997). This combination of forms was also found at Ringeby, 
where the rectangle is represented by the building, the circle by the stone 
setting, and the semicircle by the stone formation. As for the relationship

<Fig. 8. The picture shows a tentative reconstruction of a sacrificial scene as it may have 
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between hearths, certain stone settings, and burnt mounds, the difference 
in construction and complexity can be compared with the increasing de
gree of complexity in the Vedic fire sacrifice. We may see here a transition 
from a basic and relatively simple ritual to a ritual of greater complexity. 
Burnt mounds could then contain traces of several different stages in a 
sacrificial ritual which in themselves reflect the relationship between sac
rificial fire and household fire, according to a pattern similar to that in the 
different variants on this theme in the Vedic sacrifice (cf. Tachikawa, Ba- 
hulkar &c Kolhatkar 2001).

A specific interpretation of structures as altars has nevertheless been 
relatively rare in Scandinavian archaeology. There often seems to have 
been some kind of fear or at least a caution about using religious terminol
ogy in certain interpretations. Dag Widholm admits that he is restrained 
in his use of the term “altar”, since he is afraid that it will mislead the 
reader into focusing on the altar in later Christian tradition (Widholm 
2006, p. 146). Yet “altar” is no more connected solely to Western Chris
tian tradition than, say, “grave” or “offering”. Perhaps Widholm’s attitude 
reflects a common phenomenon in Scandinavian archaeology, a strange 
kind of fear of using definitions and terminology from the study of reli
gion. Sweeping terms like “liminal places”, “symbolic markers”, “multi
functional places” and the like are used with unnecessary frequency. Per
haps this tendency to interpret cosmology and religion without primarily 
using accepted terminology and definitions sometimes prevents archaeol
ogists from seeing what they are really interpreting. An example is Su
sanne Thedéen’s admittedly interesting interpretation of burnt mounds, 
where she describes her view of them as having possibly represented com
munication between different spheres and thereby represented life itself 
(Thedéen 2004). This could be a good description of a sacrificial altar, al
though she does not use that term. When it comes to an altar, both the 
building of it and the rituals performed at or on it can be perceived as a re
creation of the cosmos. Perhaps it is a misconception on my part, but there 
seems to be a tendency among archaeologists to regard interpretations us
ing religious terminology as “speculative” while the same does not apply, 
strangely enough, to comparable interpretations with a more general and 
“home-made” archaeological terminology. I think that this in fact involves



the greatest risk that archaeological interpretations of ritual will be per
ceived as speculative and sweeping. They are then not part of the defini
tions and terminology used in the discipline that specifically studies reli
gion and beliefs, even though we are trying to interpret the same type of 
phenomenon.

An exception is Raimond Thorn, as we saw above. He has compared 
burnt mounds with the altars for burnt offering that occurred in ancient 
Greece. These were built up of burnt bones and ashes from sacrificial an
imals, left at the site of the sacrificial act (Thorn 1994, pp. 13 f.). Altars 
like these are similar in principle to certain burnt mounds, which were 
gradually built up of burnt material. It is conceivable that the burnt mound 
is one expression of many for a ritual tradition in which different kinds of 
hearths with stone filling have a general meaning. The underlying tradi
tion when it comes to systems of ritual hearth, burnt mounds in special 
settings, and also certain structures interpreted as cremation graves could 
thus be a general custom of fire sacrifice. Thorn puts forward the idea that 
there might have been a division into convex and concave fire sacrifices, 
the former in hearths and pits containing ashes, the latter with heaps of 
burnt material. These two different types of deposits could then be two 
expressions of sacrifices to chthonic and celestial divinities respectively 
(Thorn 1996, pp. 141 ff.). This interpretation is also linked to ideas that 
the offering is sent to different elements and levels in existence, the allo- 
forms of the sacrificed parts, to which I shall return when interpreting de
posits of bone and artefacts in earth and water.





Fire sacrifice rituals 
and the elements

* * *

The material found in burnt mounds, not just the fire-cracked stone, also 
occurs in other contexts. Burnt and crushed human bones are found in 
varying amounts in different types of features, including pits and fire lay
ers. Such features are then usually given a ritual interpretation, owing to 
the presence of human remains. Other types of burnt and/or smashed ma
terial are found in comparable contexts: animal bones, pottery, metal 
fragments, and sometimes food remains as well. Material of this kind is 
sometimes regarded as having been ritually burnt and deposited, but not 
as explicitly as in the case of human bones. Yet by far the most common
ly found material that has been affected by fire is stone, the main content 
of burnt mounds. Mostly, however, burnt stone is traditionally interpret
ed in a significantly different way from other material which has received 
the same treatment. Here too, it seems that there is a built-in interpretative 
preference corresponding to the one that generally applies to secular, func
tionalistic interpretations, that the burnt stone must be a residual product 
and not something primarily produced for its own sake. We ought to ask 
ourselves why we find it difficult to accept the burning of stone as a delib
erate ritual element, whereas we have no problems accepting the same 
when it comes to the burning of the human body. Neither type of burning 
has any real function (apart from the possible sanitary function as regards 
cremation), in terms of our present-day science-based Western cosmology. 
Is the difference in outlook due to empirical facts or solely to our own cul
tural pre-understanding and the mental acceptance linked to this? Since I 
cannot find any empirical facts that have been adduced about this, I must 
draw the conclusion that it is, once again, a matter of preconceived opin
ions, an attempt at source criticism that ends up being totally uncritical.



Should we as archaeologists not seriously ask whether the stone might 
have been burnt as part of a deliberate process; that burnt stone was pre
cisely what people wanted to achieve? If one has gone to the effort of burn
ing the deceased’s body and certain objects, performed various burnt of
ferings, and built complex ritual monuments, why would it be stranger 
that people also burnt stone for ritual reasons? It is important here to 
wonder about the basic stance an archaeologist should adopt, whether we 
are seeking to study the past unconditionally, or merely to project our 
modern preconceptions. In principle this is the same type of reasoning 
that postcolonial researchers can use when it comes to the way in which a 
Western world-view has dictated our outlook on other cultures. Hypo
thetically, of course, the presence of fire-cracked stone can be explained as 
being the residue of various activities, ritual or functional, subsequently 
deposited in the mounds, and in certain cases in stone settings and other 
contexts. It may be questioned, however, whether the evidence speaks in 
favour of this, and above all whether it seems like a probable explanation 
in the first place. As I see it, even the functionalistic interpretations are 
based on hypothetical assumptions which are sometimes supported by the 
source material but not in other cases. A functionalist interpretation 
should be required to be as well grounded as a ritual interpretation. Since 
the possible functionalist interpretations of certain features with fire- 
cracked stone are not within the scope of this study, I shall continued to 
concentrate on ritual interpretations and the evidence in favour of these. 
The more I have considered the problem from a comparative perspective, 
the more likely it becomes that people did have good reason to burn stone 
for ritual purposes; this is not to say that this must have been the reason.

What reasons do we have to assume that a ritual with the burning of 
stone occurred? Even if one can show that such a ritual is a perfectly pos
sible scenario, it is of course not sufficient as proof that it actually hap
pened. Proceeding from the comparative perspective that I advocated 
above, I think there is justification for believing that stone was burnt for 
ritual purposes, “for its own sake”. This is based on the similarity in prin
ciple to the way the construction of Vedic fire altars reflects how people 
thought in terms of elements. A hypothesis that I have put forward before 
is that fire-cracked stone was produced for ritual reasons as a deliberate
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process, by analogy with the way the dead body was disintegrated by fire 
during cremation (Kaliff 1999). The intention, as I said then, could have 
been to release the life force and to free the different elements. The fire- 
cracked stones covering the inner structure of the burnt mounds could 
have been a visible sign that the fire was born from the stone. This hypo
thetical interpretation can be developed if we proceed from the materials 
that the Vedic sacrificial altar was built of, where both the design and the 
material reflect the elements and the cosmological creation myth. The fire- 
cracked stone in the burnt mounds/fire altars would thus correspond to 
the Vedic idea that Agni was born on the fire altar. A further parallel, 
which in my opinion may be of great explanatory value, is that the stone 
was burnt to transform it in such a way that the fire became active in the 
material itself. This would correspond closely to the Vedic ritual as it was 
performed, for example, in the agnicayana, although there it is clay that is 
fired to make the brick used to build the altar. The brick then contains a 
combination of elements - earth, water, and fire - which gives it a pro
found symbolic meaning. If the burnt mounds are created by heating stone 
and then making it crack by pouring water on it, the result is a material 
that may have been perceived as a similar combination of elements: rock, 
water, fire, and perhaps also air. With this outlook the burnt stone takes 
on a much greater symbolic meaning than “ordinary” stone. It is no long
er the same material at all, if one proceeds from a cosmology in which the 
elements can be combined, separated, and partly transformed into each 
other.

For a tentative interpretation of a similar view of the elements as part 
of a sophisticated ritual, burnt mounds are therefore particularly interest
ing. Here it is simple to see a symbolism that corresponds very well to that 
manifested in the great Vedic fire sacrifice. Fire together with water cracks 
stone more effectively than fire alone. In a doctrine of elements this could 
be perceived as the fire and the water combining to release energy from the 
stone and the rock. Burnt mounds, besides their association with fire, are 
also linked to water. Evidence for this comes from their topographic loca
tion, and from the fact that many of the stones in the mounds seem to have 
split in water. The effect of water striking the red-hot stone may have been 
what was ritually intended. Both the sound and the sight of the union of
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the water and the red-hot stone could be regarded as living proof of the 
way the elements combine and change (cf. Runcis 1999). If water was 
poured on burnt mounds in ancient Scandinavian ritual, it could corre
spond to the symbolic liquid poured on the altar in the agnicayana, which 
was believed to bring rain and fertility. As mentioned above, the big altar 
for this ritual is built of clay bricks. These are fired in a kiln, like the pots 
in which the fire is transported during the ceremony. Through the trans
formation of the clay in the fire, it is believed that Agni becomes active in 
the material in both cases. The effect of fire on the building material for 
the altar and on the liturgical implements in the form of pots is therefore 
a crucial and meaningful part of the ritual (Staal 2001, pp. 94, 130). From 
this point of view, the pots could have direct counterparts in Scandinavi
an tradition, whereas the altar built of fired clay has none, or at least noth
ing has been documented or interpreted in this way. However, fired clay in 
varying quantities is also found in burnt mounds, as in pits and stone set
tings. It thus cannot be ruled out that clay was also used to some extent to 
make altars and other ritual implements in Scandinavia too. Yet burnt 
stone, especially in combination with water, could have had a comparable 
meaning. In both cases the fire transforms one or more other elements and 
is combined with these.

The deliberate combination of different elements in the construction of 
grave monuments in the Early Bronze Age has been the subject of concrete 
study in Danish burial mounds. In an area of central Jutland in particular, 
a number of very well preserved burials have been found in coffins made 
of oak trunks, mostly from the fourteenth century BC. The extremely 
good preservation conditions prevailing in some of these graves is due to 
the occurrence of a crust of iron compounds in the filling of the grave, 
which enclosed the central part of the mound and the actual burial in 
what can be described as a kind of capsule. This was formed through a re
duction process of iron and manganese which occurs naturally in the fill
ing material selected for the mounds, in that the interior of the mound was 
splashed with large quantities of water when it was being built. In connec
tion with the excavation of the burial mound at Skelhøj, 2002-2004, ex
periments were performed to clarify the process by which the iron capsule 
developed and to confirm that it must have been deliberate. In the case of
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Skelhøj it could also be observed that the building material for the mound 
was composed of both grass sward and heath peat taken from different 
places in the surrounding landscape. The excavation showed, moreover, 
that the ground where the mound had been built had first been subjected 
to burning. At different levels inside the filling of the mound there were 
structural details of stone, clearly demonstrating that the building of the 
mound was a complicated process involving several stages (Holst et al. 
2001, pp. 132 ff., 2004, pp. 12-17; Breuning-Madsen et al. 2001).

The combination of different elements documented at Skelhøj is inter
esting, since it fits well with the cosmological homology that brings us 
back to the Indo-European creation myth. Through the ritual burning on 
the site, the different constituents in the filling of the mound, and the wa
tering of the inner parts, there is a clear combination of different elements, 
perhaps with the intention of giving new life to the deceased in the grave. 
Alternatively, one can see the whole structure as a central place in the 
landscape - a kind of axis mundi - the different components of which en
sure the fertility of the surrounding land and new life on an overall level. 
Although no burial was found in Skelhøj, it is reasonable to assume that 
there was one, as is confirmed by other features of comparable type. If so, 
the dead body in the grave may also have been a component in the combi
nation of elements in the grave. This does not mean that the deceased in 
the mound should primarily be regarded as an offering, but that the buri
al has a much broader purpose than merely as a resting place for an indi
vidual. As mentioned above in connection with the problematization of 
cremation, the ritual itself can be regarded as a sacrifice, but this is not at 
all dependent on it being a cremation. There is little doubt that those who 
were buried in the large barrows of the Bronze Age were very special indi
viduals, although their specific role in society is debatable. But whether 
they were secular or sacred leaders, or more probably a combination of 
both, need not be decisive for the role they assumed in death, when they 
were placed in the mound as a cosmogonic monument. Both the dress and 
the artefacts that accompanied the deceased suggest that they had liturgi
cal roles. It is fairly clear, at any rate, that these were not everyday gar
ments or objects. The actual coffin could be yet another important ele
ment in mounds of this type. The oak coffin enclosing the dead body has



been tentatively interpreted by Anders Andrén (2004) as a possible sym
bolic representative of the world tree Yggdrasill, known in Norse mythol
ogy. He believes that the link to the world tree can also be observed in an 
even more symbolic way in the use of containers of wood and bark for the 
burial of the burnt bones in cremation graves in subsequent periods as 
well, and in a long-term perspective also in the use of oak logs as coffins 
in the Iron Age. Yggdrasill is of great significance in the myths known 
from the written sources from the Late Iron Age and Early Middle Ages. 
This cosmological narrative probably goes back a long way, with parallels 
in Indo-European and other traditions.

There are also several burial mounds from the Bronze Age where a 
complex building process and the combination of different elements have 
been observed, even though they have not previously been linked to the 
kind of cosmological ideas that I am trying to demonstrate here. One ex
ample is the barrow at Sagaholm, on the south shore of Lake Vättern, 
which was excavated at the start of the 1970s. In the case of Sagaholm the 
mound likewise seems to have been the result of a complex building proc
ess, comprising a large number of stages when different structural details 
were added. The monument, with its elaborate inner structures, not least 
the sandstone slabs with rock carvings placed in a circle enclosed in the 
mound, has since been the subject of a thorough interpretation by the ar
chaeologist Joakim Goldhahn (e.g. 1999, 2006b). He would interpret the 
circularly placed slabs, with their over thirty animal motifs, the majority 
probably horses, as a physical metaphor for the sun’s daily incarnations. 
This is in line with the interpretation, mentioned above, by Fleming Kaul 
(1998) of the iconography on razor blades from the Late Bronze Age. 
Goldhahn has also drawn attention to the fact that the sandstone slabs in 
the Sagaholm barrow were brought from a quarry on the island of Vising- 
sö in Lake Vättern, about 30 km as the crow flies from the site of the mon
ument. This was the source chosen for the special reddish sandstone, 
which Goldhahn believes had a symbolic meaning because it resembles the 
red tone of the sun at dawn and dusk. He argues that this was done as a 
reminder not only of the sun’s liminal phase, at daybreak and sunset, but 
also of the same states in the human life cycle. The circle of slabs would 
then also have functioned as a boundary between the living and the dead,
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on which the cosmological narrative of the sun’s birth, death, and rebirth 
was carved (Goldhahn 1999, pp. 134 ff., 197-208; 2006b, pp. 187 f.). 
Goldhahn notes that water seems to have been an important element in 
the funeral rituals, although he does not try to get at the underlying cos
mology here as he does with the stone - the material for the slabs and the 
images carved on them (Goldhahn 2006b, p. 186). That water was signif
icant for various rituals in the Bronze Age has also been observed in oth
er contexts, but without any profound analyses of the ritual meaning. 
Apart from the burnt mounds mentioned above, this applies to certain 
burial mounds, and also to the placing of cairns (e.g. Gerdin 1999) and 
sites where various bronze objects were deposited (e.g. Larsson, T.B. 
1986). The link to water applies in particular to the placing of rock carv
ings. These were located beside water and the motifs have often been 
carved so that running water flows over them on the rock face (cf. Bengts
son 2004; Ling 2005). The archaeologist Lasse Bengtsson, in his research 
on the rock carvings in Bohuslän, has considered the meaning of different 
elements such as rock, fire, and water, specifically with links to Indo-Eu
ropean mythology (Bengtsson 2004).

The connection of the rock carvings to water may be a very clear illus
tration of how the combination of different elements was perceived as a 
cosmological driving force. When water flows over the rock and the sun
light hits the carved surface, the effect is striking. The images stand out 
distinctly in a flashing light and are virtually lifted out of the rock. It is 
easy to imagine how this effect could have been experienced by people em
bracing a cosmology in which the union of the elements was of the utmost 
significance. Through the sun’s rays, in combination with the water, the 
motifs inscribed in the rock come to life. These pictures thus combine sev
eral of the basic elements in existence. The effect of sunlight and water 
should therefore not be regarded solely as a visual effect, intended to let 
the images stand out better in connection with various rituals, but as a 
deeply significant ritual expression in itself, without which the carved im
ages would not have the same meaning. Through the interaction of the el
ements the pictures acquire a life that is composed as a reversal of the sac
rifice in the cosmological creation myth. The different elements are com
bined in the carved image, which thus becomes a living being. The fact
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that carvings also occur in other contexts where the combination of ele
ments is not as striking need not contradict this interpretation, since the 
cosmology could have been expressed in several different ways. Burying a 
carving and covering it with earth, for example, could add a combination 
of yet another element that must have been significant. The fact that rock 
carvings are often placed in shore zones or close to water gives another 
possibility for the same combination of elements, albeit not as noticeable 
today when shoreline displacement has often given the carving a complete
ly different location.

As we saw above, the combination of complementary fire and liquid is 
important in the Vedic and the Iranian rituals, both in the form of the di
vine drink soma and in the element of water. The significance of fire and 
liquid in combination is clearly revealed in the Scandinavian finds, not just 
in the form of fire-cracked stone and the combination of elements in graves 
and rock carvings described above, but also in the pottery finds. Some ves
sel forms from the Scandinavian Bronze Age are very similar typological- 
ly to those used for soma in the Vedic rituals, although this may simply be 
due to the fact that in both cases they are probably ritual drinking cups. 
Certain types of vessels found in Scandinavian Bronze Age contexts, in 
burnt mounds, in pits with probable ritual content, and in more well-de
fined urn graves, have interpreted as having been specially made for ritual 
purposes, probably for ritual drinking ceremonies (cf. Carlsson 1996). 
Some of these pots, not least the low, profiled vessels often found as acces
sory pots in graves but also deposited in pits and burnt mounds, are in all 
probability drinking cups. Bowls of this type are often associated with in
fluence from the urnfield culture on the continent, chiefly with the Tausitz 
culture, and they are therefore often called “Tausitz bowls”. The fact that 
the actual container for the cremated bones is often a clay pot as well may 
also be a symbolic manifestation of the sacred meaning of the liquid. In 
certain cases one may also suspect that burnt bone was mixed with liquid 
and/or other foodstuff in the pot. There are even concrete examples of the 
cremated bones being found in something resembling a dried-up “por
ridge” of organic material (Kaliff 1992; Stålbom 1994). The great impor
tance of ritual drinking in ancient Scandinavian society, and of ritual 
meals, is attested in written Norse sources and in later folk tradition. This



Fig. 9. The symbols of rock carvings penetrate the surface and unite the stone with the 

water flowing over it and the light of the sun. When water and sunlight interact with the 

stone, the image is lifted up and comes to life. The carving thus becomes part of a cosmo

logical ritual in which the mythical motif acquires life through a combination of elements, 

in perfect analogy with the myth of creation. Photo: Johan Ling.

is particularly clear when it comes to what is perhaps one of the most sig
nificant and hence most tenacious of the old Scandinavian calendar festi
vals, Yule. In the earliest written sources referring to this feast, which are 
dated to the Viking Age, there is talk of “drinking Yule”. The celebration
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of this festival is not referred to in any other way, which indicates that rit
ual drinking was of great, probably crucial, importance (Geländer 1955). 
Above all beer and mead were probably important ingredients in feasts 
with ritual drinking in the Early Iron Age. It is impossible to say what oth
er drinks occurred in ancient Scandinavia, but perhaps there was also a sa
cred drink in Scandinavia with a meaning corresponding to that of soma 
in Vedic tradition.

As I mentioned earlier, it is clear that the combination of liquid (water), 
fire, and stone could have had an effective audiovisual expression in the 
creation of fire-cracked stone, when water was poured on heated stone. 
The significant role of water and liquid as one of the original elements may 
also have been physically expressed in the way certain burnt mounds were 
created in the landscape, also in combination with other elements and 
zones in the physical geography. Through the placing in the landscape, the 
ritual elements can express cosmological principles and make the terrain 
into an illustration of the order of the cosmos. It has been previously ar
gued by other scholars that the way burnt mounds were constructed and 
placed in the landscape could be interpreted on the basis of this model, but 
partly on different premises. Janis Runcis (1999) has analysed burnt 
mounds from eastern central Sweden from a structuralist point of view, 
arguing that they are a material expression of a human will to classify the 
surroundings, to make them comprehensible. He interprets their topo
graphical location, along with their structure and content, as consciously 
created symbolic relations to a mythical and ritual dimension. He observes 
that they are often placed on ridges close to water, where they can be said 
to combine different landscape elements. In both their location and their 
inner structure Runds notices a tripartite division, reflected for example 
in inner structures with layers of soot and several circles of stones. Al
though his theoretical starting point and interpretations are completely 
different from those in the present work (Runcis associated burnt mounds 
with a religion showing shamanistic features), he interprets their location 
and construction as signs of a tripartite cosmology, also connected to the 
social structure, which is an interesting reminder of the tripartite Indo- 
European structure observed and described by Dumézil (Runcis 1999, pp. 
128-148). This tripartite quality of the structure is close in principle to the
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cosmological pattern according to which sacrificial altars were construct
ed in Vedic tradition, although there we see a division into five layers, 
based on the five basic elements. In the burnt mounds it is likewise possi
ble to see more built-in representations of elements if one proceeds from 
something other than a tripartite principle. Fire (soot and burnt stone), 
stone, earth, wood, and plants (charcoal), water, air, etc. could be detect
ed in the content and construction of the mounds. Vedic altars also in
clude perishable material, such as parts of plants, which may very well 
also have been the case in burnt mounds. The latter often contain a divi
sion into horizontal levels, in that it is not unusual to find hidden circles of 
concentric stones on the inside. It is not my aim here to demonstrate exact 
similarities between Vedic sacrificial customs and what might have pre
vailed in Scandinavia during the Bronze Age and Iron Age. As I see it, to
tal similarity would be unlikely, and an assumption like this would lead us 
in the wrong direction. What I am interested in instead is overall and fun
damental likenesses which reflect a similar cosmological background. I 
therefore think that a division into three or more parts could be interest
ing, since it may allude to an underlying cosmological myth.

Susanne Thedéen’s interpretation of the placing of burnt mounds and 
other monuments in the landscape partly resembles my interpretative per
spective here, but without the Indo-European comparisons. In her disserta
tion (2004) she has attempted a synthesizing interpretation, considering 
different aspects of burnt mounds without committing herself to either a 
ritual or a functionalist interpretation. Her conclusion is nevertheless that 
burnt mounds, like other types of cairns, like rock carvings and wetland 
deposits, should primarily be interpreted in cosmological terms. They fit 
into a cosmological symbolism in which other types of monuments in the 
landscape also have a given place and meaning. According to her interpre
tation, people in the early and middle Bronze Age believed that heights with 
cairns were inhabited by the dead, whereas burnt mounds were in a kind of 
intermediate zone that was believed to reflect the abode of the living. Rock 
carving sites located at water passages could instead be viewed as places 
for the creation of life, with their location going back to cosmological 
myth about the birth of the first human being and creation from water. 
The placing of deposits in water and wetlands could be perceived in the



same way. According to this interpretation, the locations of different mon
uments in the landscape, in different spheres, refer to each other and are 
linked in a shared conceptual world. In the Late Bronze Age, however, she 
sees a tendency for the different spheres in the landscape to become more 
interconnected. The dead are now buried, for example, at more places, in
cluding cemeteries at the site of older cairns and stone settings, and in 
burnt mounds and stone settings beside these. The burnt mounds could 
thus perhaps have undergone a change from marking people’s dwellings, 
where they symbolized life, to become both burial places and sites for var
ious activities such as bronze casting and depositions of animal bone 
(Thedéen 2004). This interpretation could be called both functional and 
ritual, and Thedéen believes that the background can be sought in the 
Bronze Age cosmology, and here I agree completely. The problem with in
terpretations of this kind, however, is that they are sweeping in character 
since no attempt is made to link them to known cosmologies. Otherwise I 
find Thedéen’s interpretation very interesting, especially since it describes 
something reminiscent of the Indo-European creation myth, with its ho
mology and alloforms.

Katherine Hauptman Wahlgren likewise arrives at an interpretation in 
which cosmological beliefs are linked to the elements, but without elabo
rating on what these beliefs might have been like. She stresses the strict sep
aration between different types of places, and in particular she describes 
the use of fire as a transformative medium in a way that is close to the doc
trine of elements. She discusses the power of fire to change whatever comes 
in its way, and how the smell of the burning fastens in one’s hair and clothes 
and can only be removed with another medium: water. Hauptman Wahl
gren believes that the symbolism and function of fire as a ritual implement 
became increasingly important in the course of the Late Bronze Age and 
was further strengthened in the Late Iron Age. She claims to find signs of 
this in the fact that graves contain more soot and charcoal from the funer
al pyre than before, and especially in the way that fire-cracked stone, soot, 
and charcoal were also intensively used in other contexts and were spread 
both on settlement sites and in and beside graves. She also believes that 
people covered - buried - important rock carvings under layers of burnt 
material. She would view this as analogical to deposits of burnt material
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from cremations on flat-earth cemeteries in the Late Bronze Age and the 
Pre-Roman Iron Age (Hauptman Wahlgren 2002, pp. 153-161, 245).

Where my approach differs most from the fruitful perspectives present
ed above is that I believe that the interpretations of zones in the landscape, 
and of the meaning of the elements, can be made even more comprehensi
ble in the light of Indo-European comparisons. As I have already stressed, 
I do not claim that Indo-European analogies, for example the Vedic cus
toms, should be used as direct templates for a specific interpretation. Yet 
they are interesting as a starting point for interpretations, partly because 
there is good evidence of how cosmological myths are reflected in ritual 
practice, and partly because of the probable kinship. In my opinion it is 
not particularly fruitful when interpreting prehistoric rituals in Scandina
via to rely on the archaeological evidence speaking unaided, without con
scious inspiration from relevant analogies. It would be an illusion to be
lieve that, and as I discussed above it would also reflect a misconception: 
that the absence of a conscious analogy somehow means a more unpreju
diced interpretation. All the conclusions that we draw about our world are 
based on analogies in one way or another. The emphasis on the different 
elements in the landscape and the boundaries between them could, how
ever, benefit from being interpreted with the Indo-European cosmology as 
a background. Susanne Thedéen, for example, stresses a mind-set with 
boundaries between different elements or spheres in the landscape, with 
what she calls “vertical and horizontal cosmologies” (Thedéen 2004, p. 
191), which also agrees with the interpretation suggested by Anna-Lena 
Gerdin for the cosmology underlying Bronze Age cairns (Gerdin 1999). 
The fundamental principle of the interpretation, that is, the emphasis on 
the elements and transformations between them, is much more important 
here than the details of the actual cosmology. If one can see sufficiently 
clear evidence for the occurrence of a doctrine of elements and homologies 
associated with this, then this is in itself a highly valuable result, which 
can provide support for a connection to other Indo-European contexts 
and a common Proto-Indo-European background. It should be regarded 
as self-evident that cosmological myths changed over time and varied from 
one area to another, but this does not refute the shared origin of the cos
mology.
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The ritual use of burnt stone to express cosmological beliefs can, as we 
saw above, be cited as one possible interpretation for certain burnt mounds. 
Both the stone itself and the effect of fire and water on it can be interpret
ed in terms of the homologies in a creation myth of the type found in oth
er Indo-European contexts, where different elements can be enclosed in 
each other and be converted into other forms. In the placing of burnt 
mounds in the landscape and their internal structure we find further asso
ciations with different cosmological levels. The subsequent deposition of 
burnt stone in pits in the ground reflects a union with the earth as anoth
er important element. Such stone is often deposited right beside or close to 
deposits of burnt human bone. This brings us closer to the link with per
ceptions of the handling of dead bodies in the light of the same beliefs. The 
eschatological ideas must have been shaped on the same cosmological 
foundation, to which I shall return in the next chapter.
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Death and grinding 
- the annihilation of the body

* * *

The overall interpretation that I apply here means that some of the basic 
ideas behind the tradition of cremation are linked to the actual destruction 
of the body, according to the principle that the different parts of a person 
then return to the basic elements of which he or she is believed to consist. 
What happens with the remains of the dead body itself afterwards, al
though it is not without significance, is of subordinate interest to the frag
mentation itself. When one considers the small amount of bone and the 
seemingly modest burial caches in Scandinavian cremation graves from the 
Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age in general, this fits well. Only rarely 
do we find the whole expected amount of bones in the grave. This is also 
confirmed by the amounts of bones registered in excavations from sites in 
southern and central Sweden (e.g. Gejwall & Sahlström 1948; Stjernquist 
1961; Strömberg 1975; Olausson, D. 1987; Äijä 1993, 1994; Stålbom 
1994; Kaliff 1997; Aspeborg 2005; Häringe-Friberg 2005; Larsson, L.K. 
2005; Munkenberg 2004). In view of the relatively limited content of bone 
in many burial caches, it may seem bewildering that we rarely find other 
deposition places for bone that was not buried in the cemeteries. What hap
pened to the bones, usually the major part, that were not included in the 
burial cache is a question that has not yet been satisfactorily answered on 
the basis of the archaeological finds. At any rate, the bones do not seem to 
have been left at the cremation places to any great extent.

The relatively sparse occurrence of well-documented pyre sites at Early 
Iron Age cemeteries may also seem puzzling at first sight. The fact that few 
remains of the actual pyre can be detected is not intrinsically mysterious, 
however. After a complete cremation, where the pyre is allowed to burn un
til it dies, all that remains is fine ashes and fragments of burnt bone. These
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ashes are easily carried away by the wind, but they may also have been de
liberately put somewhere else. If we consider the Vedic-Hindu cremations 
that are performed today, we see that both the burnt bones and the remains 
of the pyre are committed to the river as the body is consumed by the fire. 
If any combustible remains of the pyre have remained unburnt, they too are 
placed in the river. These remains, however, are later used both for profane 
brick ovens and as fuel for the fires lit by the holy men and women assem
bled at the cremation sites. This example is a concrete illustration of the 
way sacred and profane activities can be interwoven in a way that can be 
difficult to observe merely by studying the material remains.

At least in purely technical respects, the cremation act as performed in 
prehistoric Scandinavia probably resembled certain present-day ethno
graphic parallels (cf. Oestigaard 2000; Oestigaard & Kaliff 2004). Through 
archaeological experiments with the cremation of animal bodies (usually 
pigs) it has been shown that this assumption is correct (Gräslund A.-S. 
1978; Henriksen 1991 and 1993). How the remaining bones were then 
handled at the site of the pyre is a more complicated question to answer. 
With the perspective I have adopted here it seems natural to assume that 
the bones in the ancient Scandinavian tradition were similarly placed in 
water or somewhere that symbolized the basic element to which the body 
was to return. Relatively few bones seem to have been left at the site of the 
pyre. We may envisage that the bones were picked out and collected one by 
one when the fire had gone out, thus separated from other remains of the 
pyre. An alternative possibility is that the burnt bones were instead gath
ered as a whole, together with the residue of the pyre, and then cooled in 
water or allowed to cool in the wind; only then would the bones have been 
picked out and separated from the remains of the pyre (McKinley, 1989, 
pp. 72 f.). Combining the burnt bones with water may thus have had a rit
ual meaning in line with the hypothesis above about the rituals that may 
have been associated with burnt mounds. Through the cooling of the bones 
in water they are combined with yet another of the basic elements. A prac
tical consequence is that the bones are split further and become free of 
soot, although this might not have been the primary aim. It is reasonable 
to assume that some of the bones, perhaps the majority, were left in the wa
ter while only those that were to be deposited elsewhere were collected. It
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is possible that archaeologists have placed a disproportionate emphasis on 
the forms of graves and known sites for deposited material. The actual cre
mation and alternative deposition places for bones may nevertheless have 
been of crucial significance. It is probably only with a concerted interpreta
tion of the process - cremation, crushing, separation, deposition - that a 
greater understanding of the underlying ideas can be achieved. I shall re
turn below to the question of alternative deposition places. First I shall dis
cuss the meaning of the fragmentation of the body that ensues from the cre
mation and from further crushing of the burnt bones.

If the bones were quickly cooled in water, this could partly explain 
why they were further split and fragmented. The bones are already split by 
the cremation, but not to the same extent as is usually shown by the bones 
in burial caches. They must therefore have been more carefully crushed. 
Burning and quick cooling in water or air are not sufficient to explain the 
fine degree of crushing achieved in many cases. Often the bones are finely 
ground to even-sized particles, but different degrees of crushing occur. 
This has been observed by both archaeologists and osteologists working 
with bone from the Late Bronze Age and the start of the Iron Age, and it 
has already been described by N.-G. Gejvall (Sahlström & Gejwall 1948, 
p. 157). It has been questioned whether bones really were crushed, partly 
because of the results of experimental cremations with dead pigs. These 
show that there is extensive fragmentation of the bones through cremation 
(Henriksen 1991, pp. 51 ff., and 1993, p. 194). Bones from pigs, however, 
are less compact and strong than human and bovine bones and therefore 
disintegrate much more easily when burnt. Experiments with pig bodies 
therefore do not necessarily give a relevant result in this respect. It is nev
ertheless true that a high degree of fragmentation can arise through incin
eration, and no great force is required to further crush the burnt bone 
fragments, especially not while they are still warm. Even today, however, 
bones are ground in a modern crematorium, with the aid of a special ma
chine, before the remains are placed in an urn. Today this procedure is 
carried out to ensure that there will be room for the bones in a modern 
funeral urn, which contains three to four litres (cf. Ottesen 2006). My 
own opinion is that the bones in many graves from the period were crushed. 
A fact that speaks in favour of this is that the bones in the same burial
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cache often show a similar degree of fragmentation, whereas after crema
tion the degree of fragmentation differs from one type of bone to another. 
The bones were thus crushed to a specific size.

It is interesting here to note that the bones that are found scattered, or in 
bone layers and bone pits, are often at least as finely crushed as those found 
in urns. In many urn pits and cremation urn pits the bones are less crushed 
than in, for example, bone layers. It thus does not seem to have been practi
cal reasons - being able to place the remains of the body in the burial cache 
- that determined the treatment of the bones after cremation. If the crushing 
had been done for purely practical purposes (like the grinding of bones after 
a modern cremation), then the bones placed in small urns ought to be more 
finely crushed than those placed in larger urns. These could in turn be ex
pected to be more crushed than those buried as bone layers and fire layers or 
scattered as burnt bone. If the reasons had been practical, the aim should 
have been to reduce the volume of the bone as much as possible. Instead, the 
crushing and the other treatment of the bones after cremation should be 
viewed as a part of the ritual. My own interpretation of the meaning is that 
the crushing was done to further mark the destruction of the body, which 
may have been of crucial significance. Such a ritual would agree well with the 
outlook on death that is found in other early Indo-European traditions, par
ticularly in Vedic practice, where death is portrayed as a dismemberment of 
a whole, a fragmentation and decomposition. “If the process of aging is seen 
as a form of erosion whereby life and the body are gradually worn away, 
there is an inevitable end to such a process. ... All life ends in death, just as 
all erosion ends in total collapse or pulverization” (Lincoln 1986, p. 119).

Viewing ageing and death as a process like any other disintegration in 
the cosmos is fundamental for an understanding of the outlook on death in 
ancient Indo-European tradition. This outlook steers the form of the ritu
als performed around a dead person. There are also interesting linguistic 
connections here, showing how profound and fundamental the ideas re
flected in the ritual are. The view of death that can be detected in both lan
guage and customs is well attested in different Indo-European traditions, 
and in my opinion it is of great significance for the way we should under
stand ancient Scandinavian archaeological remains of mortuary rituals. I 
am referring both to the treatment of the body, with disintegration through
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burning, fragmentation, and then grinding of the bones, and to the depo
sition of the physical remains of the body. By interpreting the different 
stages of the prehistoric Scandinavian ritual - the cremation and associat
ed rites - and interpreting it in terms of the fundamental Indo-European 
eschatology, I believe that it is possible to give a reasonable explanation for 
phenomena in the Scandinavian mortuary practice that are often per
ceived as enigmatic by archaeologists.

The Proto-Indo-European verb *mer- combines the meaning “to die” 
with the sense of “to divide finely”. In the word for “die” this combination 
of meanings is found in different Indo-European languages, e.g. in Sanskrit 
marate, Avestan (Old Persian) miryeite, Hittite me-ir-ta, Latin morior, 
Lithuanian mirtsu. In the other sense, “to crush, grind, or break up”, the 
same root is also found in various Indo-European languages: Sanskrit 
mrnäti, Hittite marriattari, Latin mortårium (whence English mortar), Old 
Norse merja. According to Bruce Lincoln, these semantic connections are 
very important for understanding how death was interpreted by different 
Indo-European peoples. Death as a phenomenon is regarded as a dissolu
tion of a complex composite whole; after a long process of decomposition, 
through the gradual decay of the body during life and finally through death 
and burial or cremation. From this perception arises the idea of a separation 
into body and soul, but also notions of a more complicated disintegration 
into different constituents that also takes place after death (Lincoln 1986, p. 
119). The fact that the word for “to die” lived on in different Indo-Europe
an contexts in a similar form, and with a similar meaning, may also be of 
great significance for the interpretation of different stages of the Scandina
vian cremation ritual. The phases of the funeral ritual that can be detected 
archaeologically fit very well into an interpretation from this perspective.

It should be stressed that the idea of death as a disintegration of the 
body does not require cremation, but this is a particularly clear way of 
marking the breakdown of the body into constituent parts connected to 
the elements. Other ways of fragmenting the body - defleshing, reburial, 
etc. - can also illustrate the disintegration. Even a simple inhumation can 
be perceived in the same way, as the slow return of the body and the indi
vidual to the elements. In ancient Greece the separation of body and spirit 
was believed to mean that the body, more specifically the bones, returned
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to the earth, while the spirit was associated with breath and returned to 
the atmosphere or the “aither”. This also has clear parallels in early Rus
sian belief, probably going back to very old oral traditions among the 
Slavs. There this idea is combined with complex agricultural symbolism, 
in which the remains of the body, the bones, are compared to the grains of 
seed corn growing in the ground, while blood is likened to the water that 
makes them grow. The original link between earth and water is preserved 
here, but there has been a merger of the original alloforms meat-earth and 
bone-stone, as the solid substance of the body is now wholly identified 
with earth. In the Greek tradition only the separation between body 
(earth) and spirit (aither) remains intact (Lincoln 1986, pp. 120 f.).

If one assumes that the original purpose of cremation was to separate 
human bodies into their different constituent parts, it may have been re
garded as advantageous if as much as possible was liberated. This could 
then have been connected with a belief that it was bad if too much was left 
of the old existence; there are parallels for this not least in the Indo-Euro
pean ideas reflected in Zoroastrianism (e.g. Stausberg 2005). The amount 
of ashes and bones after the cremation may have been a measure of how 
much “impurity” was contained in the deceased. A purification process 
may have been believed to take place in the earth, in the air, or on the pyre. 
In the same way as in Zoroastrianism, the material world in Manichaeism 
is believed to be evil, the creation of a demon. The only redeeming feature 
of this material creation is the particles of light that are believed to be in
herent in matter. After death and the disintegration of the earthly body, 
these particles of light are released from their captivity in physical matter 
(Lincoln 1986, p. 9). In Greek mythology too, fire is regarded as a medium 
that takes away the mortal aspects and liberates the divine ones. In the 
Vedic texts the body is not considered to be impure in its basic state, but 
humanity is usually unclean. A wholly perfect person’s body, according to 
this way of thinking, would burn without leaving any ashes at all. The ash
es and the bones remaining on the pyre represent the impurity in man 
(Thomas 1987, pp. 452 ff.; Staal 2001, pp. 77 ff.). A similar idea in princi
ple has been put forward by the archaeologists Alf Ericsson and Janis Run
cis concerning the few bone fragments in Scandinavian graves. They argue 
that the aim may have been to leave as little of the corporeal remains as
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possible, in a way that corresponds to the Zoroastrian belief (Ericsson & 
Runcis 1995). Burying only a small part of the actual remains and consid
ering the rest as non-existent could be interpreted from the Zoroastrian 
perspective as a means to demonstrate that as much as possible of the phys
ical body has been broken down into its constituent elements. Proceeding 
from the Zoroastrian beliefs, it might be assumed that people also per
ceived the body and the physical remains as intrinsically evil, but this is 
doubtful. This was not even the case in the older Iranian beliefs that were 
to develop into Zoroastrianism. I find it more likely that it was a way to 
mark the process that seems to be a more general and original Indo-Euro
pean idea: the disintegration of the body into its original elements.

Whatever the interpretation of the meaning of the ritual, it may be not
ed that a division of the remaining bones into smaller parts was usually 
practised in ancient Scandinavian tradition, after the cremation and pos
sibly the grinding/crushing of the bones. The basic Indo-European cos
mology, as I see it, offers a very good point of departure for such an inter
pretation, although naturally other interpretations are also possible. Frag
mentation, that is, a physical manifestation of the further development of 
the meaning of the actual concept of death, may have been combined with 
a distribution of the physical remains in agreement with the dismember
ment of the cosmological sacrificial victim - the image of creation. Also of 
great interest is the close connection between funeral rituals and sacrificial 
rituals. I shall therefore discuss below a hypothetical interpretation of the 
problem of the few bones deposited in cemeteries, and other possible dep
osition places besides what we archaeologists define as “graves”. Finds 
from graves are also important in this context, showing that the disinte
gration of the bones was an important ritual and that grinding and crush
ing in general reflect a powerful symbolism accompanying the mortuary 
practice in ancient Scandinavian tradition as well.

Querns and rubber stones, like mortar stones of a different kind, occu
py a special position among grave finds from the Late Bronze Age and Ear
ly Iron Age, a fact that has not been sufficiently considered, in my opinion. 
In many cases they are intact and fully capable of being used for their orig
inal purpose as implements, so it not a matter of discarded tools being 
used secondarily as building material. They are often found in the packing



of stone settings, fully visible, or close to burial caches. Apart from being 
found in well-defined grave structures, querns are also common in burnt 
mounds. In the past they have sometimes been interpreted as offerings of 
tools to do with farming (Bellander 1938, pp. 98 f.; Hyenstrand 1966, p. 
79), and thus linked to a symbolism of life force and fertility. More com
monly, however, they have not been given any specific interpretation. They 
sometimes occur together with other objects that can be connected to ag
ricultural symbolism, for example sickles (e.g. Nilsson 1976, 1979, 1980). 
A possible interpretation of the presence of querns is that they were used 
to crush the burnt bones, as discussed above (cf. Kaliff 1992, 1997). As 
we have seen, this job hardly requires such a powerful implement, but the 
earlier function of the querns may have meant that they embodied an ap
propriate symbolism. The occurrence of burial caches with finely crushed 
burnt bones, deposited along with hammerstones, makes me inclined to 
interpret these as tools used for ritual crushing of the bones. Of course, 
this assumption does not contradict the original practical function of the 
same tool as the rubber stone for a saddle quern, used for grinding grain, 
cracking nuts, or other jobs. After the crushing ritual the stones may have 
acquired a new, sacred meaning and been deposited together with bone 
fragments. In many cultures, grinding itself is associated with magical 
properties, representing transformation (e.g. Fendin 1994, pp. 22 ff.). 
Crushing bones with the implements used for grinding grain may there
fore have been regarded as particularly powerful. These tools are also 
closely connected to ideas about the annual cycle and cyclic rebirth.

Interpretations partly in line with my arguments here have recently been 
presented regarding ritually deposited querns from Helgö in Lake Mälaren, 
mainly dated to the Late Iron Age. The interpretation comes from the ar
chaeologist Torun Zachrisson (2004a, 2004b) and is based on the complex 
ritual site excavated on a stony plateau, above one of the groups of houses 
on the island. The name Helgö probably means “holy island” or could pos
sibly denote a place that was protected for some other reason, not exclu
sively sacred. There was a thick occupation layer on the plateau consisting 
of several strata, the oldest dating from the Roman Iron Age and Migration 
Period. The upper layers were from the Vendel Period and Viking Age. In 
the older layers the finds mostly consisted of bark boxes, resin, loaves (of
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oatmeal and barley), but also tools including shears and surgical imple
ments, along with costume items such as brooches and beads. The upper 
layers above all contained objects of iron: tools, weapons, surgical instru
ments, and amulets such as miniature sickles and Thor’s hammers, as well 
as glass and precious metal. All the layers contained a large amount of 
smashed pottery and animal bone, both unburnt and burnt. A three-point
ed stone setting had been erected on top of the occupation layers; it did not 
contain any traces of a burial (Zachrisson 2004a, pp. 353 ff.). Zachrisson 
interprets the deposited querns as being linked to ideas of the cosmic mill 
that occurs in Norse mythology, which is associated with creation and fer
tility in the world. The cosmic mill was believed to regulate time, the sea
sons, and fertility, as indicated by the Eddie poems Völuspä (5) and 
Vafprüdnismäl (23). In the Edda there are also traditions of an over-pro
ductive mill in Grottasöngr, a motif that recurs in Snorri Sturluson’s 
Skdldskaparmal. The mill in the myths symbolizes how the power for cre
ation and transformation is provided by grinding. In the symbolism of the 
cosmic mill Zachrisson sees a link to rituals intended to ensure good 
growth and the changing seasons, and the general well-being of society. It 
is chiefly the occurrence of rotary querns that the interpretation focuses 
on, viewing these as counterparts to the mythological mill. Of seven such 
finds on Helgö, six came from the plateau with the occupation layer. She 
argues that people must have known rotary querns, which were intro
duced in Roman times, if the cosmic metaphor of a rotating grindstone 
could seem important and be capable of ritual expression. Zachrisson re
gards the circular movement around a central axis as being significant in 
itself. The axis could have been perceived as a symbolic pillar around 
which the cosmos rotates (Zachrisson 2004a, pp. 361 ff.).

The focus on the rotary quern as a symbol is correct if we assume that the 
circular movement in the grinding is crucial for the cosmological symbolism. 
If we instead regard the disintegration itself as the most significant element, 
then in my opinion the same kind of meaning can be attributed to other 
types of grindstones. The “ordinary” grindstones found by the excavation 
on Helgö were much more numerous. As mentioned above, these grind
stones are also very common in graves and other ritual contexts in earlier 
periods as well. Even if the motif of a circular, grinding movement around
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an axis mundi is a powerful symbol, I think the actual crushing and disin
tegration carry the most important meaning, in line with the link between 
the Indo-European expressions of death and of grinding and disintegration 
treated above. I have previously (1997) suggested a similar interpretation of 
the ritual function of querns in graves from the Late Bronze Age and Early 
Iron Age, but without specifically linking them to this cosmology. My in
terpretation then was that querns were used to crush the bones after the 
cremation, as a ritual analogy to the grinding of grain. In the same way as 
the grinding releases the power of the grain and makes it possible to trans
fer it to bread and other foodstuffs, the same ritual may have been per
formed with the bones of the deceased to liberate and transfer the vital 
force to the new life. As I see it now, it is plausible that the ritual goes back 
to the basic Indo-European view of the disintegration of combined ele
ments as a starting point for creation and transformation. Grinding the 
bones in the same way as grain is ground may have yet another symbolic 
meaning, as a way to release the life force by disintegrating the remains of 
the old body in a way comparable to the treatment of the products of the 
year’s harvest. Just as the ground grain is resurrected in the baked bread, 
people may have imagined that the crushed bones returned to the cycle of 
existence through the liberation of the constituent elements.

Closely connected to the same symbolism, there are other possible par
tial explanations for the presence of rubber stones in graves. One idea that 
has been suggested is that they could symbolize bread, through both their 
form and their function. Moreover, real bread was used as a grave gift into 
historical times. In the Finnish region of eastern Karelia, for example, the 
practice of leaving offerings of bread on graves continued into the twenti
eth century (Olrik & Ellekilde 1926-51, p. 97). A combination of differ
ent symbolic functions is likely for the querns in graves. Symbolism con
nected to harvest and grinding may have been associated with this type of 
stones. The meaning of bread as the final product of the farming year gives 
it a symbolic value in connection with ideas about death and resurrection. 
A hypothesis that there are links between rubber stones and bread sym
bolism, and that the tradition of large spherical stones placed on graves 
(grave orbs) may have grown out of this complex of ideas, has previously 
been put forward by Åke Hyenstrand. He believed that a tradition of bread
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Fig. 10. Rubber stones and pestles are common finds beside bone deposits. There is reason 

to assume that they had a powerful symbolic meaning in connection with funeral rituals, 

and that they also had a practical ritual function for the further fragmentation of the 

bones. Photo: Håkan Ahlden.
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offerings could have its roots in Bronze Age conceptions (Hyenstrand 
1966, p. 79). The possible connection of grave orbs with bread offerings 
has also been considered by Hans Christiansson (1948).

Ideas about the agricultural year may also be related to beliefs about the 
dead. Among the Baltic peoples and also in Finland, a series of large festi
vals were celebrated in historical times by farmers, to mark the end of the 
productive part of the year, to ensure good crops and the reproduction of 
the livestock. These festivals were also connected to the dead. The last 
straw from the year’s harvest was used to make a figure in the shape of a 
man or a woman, a goat, a cock, or some other animal, a tradition that 
also developed into the Yule goat of Swedish tradition. The animal and hu
man forms expressed a generative force but they also represented the dead. 
Loaves were likewise baked in human and animal shapes (Geländer 1955, 
p. 68), a tradition that lives on in the gingerbread baked for Christmas eve
ry year in Swedish tradition, in animal and human figures, and the same 
applies to some extent to the forms of the saffron buns that are also con
nected to Christmas. Breaking and eating such bread could mean a sym
bolic disintegration of the cosmological body, although few people today 
make such connections when enjoying their gingerbread! Yule, the pre- 
Christian origin of the Scandinavian Christmas, is of course a controver
sial topic, but apart from the fact that this festival marked the end of the 
farming year, it was also connected with the dead, who were believed to re
turn to their old homes on the night before Christmas. On the border be
tween the old and the new working year, the passage between the dead and 
the living is also partly open, which in itself may show how much eschato
logical ideas are shaped by other circumstances in life. Close links between 
harvest, represented by the straw figures and the bread, and the dead may 
be an indication that the human body was handled like the products of the 
harvest. Just as the grain had to be turned into bread, a person’s remains 
had to be prepared for a new existence. Grinding releases the power for a 
new life, which can be symbolized by bread. Querns can then be regarded 
as stones with an intrinsic power of their own, combined with the ability to 
transform grain into flour and bread, the basic food in an agrarian society. 
If the stones were used to crush the burnt bones, this could have been per
ceived as a similar transformation of the dead person.
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Ritual dismemberment 
and deposition

* * *

In Indo-European sacrificial traditions, the aspect of repeating the cosmo
gonic act may have been very important. Every sacrificial ritual was per
formed according to a pattern that depicted the myth of how the cosmos 
was created, by taking parts from the microcosm (the sacrificed body) to 
the macrocosm and thereby helping to maintain life. If we look at the fu
neral ritual in the same way, we see that the same meaning could be as
cribed to the treatment of dead bodies. The dismemberment of the origi
nal body - the giant Ymir or Purusa (Yama) - gives rise to the world ac
cording to the creation story. The repetition of the cosmogonic act through 
sacrifice could also be combined with the sociogony, as is the case in sev
eral documented examples. Bruce Lincoln believes that this is true of one 
of the oldest and most important Italic sacrifices, which occurred in Ro
man times but originated before Rome became powerful: Ferice Latince. 
This sacrificial festival took place on a high mountain with the participa
tion of members of a large number of cities/communities. The sacrifice 
culminated with the sacrifice of a bull, whereby the victim was dismem
bered and its meat distributed according to a strictly codified hierarchical 
system. Sharing in the division of the remains of the sacrificial victim 
meant belonging to the collective, the Latin people. The same pattern, in 
which a sacrifice repeats the cosmogony, also prevailed in ancient Iran. 
Cosmology and eschatology seem to underlie every form of sacrifice in 
Zoroastrianism, where the sacrifice repeats the creation and simultane
ously helps it towards its definitive restoration to its original purity and 
perfection. Earlier accounts from Iran likewise portray animal sacrifices 
in which the body is dismembered according to the recurrent Indo-Euro
pean principles for the creation myth (Lincoln 1986, pp. 44 f., 53 f.).
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The oldest and also the most famous accounts of a pre-Christian Ger
manic sacrifice, practised by the tribe of the Semnones as described by 
Tacitus (Germania 39), shows the same fundamental structure. It is con
sidered to be a reliable account, based directly on Germanic informants, 
possibly a king of the Semnones who visited Rome in 81-96 AD. Tacitus 
describes a sacrificial act involving the dismemberment of a human body. 
Exactly how this body was dismembered is not described, but it may have 
happened openly in the presence of onlookers, which could be why Taci
tus calls it barbaric (barbari ritus), although he describes human sacrific
es elsewhere without using that adjective. What happened to the remains 
is not stated in detail, whether they were distributed to those present or 
scattered in the surroundings. An important part of Tacitus’ account of 
the Semnones’ sacrifice lies in his description of the significance of the or
igin and kinship of the tribe. It was part of a collective called Suebi, which 
in turn belonged to the Herminones, one of the three main Germanic 
tribes (together with the Ingaevones and Istaevones) described by Tacitus. 
The shared sacrifice illustrates their kinship, along with the fact that it is 
performed in a traditional place from which the tribe is assumed to origi
nate. The main tribes are traced back to three different primeval figures; 
in the case of the Ingaevones this is Ing, the same as the Scandinavia god 
Yngvi (Freyr), from whom the (mythical) Ynglinga dynasty was supposed 
to derive. In Germania (2) we also learn from Tacitus’s mythological ac
count of the origin of the Germani that the three primeval fathers were 
sons of Mannus, who was the son of Tuisto. The name Tuisto means 
“twin” and is thus synonymous with Ymir, the first cosmological sacrifi
cial victim. Here too, the socio-political organization and the mythical ge
nealogy seem to be interwoven (Lincoln 1986, pp. 45-49).

If the kind of human sacrifice that Tacitus describes among the Sem
nones also occurred among Scandinavian tribes, it ought to be possible to 
detect it archaeologically. It is possible that such traces have been found 
but have not been interpreted as sacrifices. As we have seen, contexts 
which cannot be regarded as well-defined graves often have remains of hu
man bones, as well as animal bones. The reason why ancient Scandinavi
an archaeological finds have not been interpreted in terms of human sac
rifices is probably that scholars have been reluctant to do so, rather than a
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shortage of empirical evidence capable of such an interpretation. In prin
ciple the situation is the same for both animal and human bones. The dif
ference is more likely a result of attitudes to source criticism, with stricter 
demands for interpreting human bones as remains of a sacrifice than for 
comparable interpretations of animal bones. Human remains are inter
preted by definition either as burials, as remains of a cremation site, as 
bone used secondarily as building offerings, and so on, or they are left 
without interpretation as “enigmatic” scattered bones. My ambition here 
is not primarily to discuss the occurrence of human sacrifices in Scandina
via. I think it probable that they occurred, and that this interpretation 
should be considered as an ever-present possibility in the analysis of ar
chaeological contexts where it seems reasonable. This does not just neces
sarily apply to the interpretation of well-preserved finds, such as the Dan
ish bog bodies from the Early Iron Age, since there is scarcely any reason 
to think that the majority of the victims, whether animal or human bod
ies, would have been deposited intact in settings with perfect preservation 
conditions. However, my aim here is to discuss the interpretation of hu
man remains of “normal” deaths from a similar perspective as sacrifices, 
since I believe they were treated on the basis of the same cosmological ide
as. It should not be taken as meaning that I claim that scattered bones and 
deposits of bones in cemeteries come from sacrifices (even though it would 
not be unlikely that some of them did); what I mean is that the pattern of 
deposition was based on comparable ideas. If the funeral ritual was per
formed in agreement with the cosmological myth of the dismemberment 
of the primordial body, and was moreover regarded as the last sacrifice of 
the deceased, this is a probable scenario.

In the same way as parts of the sacrificial victim can be returned to the 
members of the tribe and to a specific place, thus marking their kinship, 
this could also be the case with the remains of the dead. It may have been 
considered essential for the survival of the collective that the funeral ritu
al was performed at a certain place and that the remains of the body were 
divided and deposited in agreement with the cosmology. Through these 
rituals the deceased is restored to his or her basic elements, while simulta
neously being incorporated in all the places and contexts that were impor
tant for the identity of the collective. As we have already seen, there are
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many links between the cremation of the dead and burnt offerings in Vedic 
ritual, just as there were general similarities between the treatment of the 
human body and animal sacrifices. The human skull placed under the al
tar that was built for the agincayana, for example, has been interpreted as 
a possible reminiscence of an original human sacrifice (pursusamedba), 
which would have been performed in principle according to a ritual simi
lar to the better-attested Vedic horse sacrifice (asvamedha), in which the 
different parts of the horse correspond to the different parts of creation. 
The skull is placed under the altar in a pot, while other vessels are placed 
on the altar in the form of a human body. The cakes that were substituted 
for animal sacrifices in later tradition were offered on potsherds, kapała, 
a term that actually means “skull bone”, thus indicating that real body 
parts were dismembered and distributed (Staal 2001, pp. 118 f.). A sym
bolic connection between the clay pots and the body is manifest. Pottery 
is composed of different elements, in a way that corresponds to the cosmo
logical perception of the body.

The handling of selected bones from human bodies, and of substitutes 
for these, is of major significance in Vedic ritual. Was this also the case in 
the ancient Scandinavian ritual tradition, and if so is there any evidence for 
it? Heavily fragmented bone, which was probably crushed further after 
cremation, is frequently found, as we saw above. Apart from the fact that 
the bone is so fragmented, there is usually much less than the expected 
quantity in burial caches from the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. The de
posits of burnt bone that occur in Scandinavian cemeteries normally con
tain only a small quantity of bone compared with what should be left of a 
whole body; often there are just a few bones or fragments. What happened 
to the rest of the body is not clear. The bone mass of an adult individual af
ter a modern cremation is between 1,600 and 3,600 g, with a mean value 
of about 3,000 g (McKinley 1989). A modern cremation takes place in an 
optimal combustion environment, 700-800 °C (cf. Ottesen 2006), where
as at the lower temperatures that must have occurred in prehistoric crema
tions some bones may have been incompletely incinerated and therefore 
would have decomposed in the earth through time. Yet this cannot be the 
whole explanation for the reduced quantity of bones in burial caches. Of
ten the bones found in these caches are thoroughly incinerated and show



no signs of decomposition. It is scarcely possible that the combustion tem
perature would have been so uneven that certain bones were completely 
burnt while others escaped being incinerated. The conclusion must be that 
people deliberately placed only some of the amount of bone in the ceme
tery, probably not even bones from all those who died.

When it comes to the relationship between the number of buried indi
viduals and a reasonable estimate of the population, John Chapman has 
noted for the Balkans that the same state of affairs seems to prevail, that 
only a small proportion of the population were given a burial in a formal 
sense. His interpretation, however, is that a fragment, or even a fragment 
of a fragment, was allowed to represent the whole. A complete burial of a 
whole body with complete artefacts therefore need not reflect just the in
dividual as such but a special social relation of which he or she was a part 
(Chapman 2000, p. 179). I shall mention here just a couple of representa
tive Swedish examples showing how extremely poor in bones the sites we 
call cemeteries often are. At the Ringeby site which we considered above, 
one of the largest excavated ritual contexts from the Bronze Age in Swe
den, bones from a total of 44 deposits could be identified. The mean weight 
of these was 159 g, with a variation from 0.2 to 983 g. If we add to these 
44 graves a number of features that probably contain human bones, al
though they could not be documented (the rate of identification was 
13.5%), the mean weight per feature would be even lower (Kaliff 1996). 
A cemetery at Hulje in Mjölby Parish, Östergötland, was even more ex
treme in the paucity of bones. Radiocarbon samples and pottery date the 
site to the Late Bronze Age and Pre-Roman Iron Age, possibly continuing 
into the Roman Iron Age. Of 26 burial caches, it was possible to analyse 
bones from 18 features. The mean weight from all 18 analysed graves was 
22 g (Carlsson et al. 1996). What happened to the other residue of the cre
mation if only a small portion of the bones was buried? Remains from the 
same individual can also be found in several different deposits or burial 
caches; although it is difficult to ascertain this, there at least a few attest
ed instances.

Even if the grave, the storage place for the bones, occupies a central 
role in our own tradition and thus influences our interpretations, the dep
osition of bones in the ground in the ancient Scandinavian tradition may



have been a ritual of relatively subordinate importance. We may assume 
that there were also rituals between the cremation and the burial of the 
bones in the cemetery. However, it is easier to note that rites were per
formed than to say exactly what happened. To suggest a meaningful inter
pretation of the rituals, it is essential to use analogies. The archaeological 
fixation on the grave and the physical remains of the body, as I see it, is in 
large measure a projection of our own cultural pre-understanding. Even if 
we count burial caches with few bone fragments, the number of graves 
from the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age is still far too small to rep
resent a statistical average of a population. It is therefore likely that many 
bodies which were cremated were not buried in the cemetery at all. Of 
course, it is also conceivable that not all were cremated. But if there had 
been a large number of inhumations, these would have left distinct traces, 
since they are relatively easy to discern (where they occur) even when no 
bones are preserved. The remains of the body must thus have been frag
mented and scattered in some way, so that nothing has been preserved, 
whether the bodies were cremated or not. It is of course conceivable that 
only parts of the bodies were cremated, and that it is these parts that have 
been preserved in burial caches. I find it more likely that the whole body 
was cremated but that the majority of the incinerated remains were depos
ited in places where they have not been preserved or rarely noticed. This 
leads me to what I think is a plausible hypothesis, that the cremation was 
performed in similar way to the Vedic tradition, where the major part of 
the bones was carried away by the river, or as in Zoroastrianism, where 
the body is destroyed as completely as possible.

One may wonder why bone was buried at all in the grave, and what 
symbolism this represented. Was the digging of a grave merely part of a 
more extensive ritual in which the bones from the cremation were ritually 
used in some other way? The separation of the remains of cremation oc
curs in different cultures. It is common that some of the bones and the ash
es are buried at the site of the cremation, while the rest are buried in the 
home village of the deceased or preserved by the family in the home. This 
custom has been recorded in societies with a wide geographical and chron
ological distribution: in ancient Rome, in today’s Buddhist Thailand, and 
in Buddhism and Shintoism in Japan. In ancient India some of the ashes
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Fig. 11. The burial of astu in the vedic-Hindu funeral ritual, whereby a small unburnt part 

of the body is buried in the ground beside the river. This part symbolizes the affinity of 

flesh and earth, while the bones become like the stones in the river bed. From Pashupati- 

nath, Nepal. Photo: Terje Oestigaard.
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were buried in the village cemetery. It was not until later that it became the 
prevalent Hindu norm to let rivers carry the remains away (Thomas 1987, 
p. 457), although the ideas underlying the custom occur already in the 
texts of the Rigveda. Today it would be difficult to find any places in Hin
du India corresponding to what we mean by burial places, with the excep
tion of the inhumations of certain holy people, who are not considered to 
need cremation. According to Hindu custom, however, the ashes from cer
tain important people are divided after the cremation and then scattered 
or placed at various significant locales. It is thus not self-evident that we 
should be looking at rivers to find alternative places for bones in Scandi
navian prehistory, not even if we use the Vedic analogy. Yet lakes and riv
ers are probable places, for two main reasons: as deposition places they fit 
a pattern in which certain remains are supposed to be committed to the el
ement of water, and deposition in rivers could explain why the burnt bones 
are not found preserved anywhere.

I have previously (e.g. Kaliff 1994, 1997, 2005) suggested hypothetical 
deposition places for the bones that were not buried in graves: the site of 
the pyre, the farm, rivers, arable fields. There is some archaeological evi
dence for the latter from Sweden, documented in recent years (Ericsson 
2000, Petersson 2006), albeit with some uncertainty since bone could of 
course have ended up in arable land secondarily. As we saw above, burnt 
mounds, for example, can contain traces of cremations. The individuals 
found in alternative “graves” could then be represented in the form of bone 
deposits in other features in cemeteries. Ritual consumption of crushed, 
ground bone could also have occurred; there are ethnographic analogies 
for this from various cultures. Following the theory that certain features 
archaeologically designated as graves actually functioned as altars, the 
bone content could be primarily regarded as reinforcing this function. In 
some cases the burial in the cemetery may have gone hand in hand with a 
deposition on the settlement site, or alternatively the bones of certain indi
viduals were deposited in other contexts than those archaeologists label as 
cemeteries. Human bones are found in connection with settlement site re
mains, for example, in post-holes. This can sometimes be interpreted as a 
primary burial cache, with some type of post to mark it. Just as often, how
ever, it is a question of burial in the post-hole of a house, either a dwelling
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or a building constructed specially for this purpose. Offerings in buildings 
go back to the Neolithic in Scandinavia, and the tradition was continued 
well into modern times (Carlie 2005). Such offerings can be interpreted as 
intended to give some form of protection to the house and the people liv
ing in it. Special buildings and other structures associated with rituals for 
the dead have also, as we saw above, been erected ever since the Neolithic 
(e.g. Victor 2002; Lindström 2006; Arthursson 2006).

The occurrence of human bones deposited on settlement sites, not just 
in buildings but also directly in the ground or in features such as pits, 
hearths, and burnt mounds, is interesting to discuss in relation to a much 
more common category of find: animal bones deposited in various ways 
on settlement sites. On the Bronze Age settlement site of Apalle in Upp
land, excavated in 1988, there were both burnt and unburnt bones, a to
tal of 182 fragments. The burnt bones were interpreted to belong to graves 
from later periods than the actual settlement, which were disturbed by lat
er ploughing, while the unburnt bones were assigned to the time when the 
settlement existed (Ulien 2003, p. 238). The unburnt bones in two cases 
were given preliminary labels as burials, while others were tentatively in
terpreted as reflecting votive rituals. In one case the deposition was made 
in a collection of fire-cracked stones and consisted of the ulna of a new
born child. The question was raised, however, as to whether the burnt 
mound should be regarded as a grave or some other form of deposition. A 
more well-defined grave was found too, containing about 84 unburnt bone 
fragments in a damaged pit. A neck ring of bronze was also found, and the 
feature has been interpreted as the disturbed grave of a woman (Ulien 
2003, pp. 238 f.). Unburnt bones were also found in other contexts on the 
site which were not labelled as graves. These bones included the thigh 
bone of a child or a young woman in an occupation layer, and tooth frag
ments, a skull fragment, and a piece of a fibula in a pile of fire-cracked 
stone. The skull fragment, which belonged to a young individual, had clear 
cut marks which were interpreted as being caused by some ritual treat
ment. The occupation phase of the site was radiocarbon-dated to the Late 
Bronze Age (Ullen 2003, p. 239). Apart from these finds there were also 
human bones in one of the wells on the edge of the site. The finds around 
the well were dominated by animal bone and pottery, while the well itself
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contained human and animal bones, along with two rubber stones and oc
casional pieces of burnt clay. When the well was closed up the filling con
sisted of bone. A total of roughly 200 identifiable bones were retrieved. The 
bones came from cattle and pigs and included jaws and skulls. The remains 
of both parts both rich and poor in flesh occurred, which means that the 
bones cannot be regarded solely as butchering waste. Together with bones 
above all from cattle, which were represented by 119 fragments, there was 
a human humerus and femur. In addition there was a part of a skull, the 
frontal bone, of a human. All these bones came from strong adult individ
uals, possibly the same person. In the report on the excavation these finds 
were discussed in terms of sacrifices. There were butchering marks on some 
of the animal bones in the well (Ulien 2003, p. 239). On a site at Odenslun- 
da in Björklinge Parish, Uppland, an excavation in 2003-2004 uncovered 
a similar unburnt fragment of a frontal bone from an adult male, deposit
ed in a pit beside the dwelling (Eriksson 2005). John Chapman (2000) has 
considered the deposition of both fragmented objects and bodies on prehis
toric sites in south-east Europe, especially the Balkans, from the perspec
tive that the fragmentation was a deliberate strategy. Tie believes that this 
reflects the way people thought in terms of pars pro toto, that the fragment 
is perceived as representing the whole and encapsulating all its qualities. 
The same could equally apply to human bodies as much as to objects. 
Chapman has raised the question whether grave goods and deposited ob
jects in other contexts should be regarded as alternative forms of a single 
type of deposition practice. Tie also thinks that the occurrence of human 
bones on settlement sites erases the boundaries between the definition of 
grave and settlement site (Chapman 2000, p. 122). This interpretation is 
interesting, even though it proceeds from a partly different perspective 
from the one I apply here. In the next chapter I shall return to the question 
of the interpretation of grave goods and their significance.

More human bones than the unburnt ones could possibly be associated 
with the occupation phase at Apalle. Although some of the burnt bones de
monstrably came from Iron Age graves, it can scarcely be ruled out that 
burnt bones could also belong to the occupation phase. Whether or not this 
is considered probable depends on how one interprets the rituals associat
ed with the settlement site. Although the scattered bones were interpreted
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as coming from disturbed burials, in some instances they could instead re
flect rituals of a kind comparable to those performed with unburnt bone. 
In both cases the pattern of scattered bone from different parts of the 
body could reflect a ritual alluding to the original cosmological sacrifice. 
As regards the unburnt human bones, the ritual aspect is obvious, where
as animal bone is considered more difficult to interpret. In the discussion 
of the finds from Apalle, however, the leader of the excavation, Inga Ulien, 
does not rule out a functional explanation for the human bones too. They 
could, for example, come from an older grave. She nevertheless feels that 
a ritual explanation is more plausible, and mentions a fertility offering as 
a possible interpretation (Ulien 1995b, pp. 17 ff.). The overall picture con
veyed by the Apalle site, with both human bones and animal bones depos
ited in different features and strata, makes it appropriate to interpret it as 
a site which partly reflects rituals based on the Indo-European sacrificial 
myth. This is not to say that the majority of the very large quantity of an
imal bones of different species, both domesticated and wild animals, must 
have come from sacrifices. It is nevertheless probable that at least some of 
them did.

There are numerous examples of the deposition of both animal and hu
man bones in wells. A find similar to the one from Apalle was made at 
Hulje in Östergötland, where there were several features admitting an ex
planation combining profane-functional with sacred-ritual aspects (Carls
son et al. 1997; cf. Kaliff 2001). Beside a probable site for butchering and 
depositing the remains of this activity, in a pit with bones, pottery, and cer
tain other objects, there was triangular stone setting with traces of a sur
rounding structure of posts, and beside this a well with a complicated 
stratigraphy and filling. Scattered horse bones were found in the triangular 
stone setting. Radiocarbon analysis yielded a Roman Iron Age date for the 
wooden lining at the bottom of the well. In the funnel-shaped upper part 
of the well there was a filling in the form of fire-cracked stones. In this was 
a pit containing burnt bones, of which the identifiable examples came from 
sheep or goat. The feature was arranged in the same way as burial caches 
containing human bones. The deposition in this and similar cases is inter
esting, particularly since they show a basic similarity in the deposition of 
certain bones, both from cremated humans and from animals which can
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reasonably be interpreted as remains of a burnt offering. Parallels to such 
finds in wells, both with and without human bones, occur in Scandinavia 
and on the continent (e.g. Ekholm 1925, p. 344; Green 1986, p. 132 ff.; 
Audouze & Büchenshütz 1992, p. 142). In India the well has traditionally 
been a very important part of everyday life. Besides their obvious practi
cal and social functions, wells were also regarded as a dwelling place for 
spirits and divinities. These beings were worshipped through prayers and 
votive deposits. Among followers of Zoroastrianism in today’s India there 
are still example of wells being explicitly holy places, where believers say 
their prayers (Stausberg 2005, pp. 100 f.). In Scandinavian tradition too, 
the well was one of several important places on a farm well into modern 
times, and it was believed to be inhabited by supernatural beings.

Offerings in wells and those in wetlands can be described as being sim
ilar in principle. As for the deposition of human bones in wells - water - 
these too agree with the ritual of committing the bones after cremation to 
rivers or lakes. In the cremations performed today in the Hindu tradition, 
the burnt bones are usually deposited in rivers, partly to unite the remains 
of the body with the element of water, but also so that the river will final
ly unite the deceased with the sea. The Scandinavian deposits of human 
bones in wells could indicate that a similar tradition was widespread, and 
it would also explain why so few bones are found in cemeteries. Data from 
the Icelandic sagas suggest that the bones could be placed elsewhere. They 
could be thrown into the waters of a lake or placed on the ice of a frozen 
lake, and it is possible that only certain persons were given a grave monu
ment (cf. Lindquist 1921, pp. 74 ff.). Although the sagas require critical 
treatment as sources, it is not unlikely that these statements can contain 
memories of a real ritual from pre-Christian times. If the bones were de
posited in water, especially running water, it is likely that the remains 
would have gradually disintegrated, and that they would in addition have 
been dispersed over a large area. It may be mentioned that one can see a 
large amount of bone mixed with gravel and sand in the river bed below 
Pashupatinath, the holy temple grounds and cremation site on the out
skirts of Kathmandu, Nepal. Yet compared with the thousands of crema
tions that take place here each year, after which the burnt bones are all de
posited in the river, the remains that can be observed in the river bed are
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surprisingly few. It is probably very difficult to find remains of burnt bones 
that have lain in a river bed for several millennia, if they are preserved at 
all. It might be better to look for remains in stagnant waters, although of 
course we cannot be sure that such waters were used for this purpose.

There are nevertheless archaeological indications of such a ritual, al
though it is hard to prove how common it might have been. The excava
tion at Ringeby, already discussed above, included a small tarn at the cen
tre of the site. This came into focus as a possible alternative place for de
positing bones. Moreover, the whole site was surrounded by a bay of the 
Baltic Sea during the period, c. 1400-400 BC, which means that bone 
could also have been deposited right on the shoreline. It would be ex
tremely improbable that they could have been preserved for posterity in 
the place where they were deposited. No traces of bones could be found in 
any of the test trenches that were dug. The tarn at the centre of the area 
was, however, a possible deposition place, and moreover the potential for 
preservation was likely to be greater. Through large-scale drainage and 
subsequent pumping, the tarn was emptied of its water so that the bottom 
could be investigated. The greater part of this turned out to have been dug 
out in historical time, but beside the shore the bottom layers were intact in 
places. These were excavated and the material was water-sieved. Fire- 
cracked, splintered stone and a rubber stone were found here among sooty 
sediment, together with very small fragments of burnt bone, too small to 
allow identification of the species (cf. Kaliff et al. 1995; Kaliff 1997).

There are other possible deposition places for burnt bone, which could 
explain why so few bones are discovered when cemeteries are excavated, 
and which can simultaneously demonstrate a link to cosmological beliefs. 
One such possibility is that some of the bones were scattered on the fields. 
It could have been imagined that the energy contained in the body of the 
deceased would return to the earth, in keeping with the alloforms. The rit
ual may have involved disintegrating the remains of the deceased and dis
tributing them in the same way as the primordial victim, as a result of 
which the crops gained a share of the creative power. A ritual like this 
would be structurally similar to the work of sowing in the spring, when 
part of the previous year’s harvest was spread on the fields to give new life 
to it. In our modern cosmology sowing is regarded as a purely profane,
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functional task, which would not be the case with the cosmological ideas 
discussed here. On the contrary, it would be natural to transfer the vital 
force to the earth by adding parts of the old harvest, or of the dead body. 
If the seed corn, that is to say, a portion of last year’s harvest, gives new 
life and new crops, then it is easy to imagine that a corresponding princi
ple also applied to human beings. I shall return to this in the next chapter. 
At all events, a ritual whereby parts of the bone were spread on arable land 
resulted in the bones ending up in an environment with much poorer pres
ervation conditions than those deposited in a protected burial cache. A rit
ual of this kind may be partly preserved in certain modern folk customs. 
One example comes from Finland, where people took bones from the 
graveyard and buried them in the fields to obtain better crops. They lay in 
the ground until after the harvest, when they were returned to consecrat
ed soil. The same could be done with some objects that had belonged to a 
dead person, with soil from the graveyard or from a crossroads where a fu
neral had passed. In certain districts of Sweden similar customs were prac
tised when the crops showed signs of poor growth in the spring. People 
could take bones or soil from the graveyard to strew on the field. It was be
lieved that the soil in the skull of a buried person was particularly power
ful. In parts of Germany the seed corn was mixed with soil from a recent 
grave or a part of the straw from the bed where a person had died (Hag- 
berg L. 1935, pp. 640 f.; Eliade 1958, p. 351).

It is also conceivable that certain bones were saved as relics, believed to 
be capable of giving power in various contexts and for various purposes. 
Some Germanic beliefs have been interpreted to show that the body could 
give power even after death, especially if the deceased had been a mighty 
person (cf. de Vries 1956, p. 284). These data also hint that the bodies of 
different people could be handled in different ways. A person who had 
been powerful and successful in life would have been assumed to be able 
to exert a more active influence after the death of the body. High-status 
people were therefore probably believed to have spiritual qualities which 
could improve the power of generation and rebirth for others. One saga by 
Snorri, The Saga of Halfdan the Black (chapter 9), describes how the body 
of the dead king was dismembered to be placed in mounds in different 
parts of the kingdom. Even if this saga is fiction, not composed in its final



form until the thirteenth century, it may contain certain reminiscences of 
a genuine pre-Christian custom. The historian of religion Olof Sundqvist 
has pointed out that the ritual dismemberment of the body in this saga has 
parallels in other Indo-European sources (Sundqvist 1996, p. 78). Ideas 
that power emanated from parts of a dead person’s body were vigorously 
maintained in Scandinavia. In Nordic folk tradition it was believed that 
the bones of dead people had a supernatural power that could help against 
most things. It also happened that people picked up bones in the church
yard to learn how to work magic, to play instruments, and so on. The 
dead and the dying were believed to possess powerful forces, an idea that 
has been especially associated in recent times with criminals and people 
who had suffered a violent death. In living tradition there has been a more 
widespread belief in bones from dead people, and soil and objects from 
graveyards. Skulls in particular were used to cure diseases, and candles 
cast in a dead man’s throat were used as amulets. Bones were walled into 
fireplaces or placed inside door jambs to give protection against evil, a re
minder of the occurrence of human bones in post-holes and other vestiges 
of prehistoric houses. Bones were also used in crushed and pulverized 
form as medicine (Ström F. 1942, pp. 242 ff.; Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 636 
ff.), which is also connected to the idea of the grinding and crushing of 
bones as an important ritual in itself. Even if these beliefs were not linked 
to a cosmology of the kind reflected by the myths of Ymir and Purusa, 
they nevertheless express similar conceptions in principle: with the aid of 
dismembered parts of the body, power can be transferred to other parts of 
the cosmos.





Everyday life and ritual 
- different expressions of the 

same cosmology

* * *

Farming and agricultural techniques can in themselves be regarded as a 
system of “rituals” to improve and steer life and regrowth in nature. By 
farming the land, people assist Mother Earth, or some other fertility di
vinity, to be fertilized. It is a pattern that recurs in many cultures, that rit
uals performed for the dead are also believed to be important for fertility, 
especially in connection with farming. There may of course be several rea
sons for this: fear of the negative influence of the dead, the association of 
the dead with the soil, the analogy of a rebirth from the earth, and so on 
(Eliade 1958, pp. 331, 352 f.; cf. Frazer 1913, 1933, 1933-36). Religious 
beliefs and ritual customs can thus intervene in activities that we in our 
time and culture regard as purely functional. Observations of this kind 
can easily be misinterpreted as an attempt to make prehistory mysterious 
and incomprehensible. Yet it was not until our secularized society that re
ligious rituals were perceived as lacking a function and hence being irra
tional. In a genuinely religious society, rituals have an obvious purpose. It 
is a partly different matter that religious rituals can be transformed 
through time into traditions without the people who practise them being 
aware of their origin.

Just as the seed corn fertilizes the soil, the bones of the dead can be as
sociated with power restored to the earth. There may have been corre
sponding ideas that a new existence for the dead person, perhaps as a be
ing tied to the farm lands, was engendered by being united with the earth, 
by analogy with the way the seed corn from last year’s harvest gives new 
crops. The bones deposited in the ground could thus correspond to one of 
the basic elements belonging to the creation myths, probably stone and 
rock. Perishable remains of the soft parts of the body, either in unburnt
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form or as soot and ashes, may have been regarded analogously as an al- 
loform of earth. There is a concrete link to agriculture through the resto
ration of parts of the old body to its basic element as a precondition for 
fertility. This rests on the belief that all parts of the cosmos are composed 
of the basic elements, corresponding to the myth of the creation from the 
original body. Dismemberment, or fragmentation, is the same as the death 
of the body, while the parts are simultaneously the basis for new life. Hu
man rituals are thus necessary to help the gods to maintain and constant
ly restore the cosmos. Agricultural work is undertaken to give new life - 
fertility and harvest - in the same way that the seasonal rituals and the rit
uals for the dead are expected to yield this result. Death and life presuppose 
each other, and the new life is born from the old, just as next year’s har
vest comes from this year’s. The rebirth of the earth when the sun returns 
in the spring is thus also the foundation for ideas that the dead acquire 
strength to be reborn through both the earth and the sun/fire. When the 
year approaches the winter solstice, the realm of the dead, it is simultane
ously very close to the new year and the time when all growing things re
gain new life. The sun, the life-giver, gradually returns and revives nature 
after it appeared to be dead. Rites performed at the winter solstice can 
thereby take on a reinforced significance, simultaneously dedicated to the 
dead and intended to help the resting soil back to a new life. Fire sacrifice 
in particular takes on a profound symbolic meaning in this connection, 
since fire has often been regarded as an aspect of the sun, with a share of 
the sun’s energy. Ritual fires and fire sacrifices can thus be rituals which 
convey fire/the sun as an element to the new life, creation.

In many different cultures fire is associated with fertility and thus with 
ideas of regrowth and rebirth. This is connected with beliefs that fire is 
part of the same essence as the sun. With ritual fires one can therefore con
jure up the power of the sun. Fire festivals connected with the changing 
seasons are widespread, but they are considered to be especially common 
in religious traditions of Indo-European character (Heiler, 1961, pp. 43 
ff.). This type of seasonal bonfire was also common in Scandinavian tra
dition and is still living in a way in the Swedish May Eve bonfire and in the 
Midsummer bonfires that still occur in places. There are also examples of 
May Eve fires being lit on prehistoric graves (Burström 1993, pp. 21 ff.).
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Fig. 12. The deposits of burnt bone that are found in cemeteries do not usually reflect the 

total expected amount of bone from a cremated individual. Some of the bones, often the 

majority, have therefore been deposited elsewhere. A plausible suggestion is that bones 

could be laid in earth, beside rocks, and in water - corresponding to the return of the 

body to the basic elements. There are indications that bones were deposited in water. The 

two photographs show part of the excavation site at Ringeby, Östergötland, where a small 

lake was drained and excavated. The majority of the bottom sediment had been disturbed 

by modern dredging, but in untouched parts there was burnt stone, sooty sediment, a 

grindstone, and small fragments of burnt bone, although they could not be identified. 

Photo: Anders Kaliff.
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Perhaps this is an indication that cremation places in cemeteries were also 
originally used for seasonal bonfires, or that the seasonal fire was also be
lieved to benefit the dead in the ground. The power of fire in a place like 
this may also have been considered to give life to humans, plants, and an
imals alike. In the same way as a person’s new life begins with the destruc
tion of the old body through fire, the new cultivation year begins with the 
bonfire on May Eve. With ploughing and seedtime in the spring, and with 
fire, humans help the sun to revive the fields and drive away winter and 
death. Here too we can see a structural similarity to the envisaged effect 
of the sacrificial fire and the cremation pyre. It may also be noted that the 
English word bonfire means “bone-fire”.

The occurrence of human sacrifice at harvest time, and other phenom
ena connected with farming has also been viewed in some cultures as a 
sign of how ideas about death and generative power belong together. It is 
from the disintegrating remains of the dead that new life emerges. The sac
rifice releases energy and creative force through the parts of the body, 
which are transformed into growth and harvest, just like the seed corn - 
parts of the old year’s “dead body”. A real human sacrifice could gradual
ly be transferred to other types of rituals where the symbolic sacrifice of 
the primordial cosmic being was kept alive. Such sacrificial rituals signify 
how life is recharged with power and energy. This power may thus also 
have been associated with the remains of those already dead, those who 
died a natural death. The funeral ritual can also be interpreted as a sacri
fice, and a clear expression of cremation as a sacrificial act can be found, 
as we have seen, in Vedic tradition (e.g. Olivelle 1987, p. 389).

The meaning of depositing parts of the human body in the earth, and 
the burning of the remains, agrees well with the way burnt offerings and 
deposits of votive gifts in the soil can be interpreted. The rituals for the 
dead, including cremation, mean that the body is disintegrated and reverts 
to its constituent parts. Deposits of just one or a few small bone frag
ments, a phenomenon that was very common in the Late Bronze Age and 
Early Iron Age, can thus be interpreted by comparison with the deposition 
of astu in Vedic tradition, the little part that is taken from the body of the 
deceased in the final phase of the cremation to be buried in the earth. It 
symbolizes the affinity of flesh with earth, alloforms of the same thing.
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The fact that is it a piece of meat that is buried can explain the occurrence 
of seemingly empty pits, similar in form to “burial caches”, a not uncom
mon category of feature. It is thus highly probable that one or two frag
ments of bone accompanied this piece of meat if it was taken, as in the 
Vedic ritual, in the closing phase of the cremation (cf. Kaliff & Oestigaard 
2004, pp. 86 f.). The cremation ritual, with the deposition of certain frag
mented remains of the dead body, can be perceived as a way to transfer 
some of the vital force to the earth, to the surroundings, and to the survi
vors. It is easy to assume that the scattering of the earthly remains, the 
burnt bones, was also based on the cosmological origin myth. The pattern 
of scattered deposits of burnt bones in cemeteries, as single fragments or 
in small assemblages, would thus resemble the distribution of the first cos
mological sacrifice. When fragmented body parts were spread and re
stored to their original elements - fire, earth, stones, water - the bodies of 
the dead provided material for the creation of new life and the mainte
nance of the cosmos.

Burnt human bones are not the only thing found in the features we call 
cremation graves. Artefacts are found in varying quantities, along with 
animal bone. The question is how to interpret these finds. In the same way 
as grave is the general designation for a feature with one or more burnt hu
man bones, finds of this type are usually called grave goods, as we dis
cussed at the start of this book. Grave goods are generally speaking much 
less common in graves from the Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age 
than in the Late Iron Age. This applies at least to grave goods of metal, 
while pottery and stone objects are also common earlier. The earliest part 
of the Pre-Roman Iron Age is considered to be especially poor in finds, 
and graves from this period seldom contain artefacts, with the exception 
of grave vessels in some features and objects presumably attached to the 
clothes at cremation. The grave goods were virtually always burnt on the 
funeral pyre together with the deceased. The burning of the objects, or 
their destruction in some other way, has been interpreted, for instance, as 
a way to “spiritualize” them together with the deceased (Gräslund B. 
1989, pp. 68 f.). Both the incineration of the grave goods and their further 
destruction can then be regarded as analogous to the destruction of the 
body. The further destruction of the objects could be compared with the
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further destruction of the body through the crushing of the burnt bones. 
If we pursue this line of thought, it is reasonable to assume that the most 
important thing was that the “grave goods” were present at the cremation, 
while it was less significant whether or not they were placed in the burial 
cache. Through burning, the objects underwent the same process as the 
deceased and could thereby accompany the body in its new state (Gräs
lund B. 1994, pp. 19 ff.). This could mean that the object, through incin
eration, underwent the same type of disintegration as the body, it too be
ing dissolved into its constituent elements, its alloforms, at least on a sym
bolic level.

The objects deposited in graves may, however, have also had more dif
fuse and even mundane connotations. An example from the ethno-archae- 
ological studies pursued by Terje Oestigaard in Nepal shows how bewil
dering the material remains of a cremation can be, especially if we do not 
have any key to their interpretation. At the cremation of an elderly man in 
a mountain village he observed how the widow’s jewellery was placed on 
the dead man’s chest to accompany him on to the pyre. This ritual is per
formed when a married man dies before his wife, but there were no explic
it, consciously formulated ideas that the dead man benefited from the pres
ence of the objects or that they had any eschatological significance (Oesti
gaard 2000, 2004). In historical times it has been common in folk belief 
in Sweden that people after death continued with the occupation they had 
in life. For this reason, carpenters, blacksmiths, shoemakers, and so on 
were sometimes buried with their tools. Examples of other objects found 
in graves from historical times are glasses, watches, and musical instru
ments, and above all jewellery: finger rings, earrings, etc. Right up to the 
twentieth century it also happened that a knife or a pair of scissors was 
placed on the body of the deceased when it was being prepared for burial. 
It was also believed that title deeds to farms and similar documents could 
be of use after death (Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 124 f., 214 f.; Rosén 1949, pp. 
95 f.). A not unimportant aspect of certain graves may be that they were 
significant for the bonds of the family with the place. In later times it was 
imagined that the deceased would come back to collect objects from the 
farm if nothing was placed in the grave. Similar ideas are known concern
ing farm animals. In the nineteenth century it was still common in the
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Swedish provinces of Västergötland, Småland, and Öland to put a wisp of 
hair from each animal on the farm into the coffin, otherwise the favourite 
animals would soon follow the deceased into death (Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 
151 f.). This may be a survival of animal sacrifices on graves in prehistor
ic times, to ensure that misfortune would not strike the farm and the liv
ing.

An alternative outlook on grave goods is to regard them as traces of 
sacrifices to some aspect of the dead person, but more likely to the god to 
whom the deceased was handed over. If this is correct, there are other ma
terial traces in the graves that could also be connected with votive acts. 
The pottery found in stone packings and other features that are not dis
tinct burial caches can be interpreted as showing that the food and drink 
belonging to the funeral ritual were consumed at the grave. Charred or
ganic material is commonly found on the pots in cremation graves, and 
the find context suggests that it comes from food. In many cases the pre
sumed food remains consist of material that has been burnt to the base or 
insides of the pot. Even if the burning and deposition of votive gifts took 
place at memorial ceremonies long after the death and cremation of the 
person, it may have been believed that the fire, like the deposition in the 
ground, functioned as a passage through which one could later proffer gifs 
to the departed - in the same way as the sacrificial fire as a whole repre
sented communication between mortals and gods. Food and drink and rit
uals connected with the dead have gone together into modern times. At 
wakes in Sweden in the nineteenth century there was plenty of food laid 
on, washed down with beer and spirits. At the funeral feast or gravöl (lit
erally, “grave-ale”), people were treated to alcohol, and a dram could also 
be poured into the mouth of the deceased. The custom of putting food into 
the grave also survived in parts of Sweden in the nineteenth century, when 
items such as porridge, bread, pork, spirits, and tobacco were placed in the 
grave (Rosén 1949, pp. 92 ff.).

The fire-cracked stone, querns, burnt clay, smashed pottery, and so on, 
that is often found in stone settings and burial caches is still sometimes in
terpreted primarily from a profane functionalist perspective. It is then re
garded purely as practical building material brought from nearby settle
ment sites. This is not very convincing, however, as a general explanation.



A specific material is normally used for a specific reason, at least in cases 
where one can detect a pattern in the use. If one instead adopts a sacred 
and ritual outlook, it immediately seems probable that the deposition of 
“settlement site material” in graves was instead part of a conscious strate
gy. This is comparable to burnt mounds containing human bones, which 
can hardly be regarded as solely profane waste heaps, secondarily used as 
graves; instead they should be viewed as following a ritual pattern from 
the start. The mixture of seemingly sacred and profane elements in certain 
burnt mounds reflects a cosmology for which we have no counterpart in 
our time, and it may therefore seem contradictory if we try to interpret it 
with our own conceptual world as a frame of reference. The question then 
is how the constituent elements should be interpreted, and how they can 
be fitted into a plausible cosmology. Lars Lundquist was one of the first 
Swedish archaeologists to propound a hypothesis to explain the missing 
link between the burnt mounds as sites for waste and their function as 
burial places. His interpretation is that some waste items, in the form of 
broken and worn-out objects, were given a burial in burnt mounds since 
they were believed to have a life cycle analogous to that of human beings 
(Lundquist 1991, pp. 43 ff.). As for the residual products of various seem
ingly practical activities found in prehistoric Scandinavian graves, there 
are parallels from later folk tradition. A possible survival in historical 
times can be observed in the custom of throwing out the rubbish from the 
room after the coffin when it is carried out of the house. Parallels can also 
be seen in the custom of putting soil from the home into the coffin; this 
was believed to prevent the dead man from coming back to haunt, by in
dicating that the farm still belonged to him (Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 399 ff., 
623).

The link between people’s physical remains and residual products from 
the farm, their earthily environment, is closely related to ideas about life 
as being composed of different elements. Certain “waste materials” may 
then have functioned as synonyms for the body and earthly creation, and 
been associated with the remains placed in the grave. The alloforms waste 
material - earth - physical remains can be formulated as a tentative inter
pretation, with the deposition of settlement site material functioning as 
part of a complex of ideas about burial. By binding remains of the body



and earthly life to the ground, to the cemetery, people may have manifest
ed the division of the constituents that humans, like every other living 
creature, were believed to be composed of. This could possibly be de
scribed as different aspects of the soul, with the reservation that this ex
pression too may primarily reflect the dualistin thought of our own cul
ture. The concept of soul may be misleading, since the different constitu
ents of man may have been regarded as complementary, with no one part 
being more “soul-like” than any other. It may have been the same belief 
system that led people to bring soil and stone to cemeteries, what is regis
tered archaeologically as added layers. This too could have been a way to 
transform parts of the deceased into the alloforms meat/earth and bone/ 
stone. The actual funeral ritual can then be regarded as a system of rituals 
in which the cremation and destruction of the body released the different 
elements, while the deposition of remains together with waste from a set
tlement site (matter associated with earthly life) was a way to restore the 
elements to their proper nature; this corresponds to the Swedish word for 
funeral, jordfästning, literally “fixing in earth”. It may be assumed that 
the belief in an inherent power in bone and other remains of the dead 
which survived into later times is a relic of important ideas in pre-Chris
tian eschatology.

Part of the find material in cemeteries and burnt mounds which can be 
labelled as waste comes from special activities which may be closely con
nected to central cosmological myths. They need not only have been ob
jects belonging to everyday life; instead the processes by which they were 
produced may be direct reminders of how people pictured the transforma
tion process between different alloforms. I shall close this chapter by brief
ly returning to the discussion of burnt mounds, since there is further rea
son to focus on burnt stone.

Besides burnt mounds and certain other types of stone settings con
taining various amounts of fire-cracked stone, there are other types of fea
ture, as we saw above, which contain this material and which show simi
larities to burnt mounds. The type of rectangular structure built up of 
frames and/or ramparts of stone, known as “house of Broby type”, is rep
resented by over 60 known cases in southern and central Sweden, most 
commonly in the Mälaren valley. The features mainly occur in contexts



with barrows or cairns from the Bronze Age. Relatively few of these fea
tures have been excavated. The most elaborate interpretation hitherto is in 
a dissertation by the archaeologist Helena Victor, based on an excavation 
at Håga outside Uppsala. She interprets the function of these features as 
an integral part of funeral rituals and a cult of the dead ancestors, but also 
with an additional function as a place for other kinds of rituals and signif
icant actions. Traces of various activities and a wide range of finds - burnt 
bone, pottery, querns, vestiges of metal production, etc. - are taken as ev
idence of this (Victor 2002, pp. 185 f.). The combination of traces of ritu
als connected with death and burial and traces of other special activities, 
especially metal production, has been found at other excavated sites with 
stone frames. One example was found at Sandagergård in Sjælland, Den
mark. This, like several of the Swedish examples, shows activities of dif
ferent kinds, both explicitly ritual activities and traces of specialized craft 
in the form of metalwork. Fleming Kaul believes that metal craft may have 
been taught as an exclusive knowledge in these places (Kaul 1998, p. 44; 
cf. 1987, 2006), which is in line with the interpretation that I myself have 
put forward about metal production and probably also metal extraction at 
places with burnt mounds and bone deposits (Kaliff 1997). With a differ
ent cosmological background, phenomena such as the cremation of the 
dead and metalwork may have gone together, as they display great similar
ities, in both cases using fire to separate different element from each oth
er.

An example is the previously cited case study of Ringeby in Östergöt
land. Under and around two of the burnt mounds on this site there was an 
extensive layer of soot more than a decimetre thick, resulting from repeat
ed large fires lit on the site. The rock beside and under this contained ele
ments of copper pyrites in places. Moreover, the rock showed clear traces 
of heating by fire, and there were also signs that pieces of the rock had 
been removed. In view of the vestiges of metal production that were found, 
and the objects used for crushing ore (hammerstones and the like), it is 
probable that metal was extracted here on a limited scale. At the time of 
the excavation this interpretation was extremely controversial and was 
heavily criticized when it was presented at a seminar (1993). For this rea
son the interpretation is mentioned only briefly in the published material



(Kaliff 1996, pp. 79 f.). The cracking can of course be a by-product of fires 
lit on the rock for other purposes, but this interpretation does not rule out 
the possibility that ore was also extracted. It is not at all certain that the 
soot layers and traces of fire found at several places in the very large exca
vation area (approx. 24,000 square metres), are solely the remains of cre
mations and sacrificial fires. They may result from a combination of activ
ities on the site, activities which were regarded as being of a similar nature 
in the sense that they reflected the same cosmological ideas. Metal produc
tion is one such activity, and slag, crucibles, and metal melts in burnt 
mounds may indicate that this work was done at a place that was believed 
to be particularly full of transformative power. The indications that exist 
at sites like Ringeby, Håga, and Sandagergård, of graves, cremation and/ 
or fire-sacrifice rituals being linked to metal production, are therefore of 
great significance. It is not by chance that metal production, cremation, 
and burnt offerings were combined at the same place; it is an expression 
of a belief system with structural similarities between different activities. 
In a society with a cosmology different from our present-day Western one, 
what we regard as a technical process could have been perceived as a reli
gious ritual, and vice versa, in the same way as what was discussed above 
concerning farming. In both cases a carefully executed action results in an 
important transformation.

The body was disintegrated by the power of the fire on the pyre into its 
elements, so that the alloforms of fire and air were released from the allo- 
forms of earth and stone, visible as “slag” in the form of ashes and bone. 
In the same way, the fire in the blast furnace breaks up the ore into differ
ent elements: the liquid, living metal, the steam and fire, and the slag that 
is left, cold and dead as the bones and the ashes from a dead body. In both 
cases there is a metamorphosis and a transition from a combined existence 
to a division into different elements. If the cremation of the dead body was 
moreover believed to result in the return of some part of the person - a vi
tal force - to the world of the living, through rebirth in one form or anoth
er, this part may have been associated with life itself and coupled to the 
molten, malleable, “living” metal. Just like the human life force, this hot, 
liquid metal could be reshaped and take up residence in various tools or li
turgical objects. It therefore seems highly probable that the treatment of
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the human body and the treatment of metal have structural similarities, 
based on a cosmology in which the dismembered body of the creation 
myth gave rise to the alloforms of all life. Ideas connected with copper and 
bronze production in the Bronze Age could have been transferred to iron 
production in the Iron Age. It is clear that there were similar beliefs in lat
er periods, in view of the ideas associated, for example, with the smith as 
a person. The transformation of stone - ore - into metal and slag and the 
transformation of the human body on the pyre are significant for the in
terpretation discussed above concerning waste of different types in graves. 
Fire divides a person into the basic elements, as it melts metal and sepa
rates it from slag. In both cases there is a metamorphosis from a compos
ite form to a separation into living and dead constituents.
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Rock and stone as a medium 
and a cultic implement

* * *

Regardless of how one interprets the ritual significance of burnt stones in 
the contexts discussed above, it is clear that the material had an important 
function for the placement and design of ritual sites. This is shown by the 
location, often on mountains or heights, and the use of the stone for the 
structures themselves - stone settings, burnt mounds, etc. The choice of 
building material for graves and other religious monuments varied from 
one period and one region to another. The hardness of stone and its appar
ent eternal quality in itself make it symbolically appropriate as material 
for graves and other monuments. Its inherent properties make stone into 
something more than just a building material. It can display the eternal as
pects of human beings, their immortal qualities. Stones are therefore re
garded in many cultures as containing spiritual properties. The wide
spread cult of certain stones in many cultures, however, need not suggest 
any general worship of stone in itself. What is worshipped is the property 
the stone symbolically represents: a spiritual aspect dwelling in the stone. 
Rock and stone are believed in many cultures to function as a means of 
communication between god and man (Eliade 1958, pp. 216 ff.; Heiler 
1961, pp. 37 f.; cf. Edsman 1987c, pp. 49 f.).

In many cultures stones also function as phallic symbols, thus repre
senting the vital energy and generative power of the world. This is one rea
son why the Hindu Shiva, who stands for both creation and destruction, 
is also worshipped in the form of a stone phallus, linga. This is the oldest 
and therefore probably the most symbolically charged representation of 
this god. With the exception of certain clay idols found on settlement sites, 
Hindu divinities were not depicted in anthropomorphic form in Vedic 
times; this did not happen until what is called early historical times, at the
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start of the common era (e.g. Eck 2004). The worship of the phallus is a 
common aspect of the ancestor cult in several Indo-European religious 
traditions. This occurred both in Vedic India and later among the Celts 
and Romans, and in pre-Christian Scandinavia. The origin of life and 
death were believed to be interconnected principles inherent in the stone. 
What seems most obvious, the sexual aspect, need not even be conscious 
in cultures where phallus worship occurs. The Indian linga is not neces
sarily regarded as a representation of a sexual organ by those who per
form the cult; at least there is no sexual charge (Elder 1987, pp. 263 f.). 
The Greek Hermes was likewise worshipped both in anthropomorphic 
guise and as a stone phallus. In recent years there have been interpreta
tions of standing stones from the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age in Scan
dinavia, suggesting that they contain a symbolism connected to a Scandi
navia equivalent of this god (Ericsson 2005). This interpretation is in line 
with my view of the overall similarities between Indo-European tradi
tions.

A phallic symbol, for example in a grave, therefore need not necessar
ily indicate a male person; it can more generally represent the male side of 
a creative force in the cosmos. This is what the archaeologist Tove 
Hjørungdal claims in her interpretation of the phallus-shaped stones found 
in Early Iron Age graves in Norway, chiefly in Trøndelag and Vestlandet. 
Hjørungdal believes that even if a stone with phallic symbolism should 
primarily be regarded as a male symbol, it can still be related to a female 
sphere with a fertility cult that was also connected to the cult of the dead 
(Hjørungdal 1991, pp. 88, 110). Many fertility rites connected to the cult 
of stones are documented from different regions. A common example is 
the custom that a young couple should stand on a special stone to become 
fertile. In Celtic tradition the cult of stones was widespread; they were 
worshipped as power centres in nature, and the places where they stood 
were believed to be inhabited by the gods. In the Middle Ages the church 
in different European countries tried to forbid the worship of stones, but 
the custom persisted tenaciously (Dumézil 1941, p. 229; Eliade 1978, pp. 
34 ff.). Standing stones in fields and beside farms have been worshipped in 
Scandinavian folk tradition into modern times. Some stones of this type 
also have cup marks. Cult and offerings at these have been believed to
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result in good growth and good luck for the farm, and it was thought that 
the gårdstomte, the being who protected the farm and was often associat
ed with the first person to occupy it, lived under a stone like this. In Ice
land people believe even today that wights and elves live in special stones, 
and this is also reflected in older folk belief and in the saga literature 
(Bjartmarsdóttir 1991, pp. 41 ff.). In the same way as stones have been re
garded as animated, this was also commonly believed about certain moun
tains. Ideas like this have existed in Scandinavian tradition, as regards 
both the dead and supernatural beings of various kinds. The tradition 
goes back to a belief that the dead went on living in certain mountains. 
These could be associated with a special family or farm, or with a whole 
district (Olrik 8c Ellekilde 1926-51, pp. 465 ff.). Statements about “the 
mountain of the dead” are interesting in view of the fact that cemeteries 
are commonly located on mountains or ridges.

At several cemeteries from the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age 
there are examples of large amounts of stone being transported and piled 
up beside areas of rock in cemeteries. A clear example of this is found at 
Klinga in Östergötland, also located on a ridge. In this case it was evident 
that both stone and quantities of boulder clay had been brought to the 
cemetery. This “improvement” of the rock was even more obvious at 
Ringeby (cf. Kaliff 1992, 1997; Stålbom 1994). There are many more in
stances, although sometimes they consist of only small areas of added ma
terial, the smaller examples of which could be described as irregular stone 
settings. Another feature that seems to represent the same idea is the pre
viously mentioned grave and cultic enclosure at Odensala Rectory. In this 
case too a large amount of stone has been applied, but in what seemed to 
be a more planned design in the form of an enclosure with a ritual func
tion (Olausson, O. 1995, pp. 59 ff.). A fascinating site of a similar charac
ter has been documented at Svarteborg in Bohuslän. This illustrates clear
ly how stone was collected to give a rock formation and it simultaneously 
reveals a ritual place of very long continuity. The “monument” at Svarte- 
borg consisted of a structure measuring 37 x 34 m, consisting of a stone- 
lined rampart shaped around an oval rock. Beside the rock there was dark 
staining, interpreted as traces of a wooden platform. On the surface of the 
rock there were carvings in the form of six ships, an arcing line, and four
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cup marks. It is possible that the actual rock formation, including the 
carvings, had originally been covered with stone too. The site shows long 
continuity of use, with the burial of an infant in the Early Bronze Age as 
the first datable ritual trace. The carvings of ships probably come from 
this period too, and perhaps also the ard marks that were found in the 
sand under a cultural layer. At least some hearths belong to the Late 
Bronze Age. Traces of ritual can then be detected on the site until the Late 
Iron Age. In the stone settings on the rock there were scattered bone frag
ments, or small concentrations of bone, which were believed to belong to 
the Late Roman Iron Age and the Migration Period. A pit was found to 
contain five fragments of coronal bone (from the top of the skull). The site 
was in a transitional zone, where a water-filled valley meets the mountain, 
and the site was also interpreted to have been built in agreement with cos
mological ideas, with the tentative suggestion that different cosmic levels 
and elements met here: earth, sky, and underworld (Munkenberg 2004, 
pp. 17-36, 54-60).

In certain cases the stone-filled areas at places of this kind mostly con
sist of naturally deposited boulder clay, improved with the addition of 
stone, while in other cases virtually all the stone has been brought to the 
site. These “stone carpets” often contain burial caches and sometimes also 
consist of well-laid stone settings which often are not visible until exten
sive cleaning has been done. The outer form of the graves varies a great 
deal. These places can be described as “improved” natural formations, 
where a mountain or a moraine formation has been given a more charac
teristic appearance or a more symbolically charged content. The stone ac
cumulated here may have been associated with power, possibly connected 
to an aspect of the dead corresponding to the element stone/rock. Here too 
there may be relics surviving in folk tradition. The first record in Scandi
navia of cairns built at places where someone died or was buried comes 
from Olaus Magnus in the sixteenth century. Linnaeus describes the use 
of cairns in Närke in the eighteenth century (Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 512 
ff.). It was believed that these piles of stone confined ghosts so that they 
would not molest passers-by. Each stone added to the cairn gave more 
power. There have also been votive cairns of a similar type, intended to ac
cumulate power for good hunting and fishing and abundant harvests. The
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Fig. 13. Stone as a ritual material is reflected not least in places where layers of both burnt 

and unburnt stone were laid beside rock formations, in these one can find bone deposits 

and features of various kinds. This vertical photograph, taken from a helicopter, shows 

part of the Ringebv site in Östergötland during excavation in 1993. Ringeby, which is most

ly dated to the period 1000-400 BC, was one of the first ritual places with added layers of 

this type to be noticed. The stone layers comprised a total area of about 4,000 square me

tres, with a thickness of up to half a metre. The schematic documentation plan shows 

stone structures and bone deposits found on and in the layer, as well as post-holes from a 

ritual building. The same area is marked on the vertical photograph. This site, among oth

ers, provided the basis for the reconstruction, fig. 8. Photo: Avenagruppen; documenta

tion plan: RAÄ-UV.
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amount of stone placed in a burial cairn or a stone setting could be inter
preted similarly, either as a way to bind the deceased in the grave or to give 
the deceased some of the inherent energy of the stone. There are also ex
amples of how people in modern times made offerings of stone on prehis
toric graves, rather like the custom at votive cairns (Olrik &c Ellekilde 
1926-51, pp. 342, 487 ff.). Even if continuity cannot be proven, it is thus 
conceivable that certain stone settings and cairns were also created by the 
gradual addition of stones for a similar purpose.

Fire as one of the basic elements also has a special connection to rock 
and stones. While fire is a separate element, it is also inherent in other el
ements. Here it is a special case, since it also represents the transformation 
of elements into other forms. Fire generated by a strike-a-light or a fire 
drill - in other words, deriving from stone or wood - can be perceived as 
a visible, active part released from another material. One way to interpret 
this is that the fire is constantly present in the stone but in “frozen” form. 
It must be brought to life by people’s rituals. In a similar way, it may have 
been imagined that something of the deceased became part of the fire at 
cremation, and then became concealed in the stone. Structural similarities 
can thus exist between, on the one hand, how fire is created from the stone 
and how it was imagined that some aspect of the deceased can be united 
with the stone and the mountain. When transferred to Scandinavian graves 
from the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, this can provide yet anoth
er meaningful explanation for the link between cremation and stone struc
tures in cemeteries, especially the occurrence of what seems to be deliber
ately burnt stone. As discussed above, the stone may have been burnt in 
order to release the vital force and spirits that were believed to be enclosed 
in the material. The burning of the stone may thus have been a burnt of
fering in itself, or alternatively it was believed that the deceased could be 
united with this material through the ritual splitting of stone and thus take 
up residence in the stone. In cultures believing in reincarnation or trans
migration, it is often thought that the soul can reside in different objects 
during a transitional phase (Bruce-Long 1987; Weblowsky 1987). The 
grave as a structure can thus be perceived as a “body” for the free soul to 
dwell in or return to. According to the interpretative perspective applied 
here, however, it is more likely that the affinity with stone was even more
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direct: that it was really perceived as an alloform for a part of the person. 
Some portion of the person would return to the element stone, quite sim
ply because that was where it belonged.

Natural formations of different kinds thus seem to have been objects of 
cult and worship, both in their original natural form and after being re
worked by human hand. At these places people could enlist rituals to com
municate with the powers concealed in the mountain, the earth, and the 
stones. A fertilization also took place there, perhaps between heaven, 
earth, and other elements. This can be illustrated in mythologized form as 
a union of different divinities. Through the fire and the water people may 
have felt that there was communication with the powers, but this could 
perhaps have happened by penetrating the ground and by carving images 
on the rock. The link between votive finds and wetland deposits can be an 
example of this, as can the cremation ritual as a part of a general custom 
of fire sacrifice. The deposition of material in water and earth and the 
burning may then represent communication with two different types of 
divine powers. The union of different elements and powers could have 
been perceived as necessary to maintain order in the world as a whole (the 
cosmos) and in the human body (the microcosm), just as fragmentation is 
necessary to restore the dead to a new union and thus a new life.

This kind of interpretation could be applied to rock carvings, especial
ly the kind located in areas that are often overflowed by water. It may be 
noted that the carved rock faces show signs of fires having been lit there, as 
evidenced by the presence of soot and fire-cracked stone (Johansen 1979, 
pp. 108 ff.: Darnell 1989, pp. 169 ff.; Wigren etal. 1990, pp. 9 ff.). It is also 
clear that fires were lit on the carved surfaces, probably as part of a ritual 
in which the rock was deliberately crazed (cf. Widholm 1998; Bengtsson 
2004, pp. 37-44). The carvings, of course, are also exposed towards the 
sky, to the light of the sun, as well as to the surrounding water. Through 
the water and the material on which the images are inscribed, the rock, 
they combine different elements: sunlight, water, rock/earth. The pictures 
were carved on the surface that separates the underworld from the heavens 
- where the fertilization between the powers was believed to happen. It is 
also on this surface that human life is enacted. To maintain balance in the 
world, people must constantly perform the right acts. Perhaps the actual



fertilization was conjured up by the carving on the exposed rock, with the 
powers combined in the images when the sun, the air, and the water pen
etrated the rock through the act of carving. Katherine Hauptman-Wahl- 
gren (1998) has interpreted south Scandinavian rock carvings with inspi
ration from the analogy of South African petroglyphs. The people who 
carve these believe that, by inscribing the rock, they are perforating the 
surface between the world of the living and the spirit world. The act of 
carving is for them a communication with the spirit powers concealed in 
the stone. Where we in our time see a pictorial representation or a symbol, 
Bronze Age people may primarily have experienced an opportunity for 
communication with the powers. Hauptman-Wahlgren believes that the 
surface of the rock could have been perceived as a thin veil, penetrated by 
the carver. The fresh petroglyph, coloured white by stone dust, may have 
been regarded as an opening towards the powers in the rock. As time goes 
by, the appearance of the rock face is gradually restored and only faint 
traces remain. Through new carving or through repeated carving of an 
old image, people could control the powers and spirits that were to be con
jured up (Hauptman-Wahlgren 1998, pp. 92-96). This interpretation of 
the actual carving ritual shows close similarities to cosmological ideas 
about the different elements.

I shall not embark here on any general discussion of the meaning of 
rock carvings, which is a huge research field. As I mentioned in the intro
duction, there is a great interpretative potential in the perspective I apply 
here, proceeding from Indo-European cosmologies. In the following I shall 
only briefly consider a special type of carving, the most common one, 
namely, cup marks. These round or oval depressions, hewn into loose 
stones or solid rock, seem to show a very long continuity in Scandinavia, 
probably from the Neolithic to the Middle Ages. There is much evidence 
to suggest that a majority come from the same time as other carved fig
ures, that is, mainly the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. Sites with cup 
marks in Rogaland in Norway, for example, have mostly been dated to the 
Bronze Age, and some to the Early Iron Age (Jellerstad Syvertsen 2002, 
pp. 156 {.). Cup marks are found relatively often on stones in the packings 
or central sections of stone settings. They also occur on grave orbs and on 
blocks or slabs at cemeteries. Many instances of cup marks have been



found in graves, both on boulders and on rock faces. A large number of 
examples of cup marks on the central block in graves and grave orbs have 
been found by excavations of graves in central Sweden (Biwall 1987, p. 
19). As we have seen, small stones with cup marks have been uncovered 
by excavations of other Bronze Age and Early Iron Age complexes. Like 
other selected stones in graves, they have been interpreted as stone offer
ings or cult objects.

Cup marks can combine a symbolism as representations of the sun, as 
symbolic fire-drilling holes, as symbols of fireplaces, and so on. They can 
moreover be viewed as passages into the stone or the earth as an element 
and as passages for the birth of fire from the stone. It is interesting to note 
that cup marks, and also in some cases petroglyphs, occur beside crema
tion places. Although it is scarcely likely that they could have functioned 
as purely functional fire-making places, they may have been symbols of 
this (cf. Kaliff 1997, pp. 106-116). There is considerable ethnographic ev
idence that fire-drilling, with a wooden bit that is made to rotate quickly 
in a hole in another piece of wood, also functioned as a symbol for the hu
man power of generation. This kind of drill has been used in different con
texts to light ritual fires (cf. Heiler 1961, p. 43). A basic meaning of the 
Vedic fire rituals is that Agni is born on the fire altar and that this must 
take place by drilling with wood against wood. It is of the utmost impor
tance that fire is started through friction with a rotating drill, and Agni is 
thus believed to be born out of the fire drill (Staal 2001, pp. 41 ff.). The 
actual fire-making ritual thereby also displays a close symbolic similarity 
to human procreation, as the drill is a phallic element while the piece of 
wood in which it rotates has a corresponding female meaning. The Vedic 
ritual has parallels in the way that nödeld, a ritually purifying fire, was lit 
in Scandinavian tradition. This kind of protective fire originally had the 
sense of “rubbing fire” or “twisting fire” (Hellquist 1922, p. 720). Ritual 
annual fires in Scandinavian tradition, and fires to cure sick livestock, 
were lit with a fire drill, that is, through the friction of wood against 
wood. It was believed that nödeld could drive out evil when fire was born 
from the drilled wood (Edsman 1987b, p. 341). The principle was similar 
for the Celtic fire festival on the first of May, Beltane, when the bonfire 
was lit with a stick rotating in a piece of wood.
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A basic way to make fire, apart from the friction of wood against wood, 
is to strike stone against stone, or metal against stone. A spark is then visib
ly born from the stone. The experience of fire being born from wood and 
stone may have been one reason behind the belief that the different ele
ments can be transformed into each other and that fire is inherent in oth
er elements. If fire is concealed in other materials, it is easy to believe that 
life consists of a limited number of elements from which everything is 
compounded. New life may have been thought to emanate from the grave 
as a stone structure, in the same way as fire could be created from the 
stone. The creation of fire is an important symbol for the creation of life 
(Gelling & Davidson 1969, p. 104). Cup marks can be viewed as symbols 
of fire, and they may have been cut as stylized holes for fire-drilling. Just 
as steel and flint conjure up a spark from the seemingly cold and dead mat
ter, the symbolic drilling of fire in the stone may have been perceived in the 
same way, as a possibility to entice power out of the stone. The stone itself 
then symbolically gives birth to fire that consumes the dead body, which 
is in itself essential if a part of the deceased is to be able to take up resi
dence in the stone in the cemetery. Similarities to this symbolic fire-drill
ing in cup marks can be found in folk traditions from Swedish-speaking 
Finland. In these cases the sexual symbolism is obvious, in that the stick 
was placed in the pit. The custom may be an archaic relic. There are 
records of similar rituals at several places in Scandinavia in the nineteenth 
century (Olrik & Ellekilde 1926-51, pp. 342 ff.). Some scholars have also 
tried to connect cup marks and certain other petroglyphic motifs to a god
dess (Mandt 1986, pp. Ill ff.; Hedengran 1993, pp. 177 ff.). Cup marks 
could then be interpreted as instruments for increasing this goddess’s fer
tility and power in the stone. In my opinion, however, we should place 
more emphasis on the significance of the different elements in this context, 
even if the sexual symbolism may have been important.

The cup mark may have been regarded as a doorway into the interior 
of the stone, as a path of communication between the human world and 
the otherworld. The role as possible female fertility symbol, a counterpart 
to phallic symbols, may also have been considered important for the crea
tion of new life, an interpretation that does not contradict their role in 
communication and transfer between different elements. Oscar Almgren
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interpreted their significance by analogy with the Indian yoni, circular 
symbols with a cup mark in the middle, which are very similar to certain 
Scandinavian motifs consisting of a cup surrounded by a concentric circle. 
The yoni functions as a symbol both for the sun and for fertility itself 
(Almgren 1934, p. 246). It was believed that the deceased could pass 
through the yoni and achieve liberation from the cycle of life (Eliade 1958, 
p. 226). This interpretation also has links to ritual fire-drilling. The crea
tion of symbolic fire, through drilling in cup marks, takes on an extra 
charge through the association with sexuality and generative force in gen
eral. I find it likely that there was a composite function here. The cup 
marks could have been used in rituals performed to give the deceased the 
energy needed for a rebirth, and the carving could have been intended to 
give the living some of the power of the stone and the place. This - in our 
eyes - dual meaning may also be a reason why cup marks are found not 
only at graves and cremation sites but also in fields and at settlement sites. 
Through the carvings and the rites accompanying them, people felt that 
they could communicate with the otherworld.
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Aspects of the dead 
as mythical beings

* * *

I have previously put forward the interpretation that ostensibly contradic
tory features of burial ritual and practice may originally have reflected ide
as that different aspects of the deceased had different destinies after death 
(Kaliff 1997). This can be given a deeper meaning in the framework of the 
discussion of the overall cosmological ideas. It is interesting here to con
sider the various mythical beings associated in folk tradition with dead 
people. Can beliefs that link aspects of the dead to different places and to 
mythical beings be reminiscences of older ideas about humans and life be
ing composed of different elements? There is reason to suppose that ideas 
connected to the most important phases of life, and to calendar festivals, 
have been able to survive over a very long time. This is not to say that they 
did not undergo constant change in the process, through which the origi
nal ideas were concealed. I shall now end by discussing some of the myth
ological beings that occur in Scandinavian folk belief from this perspec
tive.

There are signs that people in ancient Scandinavia believed that some 
part of a person was reborn in some form, while other parts may have 
been associated with earth, rock, or water. Ultimately this could have led 
to the idea that some part of the deceased went to a realm of the dead 
while another part lived on in the physical grave, as a “mound dweller”, 
or that some aspect stayed around the farm as a fertility being. The notion 
of existence as being composite may have led over time to the development 
of what we would see as a belief that the individual had more than one 
soul. Even though the concept of a “complex soul” can be used in an at
tempt to distance oneself from our modern-day outlook, there is simulta
neously a risk, as I have said, that the very concept of soul forces us to
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Fig. 14. The belief that ritual fire can only be started by drilling, with 

the fire symbolically born from another material through friction, is 

widespread. In the Vedic fire sacrifice the sacred fire can only be lit in 

this way, which is perceived as the rebirth of the divine fire - Agni. Un

til recent times ritual fire was lit in this way in Scandinavia, where it 

was believed to be capable of curing disease and crop failure. It is 

probable that this ritual tradition was general in Scandinavia in an

cient times too, and that there was likewise a belief that the fire was in

herent in other materials and born from them. Certain cup marks, 

both on individual boulders and on rock faces, could be interpreted as 

symbols of this fire-drilling. They show a passage between different el

ements, as fire was believed to emanate from stone. Reconstruction 

drawing: Richard Holmgren, arcdoc.
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think according to our own tradition. The terms “soul” and “aspect of the 
soul” are closely connected to a dualistic outlook on relations between 
body and soul, between spirit and matter. What can be called aspects of 
the soul can just as well be labelled different cosmological elements, which 
humans and the whole of existence have been believed to consist of through 
their various alloforms. The living person was composed of these, but af
ter death they returned to their basic state.

Alfr, dis, norn, and fylgja are the names of beings in Old Norse tradi
tion which were associated with both living and dead individuals, and to 
some extent with collectives of people. Both the alfar and the disir seem to 
have been regarded as important beings, the object of a real cult in pre- 
Christian times. There is some evidence that they may have designated 
mythologized beings that originally represented different aspects of the 
dead person. The belief in alfar has survived into modern times, under the 
Swedish name älvor (elves) or de underjordiska “the underworld ones”. 
Disir, fylgjur, and nornir seem to have been female beings. Both disir and 
fylgjur can be loosely defined as protective spirits, while nornir, the Norns, 
were in some sense goddesses of fate. The words seem to have been over
lapping terms for the same kind of beings. Hamingja is yet another desig
nation for a similar spirit. When a person was close to death, it was be
lieved that the fylgja or dis left the body. The being could be seen at this 
moment, which was interpreted as an omen of death. Beings of this kind 
could also be inherited. The Norns, according to the Edda, were in control 
of destiny, able to decide the length and luck of a person’s life, but disir 
were also sometimes associated with this function (Völuspä 7-8). Norns 
were also connected with dead people and may, according to some schol
ars of religion, have been regarded as an aspect of the dead (Holtsmark 
1992, p. 65). In Late Iron Age belief, however, the fylgja appears to have 
had a closer relationship to mortals than did disir and Norns, and in even 
earlier times they may have been regarded as an aspect of the individual or 
the kindred. According to the historian of religion Dag Strömbäck, the 
fylgja could be called a “free spirit” which proceeds from and accompa
nies a living person (Strömbäck 1935, p. 133). The fylgja can also be com
pared with sal, a word that may have corresponded to “soul” in Christian 
Norse authors. In the pre-Christian belief system, however, there is no ex
act equivalent to the soul. The fylgja, like another “aspect of the soul”
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known as hugr (roughly “mind” or “thought”), can be viewed as different 
aspects of a person. These beings seem to belong together in various ways; 
in certain cases they are overlapping concepts, while in other cases they 
are complementary. In the sagas the disir are also identified with dead 
women. They are associated with both death and fertility (Turville-Petre 
1964, pp. 226 ff.).

According to certain scholars of religion, the alfar in particular were 
closely connected with the dead and sometimes were even identified with 
the dead ancestors (Geländer 1955, pp. 64 f.; de Vries 1956, pp. 286 f.; 
Turville-Petre 1964, pp. 231 ff.; Schjødt 1991, pp. 305 f.; Holtsmark 
1992, pp. 57 f.). Etymologically the word can be traced back to a mean
ing “god” or “spirit”. In modern Swedish alv {alf) is a literary loan from 
Icelandic, but the word has the same origin as Swedish älva, from Ger
manic *alb -, a feminine derivative of alb-, the root reflected in Old Norse 
alfr. The form possibly existed in Old Swedish as elffwer. This word is 
judged to be of Indo-European origin, partly because the Germanic *alb- 
has counterparts in Latvian elpe and Sanskrit rbhu (IE *lbhu-) (Hellquist 
1922). An interesting but isolated reference to a possible connection with 
the dead is the story from Ynglinga Saga about the king of Vestfold, Olaf 
Guthröthsson, who was buried in a mound on the farm Geirstad. After his 
burial he was known as “Olaf the Geirstad Elf”. This seems to have aris
en because he was worshipped to ensure a good harvest. Apart from this 
story there is no direct written evidence that people in the Viking Age re
ferred to the dead as alfar. The term haugbüi “mound dweller” for the de
ceased in the grave, and the later cult of alfar on mounds, are nevertheless 
indications of a connection. According to medieval Scandinavian folk be
lief, recorded by Olaus Magnus in his description of the Nordic peoples 
(1555 (1909-25)), the elves were the souls of people confined to the earth 
because they had indulged in the pleasures of the flesh. Alfar were also be
lieved to live in mounds, presumably mostly burial mounds but also in 
natural hills, and offerings were made to them there. It seems that the al
far were believed to be people who had gone over to another existence, 
where they lived on in a different way. As mythical beings they are closely 
connected to the Icelandic landvcettir (“land wights”) who were believed 
to live at certain places in the landscape (Turville-Petre 1964, pp. 232 f.).
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Alfar may thus originally have denoted an aspect of the dead that lived 
on in the earth, or rather belonged together with the earth. A relic of this be
lief could also have survived in the form of offerings in cup marks, which, 
as we saw above, are clearly connected to the ancient Scandinavian rituals 
for the dead. It has often happened in historical time that people have rubbed 
butter and fat into the hollows. In the Mälaren region and to the north, real 
offerings to the elves were more common in recent times. It was customary 
to offer coins and pins. People also placed hair and nails from children 
there. Originally the offerings may have been made to the elves so that they 
would take the children under their care and be able to heal them, which 
may suggest that there was a harmonious relationship between these beings 
and mortals, and that they were the object of a cult (Olrik & Ellekilde 
1926-51, pp. 277 f and 344 f.). According to an old belief, which is in line 
with the interpretations above, the sacrifice to the elves may also have been 
identical with the pagan celebration of Yule, and several Christmas tradi
tions can possibly be traced back to this cult (Feilberg 1904, p. 99; Geländ
er 1955; de Vries 1956, p. 258). The association that may exist between the 
sacrifice to the elves and the pre-Christian Yule is significant both for the 
connection of the elves with the dead and not least for the overall structur
al similarities between the eschatological beliefs and the cycle of the farm
ing year. It is therefore interesting that people in many parts of Scandinavia, 
well into modern times, have believed that the dead returned to the farm on 
Christmas night. The darkest part of the year seems to have been the most 
important opportunity for people to help the gods and nature to gain new 
strength for growth and rebirth with the aid of rituals and sacrifices. It was 
at this time too that the dead returned, albeit only for one night.

The elves are a type of being closely related to the Swedish tomte, the 
brownie who was believed to live on the farm and guarantee the good luck 
of its inhabitants. Records of folk belief from several provinces show that 
the tomte was identified with the dead. It was thought that they were peo
ple who had lived on the farm in the past. This being has also been known 
as “the oldest master”, the ancestor of the kindred (Hagberg L. 1935, pp. 
538 f.). The term tomte probably denotes that this figure went with the 
tomt, the “toft” or “farmstead”, and was thus a being who lived under
ground on the farm and safeguarded fertility and prosperity. The same



type of beings in Norway were called garduor (“farm guardians”). On 
Christmas Eve the high seat in the house was put in order for the farm 
guardian, and a bed was made for him (Olrik & Ellekilde 1926-51, pp. 
300 ff.). Apart from the fact that they lived at graves, the elves, like the 
tomte, also lived on the farmstead or under the house/barn, or in the sanc
tuary. Both functioned as protective spirits for the people on the farm (de 
Vries 1956, pp. 257 ff.). According to Snorri, the elves could be divided 
into light elves and black elves. The light elves dwelt in Alfheim while 
black ones lived underground. Alfheim was also believed to be the resi
dence of Freyr, god of the Vanir, which brings us to the link between these 
gods and the elves. According to one interpretation, they are identical with 
the Vanir, and if so it means that these are two words for the same type of 
being. The elves, like the Vanir, were worshipped for good fertility (Schjødt 
1991, pp. 305 f.; Holtsmark 1992, pp. 56 ff.). The links between the elves 
and the Vanir are interesting, since they involve a connection between the 
fertility cult and the dead in the ground. Freyja was believed to be the 
most powerful goddess, and particularly significant for the fertility cult. 
She was away from the earth in the autumn and winter, when nature with
ered and died, but she returned with new life in the spring.

The alfar have been regarded as being bound to the earth, whereas the 
disir were linked to specific places. Historians of religion have previously 
suggested interpretations that the sacrifice to these beings, the disablót, 
was an offering to the attendant spirit or fylgja of a family, while the sac
rifice to the elves was dedicated to the souls of the dead (Falk 1926, p. 
172). Literary evidence for this type of sacrifice is very scarce, however. If 
we nevertheless dare to make a tentative interpretation of the origin of be
liefs in this type of being as connected to aspects of the dead, then fylgjur 
and possibly also disir and nornir may originally have been aspects of a 
person which were believed to have been carried on and inherited after 
they had been liberated from the dead person. The elves, on the other 
hand, may have denoted an earth-bound aspect that stayed in the ground 
or in the rock, at the cemetery or in the vicinity of the home. Even if the 
belief in these beings contains relatively late, mythologized ideas, in their 
origin they may conform nicely to the cosmological narrative of a primor
dial sacrifice and a system in which life consists of alloforms of the parts
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of the victim. That would be a conceivable explanation for the seeming 
contradiction between the belief in the dead as living in the graves and a 
belief in a rebirth within the family. This could then be traced back to no
tions that different parts of the deceased have different fates, a mytholo
gizing of ideas that certain remains of the body had to be deposited in the 
ground, while other parts were released to go to other elements. What lat
er led some divinities and beings to be associated with the underworld and 
others with the heavens may have been the division of the body into parts 
that had to be committed to the earth, rock, and air, and also to other el
ements such as water and fire, along with the belief that aspects of the de
ceased remained linked to the sphere of the living. Beliefs in various myth
ical beings may then be important traces of earlier conceptions, even if 
they have been transformed into something ostensibly different with only 
a vague reminiscence of the origin. Although this is a speculative interpre
tation, it may find support in the archaeological evidence from graves, 
provided one applies a general perspective that includes all the stages of 
the funeral ritual.

To conclude, I shall return briefly to the question of the meaning of cup 
marks. In folklore they are often called älvkvarnar or “elf-mills”, a name 
that is probably of great antiquity and which also gives an indication of a 
link between this kind of carving and the beings called elves. As we saw 
above, offerings have been made in these cup marks to the elves in modern 
times. The “elf-mills” could thus be interpreted as the place where the 
elves grind their corn and release the power for new fertility and rebirth, 
in the same way as the grinding of corn is essential for baking bread, the 
symbol of life. We know that disintegration and grinding are of funda
mental significance for ideas about death in various Indo-European con
texts. This interpretation is persuasive since it also agrees well with the 
overall similarity between ideas about the dead and farming. Ritually 
grinding in the cup mark may mean symbolically uniting the powers that 
fertilize nature. This can also be compared with the union of symbolic 
motifs in graves occurring in the form of stone rings with a central section 
of stone or combined with a standing stone in the middle.

The dead may have been believed to be dependent on the living and 
growing if they were to be capable of restoration to a new life, while the
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living needed the dead to protect fertility and the crops. Similar connec
tions between the cult of the dead and the fertility cult are attested else
where, for example, from ancient Greece, where the dead were believed to 
give strength to the seed to grow and ripen into corn (Eliade 1958, p. 351). 
From this type of belief system, sacrifices to an aspect of the dead may 
have developed, to beings which in later Scandinavian tradition were my
thologized and given names such as alfar or tomtar. Since this aspect of 
the dead had such an important function in protecting the harvest and the 
farm, they were later transformed in folk belief to independent beings, 
with only vague reminders of their origin. It may have been the actual fer
tility aspect and worship of a being to ensure good harvests that was the 
fundamental meaning of the name “elf”. As the historian of religion Fol
ke Ström put it: “Those scholars who claim that the elves are the spirits of 
the dead have by no means sought to deny their fertility function. With 
some justification they have drawn attention to the widespread belief that 
the dead in the earth control its generative power, its vegetation and crops” 
(Ström F. 1985, p. 199).

What was the “grain” ground in these “elf-mills”? Hypothetically it is 
conceivable that some of the burnt bone was crushed there, perhaps using 
the rubber stones that are found in cemeteries. Of course, it would seem 
unlikely that all cup marks were used for real “grinding” of bones, but 
they may have had a symbolic role in a complex of beliefs where this ritu
al occurred. This could also explain the link between cremation sites and 
cup marks. Even if these also had a function as places for symbolic fire
drilling, this does not rule out the possibility that they had further sym
bolic meaning. Grinding or crushing the bones is also in itself a concrete 
stage in the disintegration of the dead body, in agreement with the cosmo
logical creation myth.
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Conclusion

* * *

The most important point of departure for my interpretative perspective is 
the general cosmological beliefs in different Indo-European traditions, in 
which the creation of the world is associated with the gods’ ritual dismem
berment of the body of a primordial being. The world is then made from 
this being’s body, each part having its counterpart in the parts of the dis
membered body. Just as everything emanates from these body parts and 
their alloforms, everything will also return at some time to its origin, 
where it can then be put together and come back to life again. The mean
ing of human sacrificial rituals is thus to assist the divine powers to re-cre
ate and maintain the world by restoring strength to the parts of creation. 
A corresponding function may thus have been attached to rituals for the 
dead, whereby the remains of the body were similarly restored to their 
original elements. Seemingly contradictory features in the archaeological 
evidence, for example, burnt offerings compared with deposition in water 
or land, and in particular the cremation ritual in relation to the meaning 
of the deposited bones, can be given a meaningful and coherent interpre
tation with this approach. Both the sacrificial victim and the dead person’s 
body are dismembered, and in this process the different parts are returned 
to their original states.

This interpretation of the ancient Scandinavian sacrificial rituals and 
the rituals for the dead finds a clear analogy in the Vedic sacrifice, which 
is continued even today in a 3,000-year tradition. Traces of the Scandina
vian rituals can also be compared with the ancient Iranian ritual and oth
er Indo-European contexts. In my opinion, there is strong archaeological 
testimony that similar rituals, based on similar underlying beliefs, were 
also performed in prehistoric Scandinavia. This comparative archaeological
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interpretation also fits well with the story of creation in Norse mythology, 
as recorded in the Viking Age and Early Middle Ages, which has parallels 
to the general Indo-European features. There is no reason to think that the 
myth of the dismemberment of Ymir’s body, as described in the Scandina
vian Edda, was a motif introduced in the Late Iron Age. Most of the evi
dence suggests that it had already existed with a long continuity in Scan
dinavia, as a myth going back to a shared Proto-Indo-European back
ground. I therefore do not find it at all speculative to assume that this nar
rative, in its basic character, also was a significant part of the cosmology 
on which both myths and rituals were based in the south Scandinavian 
Bronze Age.

>Fig. 15. The picture is an attempt to visualize parts of the ritual expression of ancient 

Scandinavian cosmologv when it comes to the connection between the forms in which 

the basic elements appear. The myth of a ritual death and dismemberment of a body as a 

requirement for creation and life is a narrative that can be enacted both in sacrifice and 

in the funeral ritual. The victim, like the body of a dead person, is disintegrated by the fire 

or in some other manner. A fundamental idea of the creation myth is that different ele

ments merge into each other, that they are alloforms, alternative guises of each other. 

Flesh and earth are believed to go together, as do bone and stone, or bodily fluids and wa

ter. These alloforms can then be perceived as alternative forms in a continuous process 

through which one form is constantly being transmuted into another. The fire used for 

cremation and sacrifice transfers parts of the body to fire and air, while the remains of the 

cremation or the burnt offering are deposited in earth and water. The picture shows how 

both the funeral pyre and the sacrificial altar break up the body or victim and send parts 

into fire and air. Grinding and fragmentation are ways to further mark that the body is re

stored to its original elements. Residue from the cremation, as from sacrifices, is deposit

ed in earth and in water, to mark the affinity with these elements. Stone and rock, symbol

ically represented in the picture through a stone circle, are simultaneously one of the 

basic elements and an element in which both the fire and part of the dead person can be 

perceived to be present. Burnt stone, like fired clay, can symbolically be a combination of 

elements that reinforce the ritual significance, illustration: Richard Holmgren, arcdoc.
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The question of what actually happened in the different European so
cieties that began, from the middle of the second millennium BC, to adopt 
the forms, symbolism, and iconography that mainly seem to have originat
ed in the eastern Mediterranean area and further east, has often been 
avoided in the research debate on the Bronze Age in recent years (Winter 
2002, pp. 218 f.). The fact that similarities exist between geographically 
remote areas has been observed, and the fact that contacts and even jour
neys over long distances evidently occurred. Yet there is seldom any deep 
discussion of the significant processes taking place in European societies 
of the time. Kristian Kristiansen has however taken up this topic in recent 
years for more detailed scrutiny. He has argued that the establishment of 
different institutions expressing both secular power and religion/cosmolo
gy was linked to the emergence of an elite. This was part of a process that 
resulted in societies of greater complexity. The new institutions were ma
terialized, for instance, in the form of symbols that can be observed in 
rock carvings and on artefacts of bronze. Kristiansen has focused espe
cially on what he interprets as the occurrence of an institution of twin rul
ers, based on an ideology with divine rulers, transmitted from the eastern 
Mediterranean area northwards in Europe. The background, he says, is 
part of a basic Indo-European belief system with twin gods, with counter
parts in both ancient Indian and Bronze Age Greece. The twin rulers to
gether stood for both a religious dimension and secular power. This insti
tution would have been introduced during the Early Bronze Age but 
reached its zenith in Scandinavia in the Late Bronze Age. The beliefs are 
reflected in the images carved on rocks, and also in pairs of deposited rit
ual objects of bronze: axes, shields, figurines, bronze lurs, and helmets 
(Kristiansen 1999, pp. 537-552; cf. Kristiansen & Larsson 2005).

The occurrence of significant beliefs with an Indo-European back
ground, of which the twin gods are an example, is fully in line with the in
terpretations I advocate here for sacrificial customs and funeral ritual. As I 
have shown above, the concept of twins is also closely linked to the cosmo
logical Indo-European creation myth, where the name of the first creature 
- Ymir, Yama, Yima - actually means “twin”. This gives further support 
for searching for other traces of mythological ideas about divine twins in 
Scandinavia, although possibly from a partly different perspective from
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the one adopted by Kristiansen. A criticism that can be made of the theo
ry of the twin rulers is that this kind of institution need not have existed 
in reality, although the belief in twin gods was of great ideological and re
ligious significance. It is thus not necessarily the case that these ideas were 
turned into concrete reality in the way society was governed. Citing an 
analogy from the legitimation of rulership in historical times, one can say 
that European kings, despite their claim to rule by the grace of God, were 
scarcely very Christ-like, at least not as a general phenomenon! Bronze 
Age rulers may thus have invoked a belief system in which twin symbol
ism was important and explicit, without this idea being reflected in real 
rulership as anything more than a stated ideal. Whether or not twin rulers 
really existed in Scandinavia during the Bronze Age is not so important 
for the beliefs I study here. The main thing in this context is that the finds 
themselves reflect important mythological beliefs of a common Indo-Eu
ropean character, beliefs which were linked to major institutions.

A possible reason why people in south Scandinavia chose to adopt a 
partly foreign symbol system in the Late Neolithic and/or the Early Bronze 
Age could be that it came together with the knowledge and rites that these 
symbols represented (cf. Larsson, T.B. 1999; Winter 2002). The fact that 
these symbols exist in different contexts and in large quantities in many 
places in Scandinavia means that we cannot regard this as an anomaly, of 
limited significance for the development of society. What happened during 
the Bronze Age, as regards the spread of cosmological and religious sym
bols (a process for which there is much concrete evidence), and as regards 
political and religious institutions and ritual customs, has few counter
parts in Scandinavian prehistory. Not even the influence that can be de
tected in Roman times, which is judged today to have been very strong, 
can compare with this. This makes it hard for me to understand why ar
chaeologists so doggedly avoid the question of the spread of Indo-Europe
an culture, unless one views the resistance and reluctance in the context of 
the modern history of ideas. To interpret developments in the Early Bronze 
Age in Scandinavian as a process that at least could correspond to Indo- 
Europeanization requires neither great imagination nor an ideological 
will, as is still claimed by critics of this outlook (cf. Arvidsson 2000). To 
adopt the opposite position, and refuse to discuss at all the question of
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possible Indo-European connections, despite the traces of intensive long
distance exchange in the Bronze Age, is in my opinion much more of a po
litical and ideological stance. The resistance to the Indo-Europeans as a 
reality, as I see it, is not due to a lack of source material, but a result of the 
unwillingness of scholars, for ideological reasons, to see any process that 
could be called Indo-Europeanization or the spread of Indo-European cul
ture. In my opinion, this is politically correct conformism to today’s ideo
logical situation, a deplorable stance often chosen by people who say that 
they want to combat this in principle, but evidently only when it happened 
in the past. Ideological abuse of a research field in the past can never, in 
my opinion, be adduced as a reason to regard the field as non-existent. I 
hope instead that today’s researchers are able to ignore both today’s and 
yesterday’s preconceived ideas, so that the question of the Indo-Europeans 
can once again receive the attention in archaeological research that I be
lieve it deserves.
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Archaeological excavations of prehistoric Scandinavian graves and ritual 
sites often reveal seemingly enigmatic and contradictory features. There 
is a great deal of evidence to suggest that such sites can be given a much 
broader interpretation than as solely burial grounds, in the sense of 
places for the deposition of the remains of the dead. Interpretation from 
a comparative Indo-European perspective allows a partly new approach 
to material which at first sight seems fragmentary and anonymous.

The interpretations in this book proceed from cosmological beliefs 
occurring in various Indo-European traditions, where the world was 
believed to have been created when the gods dismembered the body 
of a primordial being. Just as all parts of existence arise from these 
body parts, everything will once again be broken up and return to its 
origin, subsequently to be put together again and given new life. Both 
sacrifices and funeral rituals are based on this cosmology. What seem 
like contradictory features in the archaeological record, for example, 
burnt offerings in relation to votive deposits in water or earth, and the 
relationship of the cremation ritual to the deposited bones, can be given 
a meaningful and coherent interpretation from this point of departure.

The author discusses mortuary practices and votive customs in ancient 
Scandinavian tradition in a long-term perspective, with a comparative 
Indo-European approach. This is illustrated by a variety of archaeological 
sites, particularly some examples that have been excavated by Swedish 
contract archaeology in recent years, yielding a rich new body of 
material for interpretations of this problem field.
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